


Only Ampex 
gives you a complete family of 
interface interchangeable 
single-capstan 
tape transports. 

Now one source meets all your Ampex transports meet or exceed 
data transfer requireinents: the reliability of the equipment 
Ampex. Only Ampex gives you they serve. You get at least 2,000 
a family of servo-driven single- hours mean-time-between-failure 
capstan digital transports with a and at least one billion start/stop 
complete range of drive speeds operations before start/stop 
and data transfer rates-from mechanism replacement parts 
o to 120 KC. All units are interface may be needed. AI~o, the 
interchangeable. This allows single-capstan design eliminates 
you to easily pick the drive to problem parts and tape path 
match the requirements, and adjustments. Result: more 
change the drive if requirements uptime, greater accuracy, 
change. Also, you can select performance to specification, 
exactly what you need: just a all at lower cost. 
transport, or the transport with' Write for complete details. 
electronics and control, or a Ampex Corporation, 
system comprising several Redwood City, California. 
transports with time-shared 
data electronics and controL 

© AMPEX CORP, 1965 • 
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What are your EDPsystem needs? 

TM-7 for up to 45 ips, 36 KC 
TM-9 up to 75 ips, 60 KC 
TM-11 up to 120 ips, 96 KC 
TM-12 up to 150 ips, 120 KC. 

All with servo-driven single
capstan drives. 

All generating tapes up to 800 cpi, 
fully IBM/ASCII compatible. 

AMPEX 



AMBILOG 200 - the computer cho,sen 

to solve these signal processing problems 
o 

BIOMEDICAL MONITORING 

An Adage AMBILOGTl\1 200 system is 
in use at the University of Virginia 
School of Medicine as an intensive-care 
patient monitor following complex op
erations such as open-heart surgery. 

A "flood" of biomedical data is ac
quired and processed on line from 40 
input sources such as electrocardio
grams, continuous biochemical and. 
blood gas determinations, cardiovascu
lar pressures, and multi-point tempera
tures. Instantaneous analysis of these 
complex waveforms- detection of 
maxima and minima, slopes and dis
continuities, and measurement of their 
times of occurrence - provides sec
ondary and derived data such as pulse 
propagation time; lung compliance, 
work of breathing, and cardiac output. 
Visual presentation of selected vari
ables is provided attending physicians 
by an array of digital and analog dis- . 
plays under AMBILOG 200 control. 
Patient data is also stored on digital 
magnetic tape for off-line use in studies 
of cardiovascular and pulmonary con
trol systems. 

A completely new kind of signal 
processor, the AMBILOG 200 is de
signed from the ground up to exploit 
the best of both analog and digital 
techniques. It combines parallel hy
brid arithmetic with stored-program 
sequential operation: the first true 
hybrid. High processing speeds. (often 
inany times faster than comparably
priced conventional machines) and ex
tensive input/output for both analog 
and digital data make AMBILOG 200 
ideal for Telemetry data processing' • 
Wind tunnel and test stand instrumen
tation • Display generation • Spac~
vehicle simulation • Laboratory re
search •. Radar signal processing • 
Communications research • Flight 
trainer control • Automatic test and 

c.cheCk-out - among others. 
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SONAR SIGNAL PROCESSING 

At the U.S. Navy Underwater Sound 
Laboratory, New London, Ct., an 
AMBILOG 200 system calculates 
power spectral density functions of 
sonar signals to obtain norms for sea 
noises. 

The computer acquires data by read
ing directly from analog tape, sampling 
at a real-time rate of 83 kc. The de
sired signal is selected from any of 14 
channels, passed through a parallel 
bank of 40 narrow-band logit filters, 
digitized, squared and integrated. 

A double table look-up algorithm 
and a specially-designed bank of log
arithmic amplifiers calculate PSD 
components to an accuracy of 1 db 
over a range of 60 db signal amplitude. 
The PSD solutions are formatted and 
recorded on digital magnetic tape. 

All operations, from initial acquir
ing of data to final recording, are under 
stored-program control. 

Complete user services for the 
AMBILOG 200 are provided. The pro
gram library includes ASA Basic 
FORTRAN, an assembly system, ap
plications programs, source language 
editing, on-line symbolic debugging and 
control programs, and a wide range of 
subroutines. Full system documenta
tion, . programmer and maintenance 
training, and installation and mainte
nance services are furnished. 

For technical reports describing in detail 
these and similar AMBILOG 200 appli
cations, or for 'a demonstration, write 
Irving Schwartz, Vice President, 
1079 Commonwealth Avenue, 
Boston, Mass. 02215. 

SEISMIC RESEARCH 

The California Institute of Technol
ogy's Kresge Seismological Labora
tory and The Institute of Geophysics 
and Planetary Physics of the University 
of California (San Diego) are using 
AMBILOG 200 computers in research 
programs aimed at recognizing under
ground nuclear explosions by distin
guishing their tremors from other seis
mic events. 

The Caltech system acquires and 
processes seismic signals read from a 
multi-channel FM analog tape unit and 
filtered through a Butterworth array. 
Time records written in VELA format 
are decoded. The computer performs 
time-domain digital filtering for accom
plishing waveform pattern recognition. 
Digitized raw data and processed re
sults are recorded on a magnetic tape, 
with provision made for "quick look" . 
and analog playback. 

The Institute of Geophysics and 
Planetary Physics' system has been 
processing seismic signals on line
sensor outputs are fed directly to the 
computer - at the Tonto Forest Seis
mological Observatory. Data from 
multi-channel inputs is multiplexed, 
edited (scaled, offset and monitored), 
digitized, and formatted for tape re
cording. The machine is also 'pro
grammed to produce Fourier trans
formations of selected signals. 

?q~~~Q.z 
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Again, Digitronics sees to it that you don't have to pay 
for more capacity than you really need ... and still gives 
you the right speed for your control system. 

Recently we introduced our 150 character per second 
Model 6010 tape handler. Well, this "slowpoke" now has a 
direct descendant - our new Model 6011 unidirectional 
perforated tape handler. 

Model 6011 rolls along at a smart 300 characters per 
second. But in every other respect, this compact precision 
spooler is the image of its dad. It has 4" reels. It handles 
standard 5, 6, 7, and 8-level paper tape, paper/mylar 
laminated and mylar tapes up to 1" width-interchange
ably-without requiring adjustment. It rewinds at 400 cps. 
It's compatible with our Model 2500 undirectional tape 
reader, shown in both illustrations above. 

Model 6011 is budget-priced. Yet it offers the same re
liability and top quality that have made Digitronics 
the leader in slow, medium and high-speed (50 to 1000 
characters per second) photoelectric tape readers and 
handlers. 

Doesn't our son of slowpoke sound as if it might be just 
your speed? Write today for complete information. Digi
tronics Corporation, Albertson, New York. Or phone (516) 
HT 4-1000. . 

j> DIGITRONICS 
. when every bit cOllnts 
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~ New from Raytheon ... 
( '., _/ 

c~ 

the first self-contained 
remote display console 
available 
at an 
economical price ... s6000* 
It's no longer necessary to buy --:- or rent- expen .. 
sive multi-display control units to serve locations 
that only need 1 or 2 remote display stations. 

The Raytheon Display Console, model 402, is 
the only low-cost equipment with its own control 
unit combined into the same package. And, because 
the 402 connects directly to a telephone dataset, 
there's no need for a separate interfacing console. 
Character generator, buffer memory, keyboard, tele
phone interface and power supply are all combine~ 
in one desk-top sized package which can be remotely 
connected to any general purpose digital computer. 

The 402 can be easily moved from one location 
to another. Copnect, and it's ready for quick .. 

response, on-line communication with regional 
offices, warehouses, or ticket offices. Ideally suited 
for remote computer time sharing applications. 

If your problem is one of providing real-time 
access to computer-stored information from remote 
locations, send today for information about the new 
model 402 Display Console and other units in 
Raytheon's DIDS ,(Digital Information Display 
System) family. Write: Manager of Industrial 
Sales, Dept. D 125, Raytheon Company, Way
land, Massachusetts 01778. Or phpne: (617) 

·358-2721 ext. 2911. 

"'Rental prices available on request 
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AN OFF-BIT HISTORY OF MAGNETIC TAPE ... #9 of a series by Computape* 

There '.vere mutterings at the Round Table- that Merlin 
the M6gician was growing absent minded, not to say 
daft. The Knight of the Silver Spoon was sure of it. And 
the Knight of the Iguana agreed. 

"Absent minded am 17 Ready for Medicare am 17" 
cackled Merlin. "I'll show them I" 

And so he collared the noble Galahad. "Watch this, 
Gal old boy I" he crowed. 

And without so much as an abracadabra - 10 I The 
two were suddenly in a strange room, where a damsel 
pecked absently at a typewriter and musicians played 
Greensleeves -from the balcony. 

"And what do you think those are 7" Merlin whispered 
to Galahad, pointing a warty finger at a bank of com
puters that had suddenly materialized along the far wall. 

"Compute.rs," Galahad ~eplied promptly. "As for the 
-tape, it's heavy duty Computape. Magnetic. 556, or 800, 

_ *Reg. T.M. Computron Inc. 

© Computron Inc. 1965 

or 1000 bits per inch with no dropout, if I recall." 
Merlin sighed.' "Then I've shown you this before 7" 
"At least 25 times," said Galahad. ·"But fear not, 

.Merlin. None shall ever be the wiser." 
And none ever was. After all, would you have the heart 

to tell on a poor old man 7 
Galahadn't either. 
One of a series of documentaries made possible by 

COMPUTRONINC., a company even more interested in 
making history than fracturing it. Our Computape is so 
carefully made'that it delivers 556, 800 or 1,000 bits per 
inch - with no dropout. Available with 7, 8, 9, 10, 16 
channel or full-width certification to meet your systems 
req u irements. 

Now - if Computape can write that kind of computer 
tape history - shouldn't you be using it 7 

(+J CDMPUTRDN INC. 
MEMBER OF THE !IDDl~W GROUP 

122 CALVARY STREET, WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 

COMPUTAPE - product of the first company to manufacture magnetic tape for computers and instrumentation, exclusively. 
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december 24 
THE COMPUTER IN MEDICINE, by Evon C. Greanias. Introducing the 
theme topic, the author surveys current applications in biomedical dp and detects 
areas that have attracted researchers' attentions. Most important challenge, he says, 
is wider application of information retrieval and logical analysis in treatment of 
patients. 1965 

volume 11 number 12 29 JOINT-VENTURE AT MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL, by Dr. Jordan J. 

automatIc 
information 

prOcessIng 
for business 

ind~stry &science 

December 1965 

Baruch and G. Octo Barnett, M.D. The main features of an experimental 
hospital information system, and the thinking that led to them, are discussed in an 
interview with the designers. Prob~ems encountered, changes still being made are 
brought out. 

34 COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF MEDICAL SIGNALS, by Cesar A. Caceres, 
M.D. This is a progress report on computer analysis of electro- and phonocardio
grams, of brain wave recordings, respiratory waveforms from the lungs, and dye 
dilution curves from a heart's output. The implications of these studies to a diagnosti
cian, the patient, and the community are covered. 

40 CLINICAL INFORMATION PROCESSING, by Benjamin Kleinmuntz. 
A computer researcher reports on his efforts to simulate the clinical judgment 
process. of a human diagnostician: a psychologist interpreting a personality test and 
a clinical neurologist doing profile sorting. Software problems may be greater im
pediments to progress than hardware, he reports. 

51 DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS. This is a supplement to the information 
appearing in the September 1965 issue. Included are selected input and transmission
oriented devices. 

61 COMPARING THE COMPACTS, by Edward O. Boutwell Jr. Twelve 
short-word-Iength computers are examined, the programming ,characteristics im
posed by the short words and their effect on use are considered, and newer features 
appearing in machines of this class are identified. 

73 SYSTEM/360 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE, by Martin E. Hopkins. A chapter 
out of a soon-to-be-published book on 360 programming, this article warns: "One 
of the largest sources of errors in 360 coding is incorrect alignment on byte 
boundaries." 

89 DPMA FALL CONFERENCE. In Dallas, a large turnout and good program 
.. indicate adoption by DPMA of two c,onferences annually. 

103 COMPUTERS & REDISTRICTING, by John F. Banzhaf III. Law groups 

10 

14 

17 

21 

23 

79 

convene to discuss machined gerrymandering, learn that customized redistricting for 
the legislature to suit party tastes is possible. Who says computers are nun-partisan? 

Calendar 91 New Products 

Letters to the Editor 97 New Literature 

Datamation in Business & Science 111 People in Datamation 

Washington Report 113 Books in Datamation 

The Editor's Readout 114 Advertiser's Index 

News Briefs 124 The Forum 
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To make 
comnuters ., 

as good as these 
you've got 

,to be simple-minded. 

People ask us how it 
is possible for SDS 
computers to be 
faster, more 
reliable, and 
cheaper than 
other com
panies'machines. 

The answer is 
simple. 

SDS comput
ers are simpler 
than other 
people's. They 
do the job with 
fewer circuits. 
Not nearly as 
many parts. 

Fewer circuits make them faster. 
Fewer parts make them more reliable. Both 
make them cheaper. 

It's hard to design simple computers. 
Much harder than designing complicated 
ones. 

It's so hard that nobody will try to do it 
without a strong incentive. 

Our incentive is greed. We believe that if 
we can make better machines than anybody 
else, and sell them for a lot less money, we 
can get rich in .the computer business. 

So far we're doing very well. 
We've found a lot of people who are will

ing to pay less money for computers that do 
more work. 

8 

We make these six real-time computers 
and a lot of stuff to go with them: 

SDS 9300 is our biggest. It has a basic core 
memory of 4096 words, expandable to 
32,768 words, all directly addressable. One 
standard and any number of optional buf
fered input/output channels with rates to 
572,000 words per second. Input/output 
simultaneous with computation up to 1024 
levels of priority interrupt. . Memory cycle 
time 1.75 lisec. Execution times, including 
all addressing and indexing: Fixed point (24 
bits plus a parity bit): add 1.75 flsec, double 
precision add 3.5 flsec, multiply 7.0 flsec, 

shift (24 positions) 5.25 flsec. Floating point 
(39-bit frac., 9-bit exp.): add 14.0 flsec, 
multiply 12.25 flsec. 

SDS 930 is next. Same memory and gen.;. 

CRTRMRTION 
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eral description as the 9300. Only the execu
tion times are different: Fixed point (24 bits 
plus a parity bit): add 3.5 p'sec, multiply 
7.0 p.sec. 

SDS 925's basic core memory of 4096 
words is expandable to 16,384. From there 
on the specs are the Same as the 9300 and 
930, except the execution times: Fixed point 
(24 bits plus a parity bit): add 3.5 p'sec, 
multiply 54.25 p.sec. 

SDS 920 has the same memory capacity 
and priority interrupt as the 925. One stand
ard and one buffered 
I/O channel with 
rates to 62,500 words 
per second. 
Memory 
cycle time 8.0 
p.sec. Execu
tion times: 
Fixed point 
(24 bits plus 
a parity bit): 
add 16.0 p'sec, multiply 32.0 p.sec. 

December 1965 

SDS 910 has a basic core memory of 2048 
words, expandable to 16,384, all directly 
addressable. Every
thing else is the same 
as the 920 except the 
execution times; 
Fixed point 
(24 bits plus 
a parity bit): 
add 16.0 
p'~ec, multi
ply248.0 p.sec. 

SDS 92 is our integrated circuit baby. It 
has a basic core memory of 2048 words, 
expandable to 32,76S, a:ll directly address
able. Memory "scratch pad" reduces both 
program size and execution time. Hardware 
index register; indexing requires no addi
tioQal time. One standard and any number 
of optional buffered I/O channels with rates 
to 572,000 
words per sec
ond. Up to 256 
levels of prior
ity interrupt. 
Memory cycle 
time 1.75 p.sec. 
Execution 
times, including 
all accesses and 

And here's some of the stuff that goes 
with them: 

Fortran IV for all SDS computers (it's 
ASA Fortran IV, and then some). 

SDS Rapi<l Access Disc Files (we call them 
RAD Files) which store" from 528,000 to 
8,000,000 characters, with access times as 
low as 500 p'sec and transfer rates as high as" 
480,000 characters per second. RAD "Files 
give the speed and capacity of drums at the 
price of discs. 

SDS new high-reliability magnetic tape 
drive. Single capstan and full-vacuum col
umns eliminate tape wear and skew, main
tain uniform tension. IBM-identical tape 
format and guide path assures compatibility. 

SDS Business Programming Package per
mits SPS computers to perform decimal and 
character operations with the same ease as 
standard arithmetic. 

Scientists and engineers have snapped 
these machines up. We have more computers 
working on line in real-time systems than 
any other company. 

Some of them use their leisure to run pay
rolls. It's a nice change of pace after the hard 
work of real time. 

How much do SDS computers cost? 
If you ask us we'll tell you. 

indexing: Fixed point (12 
bits plus a parity bit): add 
3.5 p'sec, multiply 8.75 • 
p'sec, divide 22.75 p.sec. 

Scientific Data Systems 
1649 Seventeenth Street, Santa Monica, California 
Offices in principal" cities throughout the world. 
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Now 
your business 
can be linked 

directly to your 
customers. 

All your customers need 
is the 10\11 cost 

James public computer system 

It works like ,this: 
1. PMS provides the customer-subscriber with tailored 

"computermation" overlay designed to provide him 
with simple instructions to link himself with your 
business or service. 

2. The customer pushes telephone buttons to order goods, 
services or information - ask specific questions and get 
specific answers orally or printed - immediately. 

3. The James Public Computer system is as wide in 
potential scope as the. world-wide network of tele
phone lines - commercial or private. 

4. The subscriber pays as little as $5.00 per month for the 
basic PMS "computermation" service. 

The James Public Computer offers the first important 
price breakthrough in public utilization of computers 
through normal telephone lines. Now the PMS data 
converter and tailored task-oriented computer programs 
allow low cost, no paper work operation to anyone any
where in the home in the office or in the factory. 

Want more information or a demonstration? Get in 
touch with us. " 

Write, wire or phone ... 

<@>'Photo Magnetic System~ 
pM 5 8730 Georgia Avenue, Silver SRring, Md. 20910 

Phone: (301) 587-3322 Telex: PMS-SVRG 
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•• The American Univ. is sponsoring 
courses: "Managerial Implications of 
Electronics in Publishing," Jan. 17-
20, International Inn, Washington, 
D.C.; "The Challenge of Cybernetics 
to Education," Jan. 26-28, Twin 
Bridges Marriott Motor Hotel, Wash
ington, D. C.; "Eighth Annual Insti
tute on Information Storage and Re
trieval," Twin Bridges Marriott, Feb. 
14-17. Fees: $150-175. 

• - Seminar on the economics and 
basic technology of integrated circuits, 
sponsored by Integrated Circuit En
gineering Corp., will meet Jan. 17-21, 
Los Angeles, Calif. Fees: $175-500. 

• Symposium on simulation lan
guages will be held in March 1966, 
Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. 
Application deadline is Feb. 1, 1966. 

• Business show and midwest man
agement seminar is scheduled for Feb. 
8-11, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago. 
Co-sponsors are the Administrative 
Management Society, Chicago Chap
ter and Northwestern Univ. 

• SHARE XXVI will meet Feb. 28-
Mar. 4, El Cortez Hotel, San Diego, 
Calif.. 

• Lomond Systems, Inc. and Chevy 
Chase Travel, Inc., Bethesda, Md. 
will sponsor a group seminar tour for 
adp executives in eight European 
countries, 'March 21-April 7. 

• The Div. of Continuing Education, 
Univ. of Texas Graduate School of 
Biomedical Science is sponsoring a 
symposium: "Biomathematics and 
Computer Science in Life Sciences," 
Mar. 24-26, Shamrock Hilton Hotel, 
Ho,uston, Tex. 

• ACM symposium on symbolic and 
algebraic manipulation will be held on 
Mar. 29-31, Washington, D.C. 

:c R T RMR. TI 0 N 



If you need offset masters to reproduce typewriting· 
Multilitn ~as t~em 

'If you need offset masters to reproduce p~otos 
, Multilit~ ~as t~em 

If you need offset masters to reproduce drawings 
Multilit~ ~as t~em 

If you need offset masters to ml1roduce five copies 
'Multilit~ ~as lIwm 

If you need offset masters to reproduce t~ousands ~ copies 
Multilit~ ~as t~em ' 

If you need offset masters to reproduce copies from your copier 
, Multilit~, ~as t~em 

If you need offset masters to reproduce t~e . output of your computer 
Multilit~ ~as t~em 

If you need offset masters to do somet~ing we ~aven't mentioned 
,Multilit~ ~as t~em 

December 1965 
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1200 Babbitt Road. Cleveland, Ohio 44117 
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Your production. 
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Your production with a Univac 
Total Management Information System. 

Production is controlled continuously, in process, 
rather than by stages. Stock shortages do not occur. 
Scheduling becomes meaningful. Time lags 
are eliminated because they become unnecessary. 
And critical decisions can be made instantly 
because critical information is instantly available. 

There are three. distinct Total Management Information Systems 
graded for businesses otvarying size and complexity . 
and known collectively as The Univac® 
Modular 490 Real-Time Systems. 

For information about them, get in touch with the 
Univac Division of Sperry Rand Corporation; 

CIRCLE 12 ON READfR CARD 
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Quick as a think! 
The faster your automation thinks, 

the more you need the right Acme system 
to keep ahead of input or output. 

I nstant control over computer programming 
via Acme Visible Control Panels. 

Instant access to 2,000 eight·channel punch 
tapes via desk·side Acme Rotary. 

Instant access'to 2,400 customer cards via 
Acme Super·Visible. . 

Instant access to 2% tons of computer reels 
in 30% less space via each Acme Rotary 

Acme systems handle punch cards, punch 

tapes, computer reels, etc. They fit pyg
mies or giants of automation. And every 

.Acme System pays for itself fast, because 
your machines work full time-not part 
time. For automation or any paper flow 
problem, let your Acme systems man 
solve it. Send the coupon. 

tHW" VIS I B LE 
Acme Visible Records. Inc. 
7512 West Allview Drive, Crozet, Virginia 
Please have your nearest Acme repre
~~~~~!i~e call to discuss our paper flow 

NAME ________________ ~ ____ __ 

POSITION ____________________ _ 

COMPANY ____________________ _ 

CITY ZONE __ STATE __ __ 
~ ________________________________ J 
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u. k. service bureau 
Sir: 
Your September "World Report" (p. 
75) includes a reference to Centre-File 
Ltd., a new real-time service bureau 
in London, for which my company has 
technical responsibility. I would like 
to correct two mistakes in your report. 
The complete 360 system will cost 
about $1.7 million (not $7.5 million) 
when on-line testing starts in January 
1967. The eventual configuration, to 
handle about 40 (not 25) medium
size firms of brokers, will cost about 
$4 million. 
A. E. L. DE WATTEVILLE 

John Hoskyns & Co., Ltd. 
London, England 

shoot the programmer 
Sir: 
The Editor's Readout in the October 
issue (p. 23) titled "Big Brother" re
minded me again of a continually re
curring thought. If a person uses a 
.38-caliber pistol to shoot his neigh
bor, we do not electrocute the gun. 
Why then' do we attribute all the 
wonderful and frightening accomplish
ments of computers to the machines? 

There are many contributors to the 
output of a computer-be it an equa
tion describing a nuclear reaction or 

. a marriage arrangement: the manu
facturer and his employees, the power 
company that supplies the electricity, 
the operators, and of course the pro
grammer. Is it not the programmer 
who actually pulls the trigger? Or is 
it pulled by the physicist or psychol
ogist who developed the theories that 
were coded by the'programmer? In 
any case, the computer itself is not 
to blame, nor should it get all the 
credit. Even computel:s that "learn" 
were programmed to do so according 
to a specific learning theory. So let. 
us give credit or blame where it is 
rightfully due. Of course, the scien
tists and programmers could not pro
duce the fantastic results that are 
presently obtained without the high
speed computers of today, just as Big 
Brother will not be able to regulate 
and keep watch over our lives of to
morrow without tomorrow's computers, 
but can he do it without a program
mer? 

This dependence on programmers 
and/ or those who develop the methods 
is obvious to anyone in the computer 
sciences when mention is made "Of the 
"all-powerful" computer. However, 
the layman (for instance a viewer of 
the panel discussion described in your 
Readout) often does not understand 
that the "machines" do not truly make 
independent decisions. That is why I 
suggest we all make an effort to in
form the layman as to what really 
makes the computers "hum." I'm re
min:ded of the uninformed person 
who is delighte~ with eight-place re
sults obtained from the computer even 
though. his input was only' good to 
three places. Would an informed 
public passively accept marriage ar
rangements from Big Brother's com
puter even if it matched brother and 
sister? I think not. They would realize 
that his programmer must have-. for
gotten to consider certain basic rela
tionships. 

In conclusion, I beg to differ with 
Mr. Grosch (you quoted him as say
ing, "Big Brother is going to be a com
puter.") Big Brother will not be a 
computer. Big Brother will simply use 
a computer. 
LYLE B. SMITH 

Stanford, California 

operating systems 
Sir: 
. . . It is apparent that the author 
("Operating Systems: One Installa
tion's Experience," by R. F. Brockish, 
Oct., p. 64) is so enveloped in his 
IBM world the mere existence of 
other manufacturers' software has es
caped him. Awake, Mr. Brockish, to 
the world of high-speed language 
translators, parallel processing and ef
ficient operating systems. But, alas, the 
eyes of Big Brother are upon you. 
PAUL V. GRAVELLE 

Compiler Development Group 
Honeywell EDP 
Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts 

The author replies: The article was intended to 
be what the" title implies and not a survey of all 
the fine and maybe not so 'fine operating sys
tems available or on the drawing boards. I know 
other systems exist because the salesmen have 
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told me so. But, alas, I have no experience with 
them so I leave the writing of articles about 
them to the people who have actually used the 
systems. Perhaps in all due respect I should have 
included a lead sentence that the article was 
about systems on two IBM computers so that 
readers not interested in that sphere of the in
dustry could immediately "trap," "branch," 

,"jump" or "go" to the next article. 

software copyrights 
Sir: 
I notice an error in the October Busi
ness & Science. On page 19, in dis-' 
cussing proprietary programs' and 
copyrights, is the remark "New listings 
came from Burroughs-with a version 
of FORTRAN II for the B5500 developed 
at the U. of Indiana ... " Indiana 
Univ. has done no programming for 
Burroughs or for a B5500. However, 
the Indiana Univ. Research Comput
ing Center did produce a copyrighted 
FORTRAN II compiler called F ASTRAN 
for the IBM 7090 series. 

F ASTRAN was developed in 1963-64 
by Stanley Hagstrom, Stephen Young, 
and myself. It compiles 10-20 times 
faster than IBM's FORTRAN II,' produc
ing object de~ks that execute at about 
the same speed as IBM's. The only 
incompatibilities worth mentioning 
with IBM FORTRAN II are FASTRAN'S 
detection· of undefined variables, and 
the happy absence of relative con
stants. FASTRAN is presently used in 
about 20 computer installations; com
munications and distributions are. 
handled through a recently formed 
FASTRAN Interest Group in SHARE. 
. DR. FRANKLIN PROSSER 
Indiana University 
Bloomington, Indiana 

fortran 4 
Sir: 
Re: "How to Tell If It's FORTRAN 
IV," by DanielD. McCracken (Oct., 
p. 38). . . At least one insidiously 
variable characteristic was omitted 
from his table. This is the matter of 
testing or not testing the first value 
assigned to the DO variable in a DO 
statement. Significantly different re
sults are often obtained when a pro
gram is moved from one system to an
other where DO statements are treated 
in the opposite way. 

Most of the inconsistencies between 
various FORTRANS are either obvious 
or quickly become obvious (thanks to 
compiler diagnostics) but th'is one is 
both obscure and serious. 
DONALD H. THURNAU 
Marathon Oil Company 
Littleton, Colorado 
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YOU CAN 
WITH BAUSCH & LOMB 

Fiber Optics Light 
Switch counts objects 
ata rate of 400/min, 
measures angular ve
locity, detects size of 
objects, acts as a limit 
switch, can be made 
sensitive to color with 
filters, monitors ambi
ent light conditions, 
and be used in safety 
and burglar alarm sys
tems. Catalog D-2057 
gives the full story. 

LIGHT WIRES 
AND you CAN DO MANY OTHER 
AMAZINGLY USEFUL THINGS TOOl 

• Slice the original beam into several beams. 

• Pipe the beams under, over and around all 
kinds of obstacles. 

• Pipe the beams into tiny openings. 

• Shape the circular beam so that it comes out the 
other end as a square 0, a circle 0, a line __ 
or any shape you can think of ( ) 

• Monitor the face of a CRT tube or radar screen. 

• Safely pipe light into explosive areas. 

You can mold light to do your bidding 
for practically any application 

Write for Catalog 32-2045. It has much information to excite your creativity. 
Bausch & Lomb, 25024 Bausch'Street, Rochester, New York 14602. 

BAUSCH & LOMB ~ 
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From ASI's continuing program of new product development 

lIt's all in a day's work .... for ASI's 6020 
What is extra output from your computer worth to you? 
... completion of projects on or ahead of schedule? 
... cutting down engineer's overtime? ... reducing 
waiting time between problems? All this is our way of 
saying that you get more machine productivity per 
dollar when you get an ADVANCE Series 6020. Com
pared with competitive machines in the same cost 
range, the 6020 turns out 50% more work. 

It begins with ADVANCE 6020 features such as high 
speed computation, a versatile input/output system, 
completely modular expansion both within the central 
processor and with peripheral equipment. In addition 

the software system features the fastest FORTRAN 
compiler in its class. At 1500 statements per minute 
your problem is entered in record time ... as much as 
four times faster than other computers. This combina
tion assures that your 6020 will return 12 hours work 
in an 8 hour day. 
This extra workload capability already is working, or 
very soon will be installed, at facilities such as Chem
strand, Division of Monsanto Chemical; Gulf Oil; Uni
versity of Chicago; Sun O,iI Company, and others. 

Contact ASI today for further information. We invite 
you to put a stop watch on us with your.problem. 

ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 

DIVISION OF ELECTRO-MECHANICAL RESEARCH, INC. 

8001 Bloomington Freeway, Minneapolis, Minn. 55420 
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~ICAL REASONS-
lfic Computing Center has recently 
M 7040 system. Opportunities exist 
jesiring to develop Fundamental and 
'ch appl ications. Additional openings 
annel experienced in systems pro
RT, operations research, and infor-
~ and retrieval. -

Mathematics, Physics, or a technical 
Jired. M.S. degree preferred. Must 
m of two years' experience in scien
ring applications programming. This 
at least one year's experience utiliz

IV. Experience in symbolic program
sirable. 

XEROX 
.n Equal Opportunity Employer 
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IBM HARDWARE, SOFTWARE 
COMPATIBLY DELAYED 
There's no clear pattern visible yet in the effects 
of the recent 360 hardware and software slippages, 
but it looks as if IBM has pulled the whole thing 
off with its usual savoir faire. Astonishingly, the 
reaction of many to hardware delays was, "That's 
okay, the software is tardy anyway." But a lot of 
people don't know yet how far deliveries will slip. 
Just about every installation gets a different story. 

IBM will pay L.A. City an estimated $20-30K 
penalty for a three-month delivery delay of third 
level software on the 360/30F, due in mid-December. 
With $300K invested, the city didn't feel justi.fied 
in reopening bids to other vendors, will accept $17K 
plus $100 a day until everything is in, with no rent 
until it's all working. 

The competition hasn't assessed the impact of 
the slow-down yet, warily claiming only that it's 
opening some doors for them. One view: the move is 
IBM's means of taking back the reduced rental (10%) 
offered earlier on old machines during three-four 
months the 360 and its predecessor are both still in. 
Meanwhile, rumbles about 1401 and 7094 emulator 
troubles keep popping up. 

FAST 1108, SLOW TERMINAL 
HYPO UNIVAC HOPES 
Univac is elated over performance of its 1108, some 
50% better than anticipated, says for engineering 
job shops the system is six times as fast as a 94 
mod II, somewhat faster than the 6600 on a throughput 
basiS. The company is readying for announcement in 
Dec. or early '66 a Remote 'Communications Terminal 
which will offer on-line aficionados 80 cpm and 
240 Ipm speeds. Cost for an 80-character print line 
will be around $500, with higher prices for extra 
goodies. 

L.A. SERVICE BUREAUS 
ABHOR A VACUUM 
L.A. service bureaus are scrambling to fill the 
vacuum they hope will appear when. the 1107 at 
Computer Sciences comes out. University Computing, 
which already has a 1604 in L.A., has ordered an 1108. 
Meanwhile, Matrix will run a 635 for GE, Fairchild 
and TRW. Allen Babcock Computing's time-shared 
360/50G is scheduled to go on the air in April or 
May, and ITT plans to open shop in '66 with 
360/30, /50 and /67 •. Western Union will probably 
get into the act n~~t year too, and CEIR will beef 
up thei~ operation~ , o Newest face on the L.A. service bureau scene is 
Abacus Electronic Computing Corp., headed by Al 
Gravitt, formerly of Signal Oil, first remote users 
of CSC's machine. AECC will open shop with a B 5500 
in April or May, offering a B 5500 version of Joss, 
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When YOU need a 'conversation piece' 
·1or 1ast·talk with busy computers ... 

Consider an "interpreter" 
from Tasker. Like this versa
tile, modular input/out 
console-one of the vital units 
used in programming, check
ing out, and monitoring such 
delicate unmanned space 
flights as the Mariner mission 
to Mars. 

Humafl-engineered for fast, 
fatigue-free operation, this 
mUltiple-input console works 

through a data communica
tions channel to four main 
computers. Its operator can 
alter programs, call out 
subroutines, make preflight 
checks, run tests and observe 
the status of all computers 
and peripheral equipment. 
Among the principal features: 
a single-line, 72-character CRT 

readout that lets the operator 
verify entire alphanumeric 
messages before transmission. 

The modular, easily modi
fied console and its proven, 
long-life circuitry (estimated: 
above 82,000 consecutive 
hours) typify a Tasker talent: 
"quick reaction" ability to 
solve special problems and 
customize as needed. If you 
have problems in display, 
computer control, or radar 
and tracking ... try Tasker 
for good solutions. 

(" 

to Tasker~ 
Tasker Instruments Corp. J 7838 Orion Ave./ Van Nuys, Calif. 91409/ (213) 781-3150 
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Cobol and PL-l are 
"romance languages" 
to you 

<~I then you're the kind 
of Programmer we're 
looking for at Douglas. 
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BURROUGHS CUTS PRICES, 
PUSHES OFF-LINE SORTING 

FOR ON-LINE WHISTLERS, 
AN EXTENDED UMBILICAL CORD 

LINCOLN LA~S LINKS 
WITH OUTSIDE WORLD 

December 1965 

service to remote 1004's, TTY, IBM 1974, etc. The 
system will include 24K core, six tapes, two 9.6-
megacharacter discs, will simultaneously handle up 
to eight remote terminals at first. 

Gravitt plans to charge for cpu time, plus 
charges for cards fed in, pages printed out. 
Customers will be able to store their programs on 
the disc for another fee per 1000 words. 

Burroughs has cut prices on its 300 series: memory 
prices are slashed in half, a 1400 cpm card reader 
goes from $600 to $500, cpu costs for a three-year 
contract is 60% of old. Fast disc sort times -- a 
fraction of 360 tape sorts -- are encouraging the 
Big B to push a B300 costing less than $6K/month as 
an off-line sorter. 

On-line enthusiasts who get nervous when they're 
away from the-ir computer will i be glad to know that 
the umbilical cord is being lengthened. Carnegie 
Tech has been experimenting with a prototype 
"portable" Mod 33 Teletype terminal. Housed in a 
100-pound trunk, the unit cradles a phone, 
translating keyboard entries into acoustical signals; 
it literally whistle~. 

Pleased with prototype results, Carnegie Tech 
has ordered 16 more from a firm set up by Jesse 
Quantse, who developed the first one as CT's manager 
of engineering development. Other universities and 
firms are interested too. The Pittsburgh firm, 
Electronic Systems, Inc., is ~orking on new ' 
packaging: two suitcases weighing 65 po'unds , with 
lighter cases in sight. Other development plans 
include an automatic dialer, an answering device, 
and units which will accept any data source. ' 

Quantse views portability as the way to go, 
notes the convenience to low-demand sites such as 
labs and classrooms which can avoid expensive set-ups 
and long rentals. Costs 'are expected to be about 
$2600. Initial indications are that the phone 
company won't be able to stop Quantse and his 
customerS from whistling in the light. 

Plans are underway for linking Lincoln Labs' 
experimental time-sharing system -- TX-2, MIT's MAC, 
and SDC's system. The purpose: to allow programs 
of one facility to make Use of programs of another, 
with early emphasis on sharing of graphics software. 
A young Cambridge research and consulting firm, 
Computer Corp. of America, is doing a preliminary 
study on it for the ~abs, due by the end of the year. 

Harvard Computing Center will also tie into 
TX-2 via a satellite computer and is now adapting 
its syntactic analysis programS to the system and 
its graphic capabilities. Among other new Lincoln 
Lab developments for the commercial world to note 
are a paging system, SPAT f which uses a fast film 
memory to transform page address, a compiler-
compiler called VITAL, and a time-sharing exec called 
APEX. Coming up is a Graphical Service System which 
will allow a user to define his own graphical language. 

(Continued on page 115) 
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Bell System Data-Phone service clears blizzards 
of bits for Standard Oil of Ohio 

Bell System Dataspeed* data communications service 
at SOHIO'S Cleveland headquarters use regular 
telephone lines to transmit some 14,000 heating oil 
orders a day to 16 truck terminals in Ohio. 

During the peak cold weather season, nearly 
one billion bits of data a month are interchanged 
between Cleveland and the terminals. 

At the terminals, teletypewriter machines print out 
delivery tickets .from the tape. The tickets 
give the drivers complete information, 
even telling them how to locate fill pipes. 

After delivery, the exact amount of oil received by the 
customer is stamped on the tickets. A punched tape 
of the day's deliveries is made and this tape is fed 
into the terminal's Dataspeed unit. The data is 

automatically sent back to Cleveland, where computers 
process the information for billing and inventory control. 

SOHIO installed its data system primarily to 
improve profit margins on heating oil sales. 
The system achieved this goal as it centralized 
operations, reduced paperwork, speeded cash flow 
and improved customer service. 

. Consider the advantages of Bell System Data-Phone* 
service for your data system'. One of our 
Communications Consultants will be happy to 
go over them with you in detail. Just call your 
Bell Telephone Business Office and ask for his services. 

*Service mark of the Bell System @ Bell System . 
--r- American Telephone and Telegraph and Associated Companies 
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WASHINGTON REPORT 

MARKETEERS PONDER 
BROOKS BILL SIGNIFICANCE 

AIR FORCE PLUMPS 
FORSTATINCHER COBOL 

December 1965 

The full significance of the Brooks Bill, newly 
passed and signed, is being assayed carefully by 
Washington's dp marketing corps. The initial 
consensus of opinion seems to be that while the GSA 
might be able to force lower per-unit computer costs 
through centralized purchasing, savings will fall far 
short of the $250 million to $300 million annually 
claimed by the bill's proponents. And all disclaimers 
to the contrary, it's also considered likely that 
GSA will become intimately involved in the selection 
of computers, not just the negotiation for their 
procurement. 

An immediate concern is the amount and make of 
equipment presently on lease by government agencies 
that might be purchased right aff the bat through the 
revolving fund to be set up. "Even if such a 
purchase freezes agencies into obsolete computer and 
tab equipment, GSA is going to go after that big 
discount," warned one sales manager, "and that's going 
to seriously contract our new equipment market." 
He also opined that the very large manufacturers, 
which could sustain large discounts on volume 
purchases, would benefit most from the new situation. 
Others, however, believe that the. GSA involvement 
will favor the smaller companies because marketing 
efforts can be focused on one set of agency officials, 
not diffused throughout the government. 

Other questions raised, but not resolved, by the 
Brooks Bill include the distinction to be made 
between programming/support services and hardware 
proper, cost evaluation, and the extent to which the 
research-oriented agencies -- NSF, NIH, ONR, ARPA, 
etc. -- will have to stand tall before GSA in 
accounting for funds expended on dp equipment. 

Answers to most of these questions will be largely 
determined by the as-yet unnamed executive who will 
run the dp show for GSA. It's considered likely that 
he will report directly to GSA chief Knott, with a 
title to match that eminence. 

The Air Force, revving up for a large-scale procurement 
to replace the fleet of "interim" c9mputers ordered 
last year, has passed the word along to manufacturers 
to get on the Cobol bandwagon, AF style, if they 
want favorable consideration for the plum. Stimulus 
for the AF action was the proposed ASA Cobol specs 
circulated to users last spring for comments. The 
AF's detailed response, which expressed considerable 
dismay over the lack of mandatory tusks and fangs in 
the proposed specs, was returned in September to the 
X3, 3.4 and 3.4.4 committees. This response, and 
those of other users, will be considered by the X3 
committee at a meeting in Washington in mid-December. 
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Picture above shows display console with its associated scanner 
and control cabinets. 
Link Waveform Display/Analyzer is used on line with 704017094 

computer at Ballistics Systems Division, USAF. 

New LINK Waveform Display/Analyzer
precision film reading and 
recording with one machine. 

Here is a new graphic input! output dev1ce that can help 
reduce computer time and programming costs significantly. 
The Waveform Display! Analyzer allows real-time access to 
information and immediate updating and analysis. ' 
You can change the display with a light pen and keyboard 
and request further action from the computer without the 
assistance of a programmer. 
The light pen lets you alter, add and delete data. You can 
move, enlarge and reduce images, plot graphs, and label 
displayed information. Problems can be altered for further 
analysis. It is not only a problem-solving tool- it's a system 
for producing new designs. 
The light pen saves time and cost by eliminating the need 
for an output record, thereby cutting down on equipment 
and producing answers more quickly. 
AND THESE OTHER FEATURES-
• Scan a film image or waveform and digitize the d~ta. 

• Display data and images on a high-resolution CRT. 
• Store computer output data on film in black-and-white or 

a 16-level gray scale. 
• Handle large amounts of information by film scanning

(1024x 1024-bit matrix with 16,380x 16,380 also 
available). 

• Buffer system storage capacity 1024 words, 36 bits each. 
• All solid-state circuitry. 
• Utilizes interchangeable film transports making it pos
sible to use 16mm, 35mm and 70mm film in both the read 
and record mode. 
The Waveform Display! Analyzer can operate as a single 
unit with one small binary computer or as one of several 
time-shared units on a large host machine. 

For an informative brochure, write to @> @§~§~[b 
A.d~anced Prod.uct Sales, General Pr~- rD\rD\('E;'©n~n@N1iNc 
CISlon, Inc., Link Group, 1451 Call- IF"''l..K1LS u~u 0 l.J'U_ 

fornia Ave., Palo Alto, Cal. LINK GROUP 
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EDITOR'S READOUT 

TRADITION AND TECHNOLOGY: 

THE DILEMMA IN GREAT BRITAIN 

The London Hilton rises with less than majesty above the main plane of Lon
don's skyline, scorning and mocking the lovely old, short, quaint buildings 
crouched beneath it. Fmm the 14th floor, you can watch a thin rain slant down 
on the multiple ant-like columns of autos and double-deck busses inching along 
Park Lane between the Hilton and marvelously green Hyde Park. From a side 
street slowly streams a steady. procession of the black high taxis, tall enough 
by decree to allow a gentleman to sit in them with his tophat on. 

From another window, you can see Big Ben loftily dominating its skyline 
of Parliament and Westminster Abbey, haughtily staring out at the scattered 
towers of modern glass and steel impudently challenging Big Ben's dominance. 
Outside the windows the wind howls and moans, like a modern echo of the 
savage sounds which open Macbeth. 

The scene symbolically reflects all too vividly the current computing scene 
in the U.K.: the heavy burden of tradition which slows progress in the only 
remaining indigenous industry in Europe; the rising spectre of increased com
petition from aggressive U.S. firms for whom the U.K. market is only an ex
tension of the big, big American market, providing a production (and profit) 
base unavailable to U.K. firms. The win& may be howling a dirge for British 
computer technology. The industry has come to the brink of the agonizing 
question posed in Hamlet's soliloquy. 

There are some slivers of light in the dark picture: the Wilson government
created Ministry of Technology is pushing computers as a key to revitalized 
industrial effort, has established a department of Computer Services, which 
advises on the choice and use of computers in the public sector, parcels out 
pounds for research, is reviewing the needs of university and research coun
cils, and is considering setting up a national computer programming center. 

So far, the organization's principle act has been the loan of five million 
pounds to ICT, which shares about equally with IBM some 75-80% of the 
U.K. computer market. It may not be enough to save the last major European 
manufacturer trying to fight IBM with its own equipment. 

The basic problem underlying the British computer dilemma is that of edu
cation, for which no quick solution appears available. Steeped-if not drown
ing-in tradition, British universities are not likely to rapidly revise their 
methods and curricula to meet the nation's pressing technological personnel 
needs. It's a necessity, nevertheless. 

If, as Wilson's government has evidently decided, a strong indigenous com
puter industry is vital to Great Britain's economic revival, the country had 
better get cracking. We hope they will. We like to believe that a healthy na
tional computer industry would benefit not only the U.K., but accelerate the 
progress of computer development everywhere. What we'd like to see is a 
Volkswagen-like computer invasion of the U.S., helping to keep American 
manufacturers on their toes. A healthy U.K. computer industry offers the only 
hope of such a dream. 
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by EVON C. GREANIAS 

O The role of the 'computer in medicine is expand
ing at an impressive rate. Electronic data proc~ 
essing equipment can be found in hospital 
management information systems and in many 

areas of biomedical research. Applications range from 
conventional accounting to integrated management infor
mation systems that include administrative, service and 
some patient care functions. 

Impressive as the variety of applications may be, the 
medical and EDP professions have' only begun to demon
strate what the computer can do. There are 7,000 hospitals 
in the United States, 1,200 with at least 300 beds, but 
less than 10% of these larger institutions have gone beyond 
punched card accounting equipment. On the other hand, 
advanced computer systems that can handk a broad spec
trurp of applications can be found in many types of 
institutions. 

There are few areas of hospital administration, patient 
care or biomedical research in which members of the med
ical profession and the computer industry are not working 
together to develop better information handling meth
ods. The primary function of the physician, whether gen
eral practitioner or specialist, is to gather and evaluate 
information and make decisions regarding the treatment 
of patients. Hospital service departments are better 
equipped for effective patient care when timely, accurate 
information is available. Biomedical research has vast re
quirements for information storage, retrieval and dis
semination. 

The advent of Medicare next year is expected to put 
greater emphasis on detailed reports of medical activities 
and hospital performance. With more agencies participat
ing in the funding of medical care, the need for accurate, 
timely information about many hospital activities will 
become even greater and more mechanized data processing 
will become indispensible. 

In the past few years, the practice of medicine has 
required more and more information, while professional 
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personnel have had less and less time to process it. The 
physician and nurse spend a large portion of their time 
recording medical data about the patient's history, condi
tion, treatment and progress. It has been estimated, for ex
ample, that medical technologists in clinical laboratories 
spend 30% of their time on routine clerical work asso
ciated with the evaluation and reporting of test results. 

While the number of professionals or college-trained 
workers has increased six times since 1900, the U.S. still 
suffers a chronic shortage in all categories of health 
personnel. With our continuing population growth, 330,000 
physicians will be needed by 1975, to maintain our present 
ratio of 140 physicians for every 100,000 persons. The 
present medical school graduation rate cannot meet this 
demand. In addition to the 87 medical schools that are 
presently accredited, 12 new schools have opened or are 

Mr. Greanias is manager of 
the Medical Information Sys
tems Program, IBM Advanced 
Systems Development Division, 
where he has been associated 
with the development of. pat
tern recognition methods. He 
holds a BS in engineering 
physics from the Univ. of Illi
nois and an MS in physics 
from the Univ. of Chicago. 
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COMPUTER IN MEDICINE 

in the planning stage. Yet the shortage can only be met 
in part by this planned expansion of medical education 
facilities. Other means must be found to increase the 
efficiency of physicians and other medical personnel. 

current applications 
Current application of mechanized data processing in 

hospitals and medical institutions is for the most part con
fined to administrative and budgetary functions. An in
formation system generates financial information to help 
department heads measure and cOritrol their operations. 
At the same time, hospital administration is given reliable 
information for evaluating overall cost performance of 
each department iri. relation to its budgetary goals. In 
such a system, department managers are given monthly 
budget reports covering expenses for payrolls, materials· 
and equipment for the preceding month. Actual 'and budg
eted costs for each department are given side-by-side 
for both the current month and the year-to-date. The sum 
of total outstanding purchase orders can be easily in
cluded since those data are already stored in the data 
processing equipment. 

Although not nearly as advanced as financial informa
tion systems, data processing equipment is gradually being 
applied in handling medical data. The first operating 
systems have been developed for recording test schedules 
and results in clinical laboratories, 

The need for mechanized data processing in the clinical 
laboratory is demonstrated by the fact that in a typical 
250-bed hospital today more than 700 tests are conducted 
daily-and each must be scheduled, recorded and reported 
in various forms. Dr. A. E .. Rappoport, Director of Lab
oratories of the Youngstown, Ohio Hospital Association, 
expects that the number of tests will double again in 
seven years, as it has in the past'! While automated test 
procedures have helped laboratories speed up the analytical 
tests, no broadly applied mechanized systems have been 
developed to reduce the amount of clerical work. Recently, 

numerous clinical laboratories have designed mechanized 
information handling procedures to answer their own 
special needs. . 

Although there has been intensive activity lately in the 
mechanization of clinical procedure·s, there is still con
siderable room for imptovement. A computer-based in
formation system can be applied in clinical laboratories, 
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with punched cards used by floor nurses to order labora
tory tests which physicians have requested. They replace 
the 8~~ x 11 inch forms now used and provide machine
readable input for data processing equipment. Informa
tion on a card, some pre-punched and some recorded by 
punching out pres cored sections, is transmitted to a cen
tral computer. After the tests have been ordered, the com
puter is programmed to print out a schedule, prepared for 
each ward, with the names of patients along with the type 
of test ordered and other data. As specImens are collected, 
pre-numbered labels on the right-hand edge of the 
order card are placed on the specimen containers for posi
tive patient identification. 

With this system, one computer-produced test card is 
also prepared for each test ordered. The technologist uses 
the same card to report test results to the computer after 
the specimen has been analyzed. Two test reports are 
printed and relayed to the ward nursing station. The first 
is a ward summary report, which is produced at inter
vals-usually every two hours. This lists the progress of 
testing up to that time and is used by the nursing station 
to report results to physicians during the day and to an
swer· inquiries. The other report, the patient summary re
port, is prepared at the end of the day for every patient 
tested that day. This report shows on a single docu
ment the chronological results of all tests performed during 
a patient's hospitalization, with abnormal results flagged 
for the physicians. 

current trends 

It can be seen that current data processing procedures, 
although quite useful for the hospital administrat<;>r and 
laboratory director, are only indirectly connected with the 
patient. Countless other studies are now underway to 
apply special mechanized systems in virtually all phases 
of patient care where data is recorded, transmitted; re
trieved or evaluated in some way. Particular interest has 
been shown in direct patient monitoring, medical record 
mechanization, ECG analysis, and physiological modeling. 

Direct Patient Monitoring-Primary data from the pa
tient himself may be processed by the computer either 
off-line or on-line. The off-line data can be recorded by 
the physician or nurse on special cards or forms (or at 
appropriate terminals) and then fed into computer storage 
as part of the basic patient record. The on-line data, such 
as electrocardiograms and respiration rates, can be auto
matically monitored by the computer and directly fed into 
storage without human intervention. As might be expected, 
on-line (real-time) computer applications have not pro
gressed as far in medicine as have off-line applications, 

One of the earliest projects to develop an on-line system 
for direct patient rilOnitoring is being carried out in the 
Shock Research Unit of the tJniversity of Southern Cali
fornia's School of Medicine and the Los Angeles County 
Hospital under the direction of Dr. Max H. Wei1.2,3 An 
automatic digital monitoring system has been assembled 
that monitors 24 variables including blood pressure, 
respiration rate, heart rate, body temperature and other 
clinical parameters such as cardiac output, venous pres
sure and urine output. Two patients can be monitored 
simultaneously 24 hours a day, eh~irely under the con
trol of ward medical personnel. The primary m~::sure
ments are processed· by a remote computer, and the meas
ured and derived variables are printed out on ari output 
typewriter in the ward, and displayed on a screen at the 
patient's bedside. In addition, cards are punched for 
off-line analysis of data for research use. The purpose of 
this effort is to i.mprove efficiency in the care of the 
seriously ill and explore basic physiological factors relat
ing to shock and circulatory failure. 
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Medical Records-A developmental computerized 
medical records system is now in operation at Roswell 
Park Memorial Institute in Buffalo, N. Y.4 Dr. Robert 
Ausman of Roswell Park has looked upon the medical 
record as all information recorded on the. patient's chart 
during his hospitalization, as well as the documents which 
are conventionally in the care of the medical records li
brarian. The system makes no attempt to replace the 
paper records stored in the medical records department, 
since many of the signed and dated documents must be 
retained for legal purposes. Although the system is pres-
ently entirely off-line in operations, it keeps pace with 
day-to-day activities in the institution. Much of the em
phasis is, on retrospective searching among records of all 
patients in the service of research to generate clues and 
evaluate hypotheses in the diagnosis and treatment of 
future patients. 

The three key documents in Roswell Park's experimental 
records system are a daily information sheet, daily patient 
profile, and coded nurse's note form. The daily informa
tion sheet is prepared by the computer and filled in by 

the nurses. The data are keyed onto tape qnd fed into 
the computer the next morning for use in the preparation 
of the daily patient profile. The coded nurse's note form 
is filled out by the nurse and the data is entered into 
the patient's chart by the computer. With these documents, 
Roswell Park expects to improve the quality and ease of 
collection and presentation of patient data. 

ECG Analysis-Experimental computer programs are 
now analyzing electrocardiograms at numerous medical 
research institutions.5 ,6,7 Computer measurements on ECGs 
with normal rhythm have been found to agree with man
ual measurements made by cardiologists. ECGs with ab
normal rhythms are still under study. 

Physiological M odeling-The 'development of realistic 
models of physiological systems offers real help in both 
research and therapy. Researchers at several universities 
have developed advanced mathematical models which 
enable computers to simulate the human lung, heart, car
diovascular system and blood chemistry. 

An experimental lung model,8 which is expected to be 
useful both in improving understanding of pulmonary 
diseases and as a teaching aid, presents a dynamic 
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picture of gas exchange and blood How in the lungs. A 
three-compartment lung construction has been developed 
and verified with data obtained from several patients 
with various pulmonary disorders. The operation of the lung 
is described by 31 mathematical equations. The model 
is expected to be helpful, for example, in a type of therapy 
in which patients breathe different gas mixtures. Physi
cians may be able to predict the patient's reaction to these 
gas mixtures and their effect on the oxygenation of his 
arterial blood. 

Diagnostic Assistance-Diagnostic assistance by com
puters is an attractive potential application in which the 
system provides a ready storehouse of possibly relevant 
information for use by the physician in'diagnosis. In such 
a system, physicians sitting at typewriter-like consoles 
in a number of separate locations might direct questions 
to a large computer and receive medical information 
that can be helpful in making diagnostic judgments. 

In a typical exchange with the computer, a physician 
might type in a few symptoms, and the computer would 
respond by printing out a list of possible diseases. The 
physician might then ask why a particular disease appears 
on the list, and the computer would supply a number of 
possible cause-and-effect relationships. The physician 
could then ask for more information about a particular 
causal path, examine the logic, and agree or disagree 
with the computer's response. Searching in this way, 
the doctor could ipake a logical examination of all the 
reference possibilities stored in the machine. In one experi-
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mental program of this kind,3 information from medical 
text books on malformations of the heart have been 
stored in a computer and can be retrieved at a terminal 
in accordance with a physician's logical inquiries. 

the medical information system concept 
The medical information system concept described 

schematically in Fig. 1 would integrate all special data 
processing systems-financial, clinical, research and patient 
care-in a given medical institution. To do so, it would 
embrace all information processing and How both within 
and between professional, service and research functions. 

Such a system, which in {act does not yet exist any., 
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where, requires precisely defined information flow struc-
.tures and various types of EDP equipment to receive, 
store, manipulate and present information. A formal 
structure based on the types of activities and needs of all 
departments is vitally needed to insure processing of 
data in the quantity, form and frequency that is truly use
fu1. 

The special data processing systems that are being 
introduced to perform one or more critical information 
handling tasks in medical institutions can ultimately be
come part of complete information systems. The introduc
tion of a medical information system can evolve gradually 
-without serious disruption of facilities or hasty. retrain
ing of .personnel. Essentially all of the medical institutions 
now using computers in some manner are preparing 
for expanded application into new departments and for 
other functions, II\any with full medical information 
systems as their ul~irpate objective. 

role of the cOll1puter in patient treatment· 
The most important joint challenge to the medical and 

EDP professions today is the wider application of infor
mation retrieval and logical analysis in the treatment of 
patients. As indicated at the lower left of Fig. 1, most 
information processing in diagnosis and treatment is in 
the hands of the physician. 

Just what is the information handling job of the physi
cian, and how much further can computer systems go in 
giving him more time for his primary skills? Dr. F. J. 
Moore of IBM's Advanced Systems Development Di
vision has analyzed the physician's fundamental decision
making process from the time of patient admission to dis
charge. It can be summarized as follows: 

A. Acquire patient data-a physician interviews the 
patient, his family and perhaps others to obtain 
routine data for the patient's medical record and 
symptomatic information normally required in treat
ing his apparent condition. 

B. ProCess data-the data are combined and transformed, 
perhaps by being related to relevant information in 
the medical library . 

C. More data needed-data are reviewed to determine 
whether or not adequate information in useful form 
is available. If not, the physician must decide what 
data are needed and go to the patient to repeat the 
preceding steps. 

D. Diagnosis, prognosis, therapeusis-the physician re
views the data in the light of relevant information 
on both what is already known in. medicine about 
the condition itself and on what choices and deci
sions he and other physicians have made in the past. 

E. Action-the physician decides what must be done. If 
no action is called for, the patient is discharged. 
Otherwise the action is taken. 

A vitally important characteristic of this information 
handling process, of course, is that the entire cycle begins 
over again once action is taken and repeats until no further 
action is called for. The results of each action must be 
observed, recorded, evaluated, augmented, and usually 
further action, major or minor in nature, is needed. 

The significant fact is that most of the physician's time 
in this decision-making process is involved in gathering 
information that is already known and from it making clear
cut choices that he and others have made many times 
before. This information-gathering part of the process
an estimated 90% of the physician's time-is the kind of 
task that can then be programmed in a computer. Con-
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versely, less than 10% of the process requires decisions 
based on human value judgments, calling on the physi
cian's special training and experience. 

in the future 
The role of the computer is then clear-to perform the 

90% of the job that is programmable. In doing so, the data 
processing system must not alter the physician's qualita
tive decision-making process in the slightest and must be 
available at an acceptable cost. Through time-shared com
puter usage, it may be expected that the cost will be 
shared with various other subsystems. In any case; the cost 
of computer time must be related to both reduced' cleri
cal costs and the increased productivity of the physi-. 
cian in making human value judgments. An improvement 
in the quality of the physician's decisions may also occur 
because he has more information available to him sooner. 
This is certainly a significant benefit beyond measure in 
dollars. 

While numerous special information systems are seen 
to be already in operation, and many experimental pro
grams are exploring computer-aided diagnosis, there are 
several areas where further development is needed before 
the computer can play its full role in medicine. First, there 
must be improved primary instrumentation to provide 
better input data for medical information systems. Second, 
there must be improvement in the tools and techniques for 
other forms of data acquisition, such as health question
naires and observational notes. The Minnesota Multiphasic 
Personality Inventory (MMPI) 10 and the Kaiser Founda
tion's Multiphasic Screening and Diagnosis Systemll have 
already made significant advances in this area. 

The rate at which the computer takes its place in medi
cine depends on increased cooperation and interdis
ciplinary understanding between the medical profession 
and the EDP industry. With continued application of 
computers, it may be expected that medical information 
systems will spread beyond the individual medical institu
tion to regional health care centers. Central computer 
systems with massive information storage capacity that 
can be shared by many medical institutions for the im
provement of patient care and the advancement of medi
cal research can be expected to become the way of the 
future in medicine. D 
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by DR. JORDAN J. BARUCH and G. OCTO BARNETT, M.D. 

D 
Q: Dr. Baruch, what are the objectives of the 
BBN-MGH Hospital Computer Project? 
Dr. Baruch: Basically, what we're trying to 
provide is a computer environment which will 

foster the growth of medicine. We're interested in applying 
computation to the fields of patient care, research and 
administration. Some of these can be subdivided. Patient 
care, for example, can be the rOlltine activities such as 
keeping track of drugs and doctors' orders or more ex
tended activity where, say, a psychiatrist may be using 
the computer to help analyze test scores. 

The project. began about three years ago with a small 
time-shared computer. It started with a heavily administra
tive emphasis. We built a "little hospital system" (Fig. 1) 
which permitted us to assemble parts of the medical rec
ord on an experimental basis-very small sets of data, for 
a few mock patients actually-and to do many of the 
operations which we felt would be necessary in an actual 
hospital environment. When it became clear that the 
principles were valid enough to warrant further investiga
tion and the capacity of the equipment was too small 
to permit such further investigation, we increased our 
facility size and went on to build what we fondly call the 
"big hospital system." In this system we have the capacity, 
at least insofar as machines and concepts are con
cel'ned, to amass the medical records of many patients, 
interrogate these records through the machine from 
many terminals and hopefully analyze the results of the 
interrogation. The system is large and has these capabili
ties, as I say, only in concept and hardware. 
Q: Dr. Barnett, what problems do you see from the hos
pital's point of view in getting a system of this kind operat
ing? 
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Dr. Barnett: I would say the first problem is that of spec
ifying exactly what information we want to collect; this 
requires the explicit identification of the actual problems 

Dr. G. Octo Barnett is director, Laboratory of Computer 
Science, Massachusetts General Hospitql in Cambridge, 
where he is responsible for the development of user pro
gram specificatiol1s and the use and evaluation of the 
running system. He received his BA in chemistry and math 
from Vanderbilt Univ. and his M'D from Harvard Medical 
School. Dr. Jordan J. Baruch is vice president of Bolt Beranek 
and Newman Inc., Cambridge and initiated the hospital 
computer project where he is responsible for the overall 
system design and programming. Author of numerous 
papers, he has been with BBN since J949. He holds a 
BS, MS and ScD from MIT. 
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of medical practice in a hospital. It is probably true that 
many of the record keeping methods we use are some
what archaic and represent the carry-over of practices de
veloped 30 to 50 years ago. Much of medical practice can 
be described as forms of information processing and 
communication. It is clear, therefore, that we should at-
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tempt to take advantage of the advances in this scientific 
area that are being applied in other disciplines. 
Q: How do you correlate this information? 
Dr. Barnett: A good example is in the presentation of the 
laboratory reports. Laboratory tests are ordered by specific 
names on specific dates. However, in the presentation to 
the physician, it is very important that the tests be dis
played in a chronological order and by logical groups, 
such as serum electrolytes, liver function tests, tests of 
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urine function, etc. Some tests, of course, having rele
vance to different groups may well appear twice in the 
listing (Fig. 2). 
Q: Do· you find that you get better quality input because 
of the system's ability to validity check information as C) 
it's coming in? 
Dr, Barnett: Yes indeed. This is one of the more power
ful features of the on-line system we are developing. For 
example, one of the difficulties we have in the hospital is 
that many of the drugs have rather complicated spell
ings. To make sure that drug orders are correctly entered, 
we check drug name against a formulary. If no exact 
match is found, the person operating the Teletype is 
presented with a list of drugs having similar sounding 
names and requested to choose the desired one. In addi
tion, we take advantage of the fact that many drugs 
have a dose limit which is rarely exceeded, and check 
all orders against dose limit. If, because of error in 
interpretation of an order, or because of error in remem
bering the proper dosage, a quantity of drug larger than 
this limit is specified, the computer returns with the in
formation that this is an unusually large dose and re
quests a specific confirmation of the order. Also, many 
drugs can be given only by a specific route, such as 
intravenously, or by mouth. By checking the route of 
each prescription item the program assures that the 
order is valid in this regard. 

I would like to point out, however, the individual phy
sician still has ultimate responsibility for a given prescrip
tion order. The program allows the operator to override 
the formulary limits. However, when this formulary over
ride feature is used on any given prescription item, noti
fication is printed out on a Teletype in the Pharmacy 
Office so that the Formulary Committee can collect in
formation about the actual utilization of drugs in the 
hospital and thus make sure that the formulary items 
reflect actual common practice. 
Q: Does the system provide any support for doctors doing 
statistical research into records? 
Dr. Barnett: Yes. There are two classes of problems for 
which the present computer system has proven to be 
extremely useful. The first has to do with the entry, ma
nipulation and retrieval of data in large files, such as the 
pathology records, the file of all of the records of demo
graphic data on patient admissions, the file on various 
subgroups of disease populations. A number of physi
cians have found the system to be extremely useful in 
creating and updating these on-line and in retrieving the 
information with a very free and flexible control lan
guage. This has been done using batch processing meth
ods but the availability of on-line techniques allows a 
much more useful manipulation of these files. 
Q: Could you give us a description, Dr. Barnett, of how a 
doctor actually uses this information storage and retrieval 
and statistical research system? 
Dr. Barnett: A program is available that allows the physi
cian or the research worker to describe the structure of 
the file. There are also programs which are used to enter 
data into this file either from punched cards or directly 
from the Teletype. This latter method has this advan
tage: the on-line system can be used to check the syntax 
and the content of the data as to its acceptability at the 
time it is entered. This type of on-line checking seems 
very useful in that it allows relatively untrained operators 
to enter data. The data then can be manipulated in n 
a variety of fashions: new fields being created, simple ..... j' 
mathematical operations performed on the data, and 
subpopulations of the data extracted by inputting specific 
descriptors concerning the characteristics of the subpopu-
lation. Finally, these data can be displayed in tabular 
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form and various statistical manipulations carried out, such 
as chi-square testing for significance, etc. 
Q: Have you had any reaction from your nursing staff to 
the way that user programs look from the Teletypes? Do 
the user programs help the nurses, or are they merely 
an impediment to the practice of medicine as they see 
them? 
Dr. Barnett: We have had only limited experience with 
use of the programs in the Patient Care areas. For the 
most part the programs have been used by nurses of our 
own laboratory staff, but these individuals are not typi
cal. In the development and specification of the pro
grams we have been quite concerned with the problem 
of acceptability and usefulness of these programs to per
sons who are neither trained in the art of programming 
nor particularly motivated to use a computer. Therefore, 
we have been concerned with the external appearance 
of the programs, with adding self-teaching features, with 
making variations of programs available to fit the relative 
sophistication and experience of users. The input programs 
are set up to carry on a dialogue where the computer sys
tem controls to a major extent the type and form of the 
input and where the operator is mainly concerned with 
answering correctly a given question from the computer. 
We have provided a technique whereby the operator can 
request information about the form of answer that is 
required. In addition, the programs are set up so that 
the operator can change the questions from ejther a very 
short abbreviated form to a longer form depending upon 
the experience of the operator (Fig. 3). 
Q: What about the response time? 
Dr. Barnett: We actually have little quantitative data on 
any sort of consumer usage of the system. It is clear that 
even with a very slowly responding computer system we 
can perform many of these tasks orders of magnitude faster 
than present techniques, so even a very slowly responding 
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system could be quite acceptable. However, we have also 
noted that after a person becomes familiar with using the 
system and discovers that its speed depends on the total 
load on the system, a certain intolerance to slow response 
develops. In other words, when the user becomes ex
perienced he also becomes less tolerant and 'would like 
to have fast response time on all occasions. 
Q: Can you give me some idea of what response times 
you do get? If, for example, a nurse is typing in a medica-
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tion order and this takes place as a series of questions by 
the computer and responses by her, how long does it take 
for the computer to come back with the next question? 
Dr. Barnett: In a typical instance under the present load 
of the system, the time lag is so short as to be hardly de
tectable. Even in the worst case this lag will be only a few 
seconds. However, there are some programs which re
quire extensive manipulation of the data internally be
fore typing out a response, and in some cases the time 
lag can be as long as a minute or . two, which then 
becomes rather unacceptable to the experienced user. 
Dr. Baruch: Those delays arise from the queueing to use 
the big drum storage. We are modifying the exec so that 
the delays will be avoided for those user programs that 
interact with users at the expense of those that are of 
lower priority. 
Q: Whenever I talk to the hospital people, I get the im
pression that, next to getting the patients well, getting 
the bills out is the most important thing to them. Are you 

programming to get out patient bills as a part of this sys
tem? 
Dr. Baruch: Because there is in general such a simple 
transform between an accurate record of what has hap
pened to the patient and the patient bill, we haven't 
bothered with the actual billing programming. We feel 
that that is a relatively easy extension of the work we 
are doing. 
Q: Dr. Barnett, what do you have to say about the rather 
casual attitude toward bringing the money in? 
Dr. Barnett: Well, I think I would be thrown out of the 
hospital by my administrator if I adopted quite so casual 
an attitude. However, I certainly would agree with Dr. 
Baruch that our primary emphasis has been on the develop
ment of a system which will improve our ability to give 
medical care with only a very secondary interest in the 
billing problem. I think that this emphasis of ours, how
ever, is an important one, and that in the long run it 
will lead to development of a much more powerful and 
sophisticated system than if we started out with an ac
counting-type system and tried to extend it in some fash
ion to a medical communication or information-retrieval 
system .. I think the latter function is so important and so 
much more complicated that it should be the one that 
should be emphasized primarily. 
Q: Getting back to the hospital computer center. What 
equipment are you using? 
Dr. Baruch: The central processor is a modified PDP-l 
manufactured by Digital Equipment Corp. (Fig. 4). The 
modifications include instructions to facilitate 6-bit charac
ter handling, memory protection to cause trapping to the 
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~xec program when a user program tries to perform an 
instruction that addresses outside its own core, a trapped
instruction buffer to help the exec handle trapped instruc
tions, and a 16-channel sequence break system and a 
crystal controlled real-time clock which provides 32 ms 
interrupts for time slicing and I-min. interrupts for time
of-day. There are three independent banks of memory, 
each with its own memory address register and memory 
buffer. The 12K bank is used for storage of the exec 
and common routines and the two 4K memories hold user 
programs. Two other "processor like" devices, once started 
by the central processor, can operate independently 
and simultaneously: the high-speed swapping drum stores 
up to 32 programs in the time-sharing queue; the data 
channel handles transfers between memory and the 
Univac F ASTRAND and tapes. The F ASTRAND gives us 50 
million characters of random access storage. The inter
connections between the three memories and the three 
processors are controlled by an electronic crossbar switch 
which is controlled by the central processor. The Teletype 
interface has a I-character transmitter buffer and a 1-
character receiver buffer for each of 64 lines. The exec 
does the rest of the buffering internally. 
Q: That seems like an awful lot of stuff to keep running 
all at once. What happens when lightning strikes and 
power fails? How do you safeguard the running of the 
system to make sure that the' hospital doesn't get 
harmed by a power failure? 
Dr. Baruch: We have assumed throughout our develop
ment work (and incidentally, please remember that we 
are a research project and not as yet a data repository 
for the hospital) that data can be destroyed by a power 
failure. We have assumed in the worst case, for example, 
that the power will change just one instruction which will 
cause the system to ingest its own tail and rapidly 
swallow itself, wiping itself clear at the same time. One 
could conceivably reduce the probability of having 
this happen by having two systems, or reduce it still fur
ther by having three. I think when you get up past 
three, rather than reducing the probability of serious 
failure you start increasing it. 

We have taken a somewhat different tack, however. 
We say we have one system; and the hospital, no matter 
how much the backup, must be able to run without 
it. The' hospital cannot be made completely dependent 
upon its system. We, therefore, are very careful in our 
programs to produce hard copy at the Patient Care Unit 
and other locations which will be sufficient to permit the 
hospital to carryon its activities without the system's 
help. Naturally, as time passes these pieces of paper can 
be thrown away since the state of the system is pre
served every 24 hours. So we need no more than 24 hours' 
worth of such hard copy. 
Q: Do you have any impression, even at this early date, 
of the frequency of detected errors which arise from hard- . 
ware or program malfunction as compared with those 
from human malfunction? 
Dr. Barnett: We have some quantitative data on a very 
small subset of the programs now functioning. For in
stance, in the transmission of test results from the labora
tory to Patient Care areas, over a two-month period in
volving some 3,000 laboratory reports there was no case 
of any computer loss of data or erroneous manipulation 
of data. There was an error rate of .7% in input of the 
data by the operator, but this error rate compares very 
favorably with the hand transcription techniques in pres
ent use. In those programming areas where we are still 
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in the very early stages of implementation there is a much 
higher error rate than this, but we expect to be able 
to identify the causes of these errors and correct them. 
Q: When you spoke of an error rate of .7% what did you 
include? 

. Dr. Barnett: That is a total of errors in the identification 
of the test, the identification of the patient, and in the 
data for a given test. In all of these, cases, over three
fourths of the errors were detected when they were 
entered or shortly thereafter and were corrected in the 
laboratory itself. The' actual error rate of results appear
ing on the floor was less than .3%. 
Q: Getting back to the hardware, how about communica
tions? 
Dr. Baruch: I was coming to that. The central processor 
has access to dedicated telegraph lines through a com
munications interface (DEC Mod. 630) which can handle 
up to 64 lines. The lines end in the user terminals. 

Our terminals are general purpose keyboard printing 
telegraph instruments, rather than dense coded keyboard 
instruments which limit you to a fairly poor vocabulary. 
Specifically, we use model 33 Teletypes. Several are lo
cated at various places in the hospital, others are in our 
offices for the use of the programmers, and five are in 
schools around Boston. The system is configured by the 
programmers for the use of the medical people at the 
moment, with the schools as paying guests. 
Q: Why did you refer to the Teletypes as keyboard print
ing telegraph? 
Dr. Baruch: Because the important characteristic of the 
terminal is not its manufacturer but the fact that it is 
a machine which converts alphabetic and numeric char
acters to code, which means the user then assembles 
the word rather than having little words printed on 
buttons, like "Stop," "Go," "Aspirin," "BUN" and so forth. 
Q: Don't you find Teletypes awfully noisy for use in a 
hospital? 
Dr. Baruch: We sure do! That's why we designed and 
built quieting enclosures for them (Fig. 5). -
Q: You commented a moment ago that dense-coded key
boards "limit you to a fairly poor vocabulary." On the 
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other hand they provide efficiencies by taking advantage 
of the redundancies in the material they communicate. 
Don't you find clear text inefficient? 
Dr. Baruch: Yes, as a matter of fact. It was to meet that 
problem that we designed an input device that we 
call a Datacoder (Fig. 6). It works in conjunction with 
a Teletype so we have the best of both worlds. When 
you position its pointer and push the send button, the 
Teletype sends two characters to the computer represent
ing eight bits of X and eight bits of Y, coordinately. It is 
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a simple matter to write a program that can decode (by 
table lookup) the resulting dense-coded input. 
Q: Is the densely coded input then stored in its densely
coded form. for economy of storage or is it translated 
back into its full-blown text meaning in the system? 
Dr. Baruch: From long experience, we're devout believers 
in Murphy's Law which states, "If anything can go 
wrong, it will!" As a result, we neither assume that the 
right button was pushed nor that the communications 
lines transmitted the right signal. Rather, when we get 
densely coded information it's transformed into an English 
string or the equivalent. and printed back at the user for 
his further verification. And that's done immediately. 
The form of internal storage is an independent decision 
that we make for each case. Input data verification is one 
of the necessities of any real-time system. 
Q: Oscilloscope output is well known to be fast and well
coupled to people who read fast. How come you don't 
propose to use it? . 
Dr. Baruch: Well, the maintenance of the display on.a 
scope requires eitber local memory or a broad-band line 
to the computer. We are, at the moment, particularly 
conscious of the cost of the task we are undertaking. As 
engineers, we do not feel that it really accomplishes any
thing to transfer information around in the hospital in some 
sterile atmosphere devoid of cost considerations. 
Q: You mentioned some terminals in schools. 
Dr. Baruch: Yes,' by agreement with the hospital and 
the National Institutes of Health, another project under 
the Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare involves the 
use by the Massachusetts State Dept. of Education of 
remote terminals in the teaching of mathematics. Several 
schools-interestingly enough, ranging as low as the third 
grade-are experimenting with the use of a simple mathe
matical manipulation program TELCOMP as an aid to 
teaching mathematics in the classroom. 
Q: I understand BBN is also offering a commercial on-line 
computation service for engineers. Is that on this machine? 
Dr. Baruch: No, that's a separate machine which is also 
a modified PDP-I. Some confusion has arisen because we 
have used the name TELCOMP for both of our versions 
of the JOSS language, which was originally developed by 
Cliff Shaw at RAND Corp. 
Q: Was the programming of that system done under the 
hospital project? 
Dr. Baruch: No. The commercial version was programmed 
entirely separately because that's quite a different ma
chine and has neither the time-sharing facilities of this 
machine nor the memory capacity, nor many other fea
tures. As a matter of fact, we hope that we will be able to 
"borrow" much of the coding that they have done for use 
by the hospital researchers when they want to do mathe
matical manipulation. 

Fig. 6 
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Q: Has TELCOMP proyed to be useful in the medical field? 
Dr. Barnett: Yes indeed. The MGH is a very large n~
search institution; our research budget from the National 
Institutes of Health is over $10 minion this year. We have 
a large number of investigators who have a variety of rela
tively simple mathematical routines that are carried out' 
every day. The availability of an on-line system of the 

. power of JOss has proven' to be an extremely useful 
and very desirable feature of a computer within a hospital 
medical research institution. Examples of the use of this 
system are in the processing of data from a scintillation 
counter, from amino acid analyzer, from an ultracentrifuge, 
etc. In each of these cases an investigator collects a set 
of data of about 20 to 200 points and then performs rela
tively well-prescribed manipulations on these data in a 
routine fashion day after day. . 
Q: Does the TELCOMP language enable a research doctor 
to write his own programs for performing transforms on 
measurements? 
Dr. Barnett: The language is quite straightforward. Many 
of the individual research workers have written their own 
programs to carry out their work with very little difficulty. 
Q: Suppose I'm a hospital administrator planning a new 
hospital and I want to know what effect the prospect of 
systems of this kind should have on the architecture of 
the hospital. What provision should I make for this 
revolution in medical information handling? 
Dr. Baruch: This is a very pertinent question. At a mini
mum, one needs room for terminals in almost all areas of 
the hospital and provision for easy running of communi-

Fig. 5 

cations lines. The American Hospital Assn. is currently 
preparing a book, Data Processing in the Hospital, which 
is meant for use specifically by administrators and boards 
of trustees who are planning new facilities, expansions of 
old facilities, remodeling or just a continual updating that's 
so characteristic of the hospital community. 

I am hoping further that as the information handling 
becomes more of a natural process within the hospitals, the 
Hospital Engineers Group of the AHA will take the infor
mation processing systems as part of their responsibility 
and provide the professional leadership for it within the 
hospital community. 
Q: If a hospital administrator came to you today and asked 
for service, could you provide it on this machine? 
Dr. Baruch: No, this machine is dedicated to a research 
project and is, as yet, not available for service to hospitals 
in general. 0 
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Results of several feasibility and prototype proj
ects of the Instrumentation Field Station, Heart 
Disease Control Program, U. S. Public Health 
Service, have shown that a computer can be of 

tangible assistance to physicians in diagnosing and screen
ing for heart disease. These projects have demonstrated 
the feasibility of automatically extracting, by pattern rec
ognition, all necessary pertinent data from medical signals 
so that the extracted data may be properly interpreted for 
clinical purposes. 

The Field Station has set up a processing system to 
demonstrate the practical application of its efforts, Le., 
to develop a model for a practical, economic, and clin
ically useful computer system of electro-medical signal 
analysis. 

Medical signals are used by all physicians as part of 
their routine diagnostic efforts in patient care. The signals 
must be interpreted by a physician. Interpretation re
quires a specialist with many years of training because of 
the complexity of the signals and the myriad nature of 
the patterns that are seen. These signals are generally 
recorded from different body locations by appropriate 
placement of electrodes and appropriate circuitry to tell 
us about heart function, brain function, lung function, 
muscle function, etc. Correct medical interpretation is nec
essary to help in arriving at correct patient diagnosis, de
fining the causes of disease, identifying what progress 
the patient is making and prescribing appropriat~ thera
peutic procedures. As medicine has progressed, more 
and more medical signals have become indispensable in 
diagnosis and care. 

overall obiectives 
The program h~s six readily definable aims: 

l. To provide, as a diagnostic aid, fully automated inter
pretation of medical signals. For this, routine signals 
need to be transmitted or recorded on magnetic tape, 
analyzed by computer, and the results made available 
to the hospital, physician or nursing home within 
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hours of recording. In emergencies immediate results 
within seconds might be had. 

2. To study methods to classify data according to bio
logical variables which affect medical signals and to 
utilize these findings to refine diagnosis. To develop 
statistical routines a) to categorize, b) to -combine 
computer processed signal values with anthopometric 
and physiologic data, history and laboratory test val
ues for more complete diagnosis, and use thisd~ta as 
input for multivariate statistical discrimination pro
grams, c) to study correlations between single or com
binations of parameters arId disease to develop new or 
more accurate diagnostic criteria, and d) to develop 
probability figures for a diagnostic statement. 

3. To develop computer programs for patient monitoring 
under stress situations and for studying time changes 
of serial tracings as a means of developing predictive 
procedures. 

Author or co-author of some 
60 papers, Dr. Caceres' is now 
Chief, Instrumentation Field 
Statiol1, Heart Disease Control 
Program, Pivision of Chronic 
Diseases, JJ.S. Public Health 
Service, HEW. He received his, 
MD from GeorgetownUniv. 
and h~s been affiliated with ~ 
George Washi~gton Univ. as, 
an associate professor of medi- , 
cine and special lecturer in 
biomedical engineering. His 
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medicql and computer' organi- ; 
zations. 
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COMPUTER ANALYSIS 

4. To develop for general clinical use diagnostic criteria 
which utilize objectively computed data. 

5. To instruct medical and para-medical personnel in 
machine analysis of the medical signals so that medical 
use of computers may be better understood. 

6. To provide consultation and assistance in refinement of 
computer programs for diagnosis. . 

computer analysis of electrocardiograms 
The reading and interpretation of large numbers of 

electrocardiograms is a routine and time-consuming task 
for the physician. A completely automated system has 
been developed to aid the physician in this task. 

A CDC-160A digital computer has been programmed
to determine the amplitudes and durations of all the wave
forms of a heart cycle as well as the heart rate. These 
measurements are then automatically analyzed by an inter
pretive program which produces electrocardiographic di
agnoses .. 

As a demonstration of practical use, electrocardiograms 
have been routinely recorded at the George Washington 
University Hospital for over two years. Electrocardiograms 
are obtained on FM magnetic tape with a special record
er which allows coding of such additional information as 
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recording site, subject identification number, and lead 
number. The tapes are played on a special device which 
demodulates, filters, and then digitizes the analog signals 
for input to the computer. The computer system handles 
the day's recordings during the evening so that they 
are available for the Heart Station electrocardiographer 
the next morning. 

The computer has been programmed with two 16,000 
·12-bit-word programs written in machine language. The 
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first is a pattern recognition program that recognizes, 
identifies and measures each waveform of the medical 
signal. Automatic pattern recognition programs are dif
ficult but particularly so in medicine because each pat
tern differs from subject to subject and varies with time' 
and activity of each individual. The second program 
inter-relates the results according to criteria used in the 
physician's logic. The computer results liberate the physi
cian from routine work, speed the task and insure against 
observer error due to fatigue. The results of a typical 
analysis are shown in Fig. 1, along with photographs of 
the signals analyzed. 

Electrocardiograms from other locations have also been 
processed. The system has analyzed over 30,000 electro
cardiograms recorded in San Francisco; Columbia, Mis
souri; Framingham, Massachusetts; and Pensacola, Florida, 
and as far away as Israel. The electrocardiographic mea
surements from these studies are being automatically ana
lyzed for the distribution pattern of the variables in normal 
and diseased categories. The computer is also being used 
to perform multivariate analyses and for other tedious 
statistical techniques which should improve electrocardio
graphic diagnosis as a result. ( 

statistical analysis of electrocardiographic data 
Diagnostic accuracy of the electrocardiogram to dif

ferentiate between normal and abnormal conditions cur
rently rests on the empiric analysis of the distribution of 
electrocardiographic characteristics in normal and diseased 
populations. The computer analysis provides data that is 
more objective so that sources of variability can be studied 
to improve the diagnostic value of the electrocardiogram . 
Electrocardiogram measurements derived from the auto
mated electrocardiographic computer programs are being 
collected and tabulated in reference to specific character
istics such as age, weight, height, skinfold, blood pressure, 
cholesterol, arm circumference, or grouped as diseased or 
clinically normal. These will be used to advance research 
in use of electrocardiographic data . 

Tables of normal limits in adult population are being 
studied to determine sources of variability, biological and 
constitutional. Multivariate computer analysis to separate 
normal from abnormal subjects is being done in addition 
to obtaining new techniques for detection of electrocardio
graphic variables which contribute to the identification 
of disease. 

computer monitoring of 
dynamic electrocardiograms 

Visual electrocardiographic monitoring during stress, 
exercise and post surgical states and during daily activities 
produces important clinical information. It has been used 
in all space flights. In constant monitoring, information is 
often obscured by electrical noise produced by deep breath
ing, muscle movement, and electrode movement. The noise 
makes automatic recognition of wave changes difficult. 

Computer programs have been developed to scan such 
recordings, to sift out noise, and to measure pertinent 
changes. Techniques of digital smoothing and signal aver- ' 
aging may be employed with each where indicated, but 
are not always necessary. The alterations from the subject's 
resting cardiograms can be ascertained in real time and 
an appropriate diagnostic classification can then be ap
pended. 

Automatic measurements of such tracings exclude bias 
and produce detailed wave description. Data storage and 
recall for immediate use in any situation is thus possible. 

Consider the patient in an intensive care unit. The job of 
the watchful nurse is made easier by the assurance that 
she will know immediately of any change of the patient's 
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heart signal, ~ith sufficient time to call in specialists or 
to take emergency measures. 

For the researcher, constant analysis of electrocardio
grams can provide data to evaluate the effects of every
day stress and to evaluate the effects of exercise on heart 
muscle. For the physician, there is the' future possibility of 
being able to constantly observe by a telemetry system 
any patient who has had a heart attack in the past and 
to be aware of any changes that might occur in the 
patient even though the physician is still in the hospital 
or at the office miles away. 

telephone transmission of electrocardiograms 
One goal of the Instrumentation Field Station is to in

crease the utility of the computer. One way to do this is 
to make the computer more accessible to outlying loca
tions by using the telephone to transmit data. 

In this way anyone who has access to a telephone will 
also have access to a computer. The telephone has been 
used to send. electrocardiograms to the computer from 
several locations. The computer provides the complete 
analysis of the data, which is returned by teletype to the 
originating station ready for clinical use. 

When a call is received at the computer site, the tele
phone is answered automatically, and a tape recorder 
turned on. When the call is finished, the sending technician 
hangs up; this action disconnects the line and turns off the 
equipment at the computer. It is thus possible to transmit 
directly from a patient to the computer for "on-line" di
agnosis. 

To transmit electrocardiograms over telephone lines, 
'frequency modulation (FM) is used. FM converts the low 
frequency electrocardiographic waves to high frequency 
tones. These tones are transmitted by telephone just as the 
voice is. At the receiving end, a specially designed tele
'ph6ne set converts the tones back to the electrocardio
gram. FM is used because it is free from noise and inex
pensive. The Instrumentation Field Station has cooper
ated with the developers of telephone telemetry sytems 
in the design of new equipment and the evaluation of ex
perimental sets. 

As the Honorable John E. Fogarty stated at the October 
19, 1965 meeting of the American Public Health Associa
tion, "Medical research combined with advanced physics 
and engineering has now brought us the capability for 
automating many of the steps in a standard medical exami
nation, for screening of electrocardiograms by a computer 
a thousand miles away at the end of a regular tele
phone line, even for compiling a usable nationwide system 
for medical records. The economics in precious professional 
time and resulting expansion of professional service, made 
possible through the use of such twentieth century meth
ods, thrill the imagination. How long will it be before 
these things help, not a few of the lucky ones but the 
millions of health consumers?" 

electrocardiogram analysis as a service 
One of the most significant contributions of a medical 

computer system will be the aid it can provide to a com
munity health service. Such a system can offer low cost, 
accurate medical signal interpretation, which should im
prove the capability of a. health department, clinic or 
hospital in mass screening and early disease detection. 
Smaller hospitals, or single physicians, can have quick 
access to interpretations that are the equivalent of those of 
a highly trained specialist. Those hospitals with highly 
trained personnel can offer them less routine work and thus 
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better '~ake use of their time and talents. Easy recall and 
statistical analysis of the measurements is a further ad
vantage. 

To demonstrate the feasibility of such a system, the Field 
Station has cooperated with local community health de
partments in three endeavors. These included taking elec
trocardiograms of patients in their homes, taking 2000 
electrocardiograms in a two-week' mass screening effort, 
and currently taking recordings in a health department 
clinic on a daily ongoing basis. In each of these efforts, 
analog dataphone facilities have provided an electronic 
link from the electrocardiographic machine to the com
puter. Current work in this field includes evaluation of 
what leads and what other tests are of most value to the 
community health department. 

In one project at Hartford Hospital Outpatient Clinic 
in Hartford, Conn., tracings are being recorded daily and 
transmitted to Washington for analysis. This is a test to 
link, in 1966, the emergency room for analysis of problem 
cases. The computer system .from Washington, D.C., will 
provide imme~iate returns of the electrocardiographic 
analysis at any time. In the emergency room action can 
thus be taken not heretofore possible due to lack of rapid 
availability of the analysis of an electrocardiogram. 

Continuing the philosophy exemplified in computer 
analysis of the electrocardiogram, automatic recognition 
of physiologic signals must be extended. These include 
those useful to determine the output of blood that the 
heart puts out every stroke (cardiac dye dilution curves) 
or signals which allow us to determine whether the blood 
vessels are adequately supplying blood to the various 
body parts (plethysmograms). There are other signals 
such as tonograms that tell us whether the eye pressure 
is too great and might be leading to glaucoma which can 
lead to blindness. There are signals in laboratories such as 
electrophoretic curves that permit us to study composi
tion of certain body constituents and there are signals 
such as spirograms that emanate from respiration and can 
allow us to detect disease which obstructs or restricts 
lung function in any way. Some research procedures such 
as harmonic analysis, spectral analysis, etc. must be pro
grammed for investigation of signal content. Some of these 
projects have already begun. 

the computer in indicator dilution studies 
As a tool for the cardiologist doing dilution studies, the 

digital computer can offer several benefits. In these a dye 
is injected into the blood stream and its output measured 
after passage through the heart. If coupled with appro
priate medical equipment, the computer can provide an
swers such as the blood volume output of the' heart for 
each of its strokes within seconds. Thus, with a cardiac 
catheter still in place, the cardiologist may decide to do 
other studies; having answers as the procedure is in 
progress will lead to more complete studies with fewer indi-
cations for repeat studies. . 

With proper programming, a computer can provide 
accurate results. The error inherent in hand measuring 
the dye dilution curves from which data heart output is 
determined is well-known; the combination of accurate 
measuring capabilities with "high-fidelity" recording equip
ment will allow indicator dilution procedures to provide 
all thE( answers they are theoretically capable of; and 
relieving the technicians from the tedious task of measur
ing and calculating curves is a further benefit. 

phonocardiogram analysis 
Heart sounds and murmurs are obtained with a micro

phone and are displayed on oscilloscopes and oscillographs 
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for medical analysis of their acoustic pressure waveforms. 
Phonocardiography, as this technique is called, allows 
physicians to make various sound measurements pertain
ing to frequency, timing and intensity of these sounds 
and to correlate these measurements with cardiac abnor
malities. The acoustic pressure waveforms, when recorded 
in an electrical analog form, are also amenable to analysis 
by a computer, which can be programmed to recognize 
and measure the various acoustic patterns just as the physi
cian does. In fact, there is reason to believe that the com
puter can be programmed to analyze the phonocardiogram 
signals in a manner superior to conventional clinical meth
ods. This superiority is due to the ability of the computer 
to be consistent in its performance and to perform vast 
numbers of computations and correlations which are. 
normally beyond the scope of clinical practice. 

The task of processing the phonocardiogram by com
puter presents a two-fold problem: (1) devising instru
mentation for high quality detection, recording, and con
version of acoustic signal into digital form, and (2) de-

veloping a computer program which recognizes and meas
ures the parameters of interest. The timing and relative 
amplitudes of heart sounds are displayed in a printed form 
along with the onset, duration, relative amplitudes, and 
relative frequency information of any systolic or diastolic 
murmurs which have been detected. 

lung function analysis 
The instruments (spirometers) used to determine 

physiologic and clinical characteristics of pulmonary func
tion have been used to provide a varying voltage corre
sponding to a changing volume. This analog signal is suit
able for computer analysis. Additional information, coded 
for computer use, includes the subject's age, sex, height, 
weight, and a calibration constant. 
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Our computer has been programmed to recognize and 
measure the (spirogram). respiratory waveform; it can 
produce an ·analysis on the basis of the data, and print 
the results in 40 seconds. The results, among other items, 
include· the total volume, time of occurrence, the vol
umes at one, two and three seconds, and various flow 
rates of clinical importance. An interpretation of "within 
normal limits" is produced if all predicted normal values 
are achieved. An interpretation of "restrictive" or "obstruc
tive" disease or both is produced when any measured pa
rameter falls below the predicted values. 

electroencephalogram analysis 
An electroencephalographic program has been written 

as a pattern recognition program to separate out and 
measure the rising and falling wave forms seen in a brain 
wave recording. The program classifies each wave as an 
amplitude and a frequency. Frequency is determined as 
the reciprocal of the period between minimums. Each 
four-second time interval has its waves classified as above 

and printed out. Such quantitative measurements will 
allow determination of a normal range of values and quan
titative ranges of disease entities from clinical populations. 

conclusions 
Only a few examples of computer usage in analysis of 

medical signals are given. We are only at the beginning. 
With automation, any number of medical signals can be 
surveyed rapidly. This can diminish and simplify the work
load of the physician. With an accessible computer sys
tem, the services of a physician can be better used. 
What is more important, such a system can provide what 
physicians since, and before, Hippocrates have searched 
for-means to improve basic data to improve diagnostic 
acumen and increase the quality of patient care. 0 
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problem solving 
strategies 

by BENJAMIN KLEINMUNTZ 

D 
A minor legend of the old country doctor was 
that he could smell a disease the moment he 
entered the room of his patient. Some lesser 
physicians were reputed to have diagnostic 

dogs as traveling companions and presumably these dogs 
would bark a certain number of times when the pres
ence of various types of diseases. Such folklore must have 
been invented in order to account for the mysterious and 
sometimes miraculously intuitive powers of these specially 
trained healers. 

Present day diagnosticians still earn formidable reputa
tions because of their repeatedly demonstrated ability for 
coming up with the correct diagnosis on the basis of what 
seems to be minimal pathognomonic cues. Clearly there 
are individual differences among diagnosticians in their 
problem solving abilities and some of these differences 
can probably be accounted for on the basis of differential 
intelligence, aptitude or training; but the fact of the mat
ter is that not much more is known today about the way 
clinical information is processed by the diagnostician 
than was the case during the time of the old country 
doctor. Moreover, with the ever increasing amounts of 
medical information that have been made available as 
a result of major breakthroughs in all branches of the 
health related sciences, the present day physician must 
process much more data before he arrives at a diagnosis 
than did his predecessors. Since the amounts of data to 
be processed are extremely large, and the speed with which 
these data must be coordinated and compiled is great, it 
has been said that the field of medicine invites high speed 
data processing techniques. In this article several of 
these techniques will be described briefly, and my own 
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work, which attempts to shed some light on human clini
cal information processing by closely examining the diag
nostic problem solving strategies of clinicians in a specific 
branch of medicine, will be presented. 

In order to aid the clinician, several methods have 
been proposed for making diagnoses by electronic com
puters. One of these approaches uses an analog, or some-

The author is associate pro
fessor of psychology at Carne
gie Institute of Technology. His 
current research focuses on the 
study of the diagnostician as a 
clinical instrument. He holds a 
BA from Brooklyn College and 
a PhD in psychology from the 
Univ. of Minnesota and his re
search has been supported 
since J 962 by grants from the 
National Institutes of Health. 

1 This paper was prepared while the author was under partial support 
by a National Institutes of Health research grant (GM 11734-02), 
and grateful acknowledgement is hereby expressed. 
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times an analog-to-digital conversion procedure, in order 
to 'process and interpret electrophysiological input data. 
The types of data that such a procedure could process 
include electrocardiogram readings, electroencephalo
graphs, basal metabolism rate measures and such other 
physiological measures that yield identifiable electronic 
signals. The physician is then provided with an output 
that is an interpretive summary of large amounts of in
formation that would otherwise take many hours to 
compile and interpret. Such data could even be processed 
and interpreted on a round-the-clock basis as is the case 
in our man-in-space situations. Of course there is a good 
deal more information than just electrophysiological data 
that a physician needs at his disposal before arriving at 
a diagnosis, and hence such other schemes have been 
proposed as are discussed below. 

diagnostic ~pproaches 

Several reports in the research literature have pro
posed diagnostic systems in which the brute force arithme
tic speed of the computer is used for the processing of 
physiological signs, symptoms and laboratory results. 
These procedures require that an encyclopedic amount of 
medical information be stored in the computer's memory, 

, and that when the machine is challenged to provide a 
diagnosis for a hypothetical patient who presumably 
has a particular set of symptoms, a table look-up program 
is executed so that the appropriate symptoms are cor
related with the correct diagnostic classification. 

Such a system fails to take into account the probabilistic 
occurrence of .signs, symptoms and their associated dis
eases; and simply assumes that a sign or symptom is 
either present or not in a particular disease. Furthermore, 
it is a fact that different patients who have a particular dis
ease almost never present an identical configuration of 
symptoms. Therefore the symptom-disease combinations 
that are stored in computer memory represent text book 
cases that hardly ever appear in clinics. 

A more sophisticated approach to medical diagnosis by 
computer has been suggested by Ledley and Lusted. 
These researchers have proposed a scheme in which symp
toms and diseases are formalized in terms of symbolic 
logic, probability theory and value theory so that a com
puter can be programmed to represent this formal process 
and to carry it through step by step. Essentially their 
system proposes to process combinations of symptoms and 

'signs that are associated with certain specific diseases 
and when their computer is challenged with a particular 
patient's symptoms and signs, it prints out several dis
eases that are "most likely" associated with the patient's 
specific set of symptoms. The treatment that their com
puter program prescribes is likewise designed to maximize 
the chances of curing the patient. Their computer program 
is innovative in that probabilistic values are assigned to 
symptom-disease occurrences and because symptoms, signs 
and laboratory tests are weighted as to relative significance 
for various diseases. 

a different tack 
, My own work at Carnegie Institute of Technology has 
been a radical departure from any of the above mentioned 
computer processing techniques. I make no attempt to 
hook the patient up directly to the computer and I do 
not stuff the computer's memory drum with symptoms, 
laboratory test results, signs and their associated diseases. 
Nor do I attempt to formalize the decision processes of 
the diagnostician in mathematical terms. But rather, 
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it has been my purpose to. demonstrate that the clinical 
judgment process of the human diagnostician can be 
simulateq on a computer. 

As an initial task-perhaps because of its relatively sim
ple structure-I chose to study the thought processes of an 
experienced psychologist interpreting the results of a 
personality test. The test chosen was the Minnesota Multi
phasic Personality Inventory (MMPI). A great deal is 
known about the properties of that test, and conveniently 
for my purposes, it yields a patterned profile. The test 
was designed to classify most of the known pyschiatric 
diagnostic 'categories along about 13 dimensions or scales; 
and it is the correct interpretation of the configuration of 
thes~ scales that is essential in ~rriving at a correct diag
nosis. The task of test interpretation would be immeasur
ably simpler if it were merely a question of basing one's 
diagnosis on the elevation of a single scale; but because 
this is not the case, profile interpretation can be a rather 
subjective business. 

In order to get a glimpse of the way a test interpreter 
processes MMPI profile configural information, it was 
necessary to devise a scheme that enabled and even 
forced him to "think aloud" and give us a running com
mentary of his thought processes as he solved the MMPI 
profile problem. An experienced MMPI user was there
fore instructed to sort into separate piles the profiles of 
emotionally maladjusted and adjusted students. While he 
was making his decisions to place the profile in one pile 
or the other, he was encouraged to think aloud and was 
instructed to give his reasons for placing a particular 
profile where he did. It was essential not to allow' him 
to make any decisions without giving his rationale. 
Typically, a statement would be made such as the follow
ing: "Now I'm going to divide these into two piles ... 
'on the left (least adjusted) I'm throwing MMPI's 
with at least four scales elevated above the score of 
70 ... " 

These "thinking aloud" sessions were tape recorded, 
and the protocols of this expert were studied inten-
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sively. The information which was obtained from this 
test interpreter after about 30 hours of profile sorting 
was edited, compiled and then programmed into computer 
language so that a digital computer could make deci
sions about profiles similar to those made by him. In other 
words, the computer was given the sorter's information 
and rules of thumb for processing MMPI profiles. The 
success rate of the programmed decision rules was quite 
similar to that of the MMPI expert: They both achieved 
an 80% hit rate in classifying correctly the profiles of per
sons who were maladjusted; and they had about a 
70% hit rate in the correct classification of the adjusted 
persons. 

Perhaps the most important lesson learned from this 
project was that the clinician can be forced to make 
public and explicit his problem solving strategies. As a 
matter of fact the test interpreter gave sufficient informa
tion to enable me to program his decisions. However, it 
must be noted that although the programmed sequen
tial decision rules were surprisingly similar to those of the 
MMPI expert, there were departures in the computer 
program from the expert's taped protocol. Interpretive 
rules of thumb and procedural tricks of the trade were 
borrowed from the expert, and were used in the com
puter program only if they maximized the success rate 
of the MMPI decision rules. In other words, due to a 
focus at that time on the pragmatic problem of devising 
a set of "best" rules for performing the profile analytic 
job, I decided to depart from perfect simulation. 

Mathematicians call these short cut solutions heuristics. 
An approach which would have aimed at reproducing the 
MMPI expert's every decision, down to its minutest de
tail, would have been a simulation of profile analytic 
decision making. Such an approach, although impractical 
from the point of view of yielding a set of workable inter
pretive rules, would have permitted us to obtain 
an explanation, and perhaps even the beginning of a 
theory, of the pattern analytic behavior of the clinical 
decision maker. It should also be noted that the method 
I used to study profile analysis of MMPI's could be ex
tended to include computer programming of such other 
pattern yielding measures as the electroencephalogram 
(EEG), electrocardiogram (EKG) and so forth. But in
stead of using the pattern recognition computer programs 
that rely heavily on probability density function analysis, 
my approach has been to ask the human to tell us what 
rules he uses. Whether or not he is telling us these rules 
with any degree of reliability can be put to a simple test: 
Does the computer program process the data correctly? 
If the answer to this question is in the affirmative, then 
the expert probably was accurate in this description of 

. his thought processes. 
The major problem in this particular approach to study

ing the person at work, is that very often the expert in a 
particular specialty such as MMPI, EEG and EKG inter
pretation actually thinks that he is using some special sub
liminal cues in arriving at his profile decisions. I had to 
convince my specialist that if the cues were subliminal, 
then he probably couldn't perceive them; and if he 
couldn't perceive them, maybe they were not worth 
worrying about. If the expert buys that explanation, you 
still have the additional problem of getting him to report 
continuqlly about the supraliminal cues to which he is 
reacting. This takes persistent coaxing and nudging
which was not so bad because it ,served to keep both the 
expert and me awake. 

the next step 
The next study-the work currently in progress at Car

negie Institute of Technology-had as its main objective 
the direct simulation of the diagnostic judgment process. 
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I chose to focus- on the c'ognitive activities of diagnosticians 
within the medical specialty of clinical neurology. This 
was not an arbitrary choice: The highly structured nature 
of clinical data within that specialty, and the emphasis 
among neurologists on coming up with the correct diag
nosis, made that area a tempting one for scientific study. 

In order to force the neurologist to "think aloud" during 
his diagnostic searching, a scheme had to be devised 
which was similar to the sorting procedure described ear
lier, and which would be more appropriate than profile 
sorting for the clinical neurology situation. For this pur
pose it was found that a variant of the childh60d game 
of "Twenty Questions" could be a technique which lends 
itself to the systematic study of a number of decision 
making variables. The game is played by having one 
player, called the experimenter, think of a disease while 

. the other player, or subject, tries to diagnose the disease 
the experimenter has in mind. The experimenter can 
assume any of a number of roles; for example, he could 
pretend that he is a patient suffering with symptoms a, b, 
and c; or he could assume the role of the omniscient 

neurologist who is thinking of a cerebral disorder which 
is characterized by symptoms a, b, and c. 

The subject's task as diagnostician is to ask about the 
presence or absence of other symptoms, signs or biographi
cal data, and he may call for certain laboratory tests and 
inquire about their results. Obviously if this game is to 
be played meaningfully and is to yield usable neurology 
data, the experimenter must be a highly experienced neu
rologist because, in answering the subject's questions, he 
must be able to recognize the appropriateness of certain 
laboratory tests and he will have to have mastered his 
neurological symptom-disease complexes. Again as in the 
case of the MMPI decision rule study, the subject's ques
tions and the experimenter's answers are tape recorded. 

The end product of our diagnostic game can be con
sidered to resemble a tree structure. The way the game 
was described above, we obtain binary trees in which 
each point or node in the tree has exactly one connection 
to a point closer to the root of the tree. The starting point 
or the root of the tree is the subject's first question; all 
subsequent questions are the tests that are performed at 
the various nodes of the tree. Unless a node is an end
point-that is, unless a diagnosis has be~n made on the 
basis of the questions asked (Le., tests performed up to 
that point)-it is connected to two lower nodes, and 
through them, to any number of still lower nodes. A test 
is associated with each nonterminal node, and depending 
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on the result of the test, a particular branch to a lower 
node is taken. A path is a collection of lines from the 
root of the tree to an endpoint or terminal node; and 
the path is the representation of the search strategy 
that the clinician used in arriving at the diagnostic 
solution .. 

For illustrative purposes, consider the game repre
sented in Fig. 1 in which the experimenter asserts that 
he has a disease in mind, let us call it D (1), and the sub
ject, inquiring about the presence or absence of a number 
of symptoms, asks whether a certain symptom is present 
in that disease. The subject's first question is whether 
8(5) is present in the particular disease the experimenter 
has in mind. He receives a negative reply. Then the sub
ject asks whether S ( 10) is a symptom of the disease. 
Again he receives a negative reply. His next question, 
presumably based on information he obtained from his 
prior questions, concerns the presence of S (56). An affir
mative reply to that question leads him to ask about the 

Fig. 1. A binary tree structure for representing the search 
strategy of a diagnostician. 

8(5) 

+ 

5(10) 

5(56) 

-
+ 

+ 

T(J) 

+ 

T(15) 

+ 

D(l) 

presence of S(81) and S(112). Confirmation of the pres
ence of these symptoms then leads the subject to call for 
laboratory tests T ( 3) and T ( 15). The experimenter in our 
example replied that the results of the first test were nega
tive, but that T ( 15) yielded positive results. The sub
ject then ventures a diagnosis, D ( 1), which in our ex-
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ample happens to be a correct diagnosis, and the game 
is terminated. Since the game was tape recorded, the tree 
structure is ready for computer programming. 

From inspection of this tree we can readily see the 
number and types of questions that the subject had to 
ask to arrive at a diagnosis. In the game represented· in 
Fig. 1, the binary tree which begins with the root 
S (5) has exactly 8 nodes, all except the last of which are 
test nodes. The path from S ( 5) to D ( 1) has seven 
branches, of which 3 are negative and all the rest are 
positive. 

enter the computer 
Now what does the computer have to do with all 

this? So far, not very much. Mainly the storage capacity 
of the machine has been used to accumulate our tree 
structure information. This information allows us a glimpse 
of the manner in which a clinician (or several different 

ones) utilizes cues and combines diagnostic information 
before arriving at a decision. The tree structure approach 
facilitates the testing of hypotheses about methods of 
combination, individual differences between diagnosticians 
in judgment ability, effects of misleading cues on a diag
nosis, and many other variables yet Jo be specified. But 
for all of this, no computer was really necessary. We might 
very well have stored our information on a large revolv
ing blackboard; or perhaps we could have left it on the 
magnetic tapes of our recording machine. Analyses of 
the tree structures would have been possible in those forms. 
However, the computer is a more convenient storage bin 
because it allows us ready access, to the information; 
and more importantly, the rigors of computer program
ming forced me to devise a scheme that compelled the 
careful spelling-out of the thought processes under study. 

Additionally the digital computer allowed a refinement 
not mentioned above; and I must admit that this refine
ment was the really intriguing one which has helped to 
motivate the direction and the course of this work: The 
computer enabled me to construct a model of the clinical 
decision maker which, if the model is a good one, 
functions in precisely the same manner as the human 
decision maker. In other words, once we have a collec
tion of one subject's tree structures, it should be 
possible to write programs' that will enable the machine 
to utilize diagnostic search strategies in much the same 
manner as did the human. In principal, if a large enough 
collection of trees is tape recorded from one subject or 
diagnostician, and if this collection includes most of what 
he knows about clinical neurology, then we can challenge 
the machine in much the same way as we might challenge 
him by confronting it with a set of symptoms; and we 
would expect that the computer and the human neurologist 
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Operations 
Managers-More 
throughput at no extra cost. 
Operating System/360 will release 
the full power of your computer to 
handle, efficiently, both scientific 
and commercial processing. 

It will increase your work 
throughput measurably ... and give 
you full time computing. 

It will release your top-flight 
programmers from time-consuming 
trivia-let them use the full run of 
their ability-create more productive 
programs, by virtually eliminating 
the need for them to design 
"systems" functions. 

Operating System/360 provides five 
versatile high-level languages. It 
minimizes concern about input/ 
output device assignments-they're 
all done by the computer. 

It reduces testing and debugging of 
new programs through built-in test 
features ... releases your people 
from preparing often-used routines 

by providing a host of IBM created 
service and utilities programs, 
providing standard conventions that 
pave the way for standard 
communications that eliminate many 
human errors often caused by a lack 
of these stand ards. 

Your company's programs will "live" 
longer because they can be easily 
updated, modified and tested. 

Your computers will run 
continuously-thanks to automatic 

. job scheduling. 

Your computer will offer rapid job 
turn-around. You will get more jobs 
through per day. 

You will be able to run many jobs 
concurrently with each job sharing 
the system's total resources. 

You can run concurrent peripheral 
operations too. You can print on-line 

Operating System/360 was born in this half acre room. This is one 
of the largest concentrations of computing power in the world-two 
SYSTEM/360 Model 30's, ten Model 40's, one Model 50, one Model 60, 
three IBM 1710's, four 1401's and a 7094. Eventually there will be 
close to 300 input/output units as well as special equipment. 

without tying up your precious 
central processor or carrying tapes 
to and from off-line systems. 

Your special jobs can be run at any 
time through a high priority coding 
that enables them to go to the top of 
the work input queue-and the 
interrupt can be a simple query or a 
big, complex processing job. 

Programming maintainence, which 
may take 15% to 25% of your best 
people's time, is greatly simplified 
and takes less time because of system 
conventions-even when one person 
maintains programs written by 
someone else. 

Your large programs can be divided 
into smaller sections, then overlayed 
to conserve valuable main storage 
space. This allows complex jobs to 
be done in a small machine. 

And because of these and many 
other features of Operating 
System/360, all your jobs get rapid 
turn around-you get increased 
system throughput, you process 
more jobs per day, more efficiently. 
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Installation Managers-process more jobs 

with faster job turn-around. Operating System/360 will help you make 
full use of your computer and the people that run it. You'll be able to 
provide better service to more people in your company with the 
fastest job turn-around possible. 

You'll be able to stack your jobs, have them run one after the other 
with immediate job-to-job transition-automatically. 

Multitask control will enable you to get many jobs on the system at 
one time, even unrelated jobs. You'll have real efficient use of 
big-system ability. 

Machine operators won't be bothered with time consuming 
bookkeeping-this manual job accounting is done automatically. 

Computer idle-time will be greatly minimized: you'll have fewer setups 
and program loadings ... standard operator methods and standard 
formula for job instructions ... less human intervention, fewer errors. 

You'll have a standard way to store and recall programs from the 
systems library. 

You'll get much needed help in keeping track of data on tape reels and 
disk packs. 

And with rapid test results, you'll save valuable programming time. 
You'll be able to add new applications without changing existing 
programs. 

Now, you'll take full advantage of device independence. A single 
program can use card, tape, disk, or drum storage without rewriting. 

You'll realize a rock-bottom minimum of personnel retraining and 
study time in order to meet demands of new applications or new 
system configurations. 

And for the future you can grow right along with your installation 
expansion without rewriting programs. 

ProgrammerS-create your 

best programs. You'll have the benefit of five 
highly versatile languages to work with
FORTRAN, COBOL, PL/I (programming 
Language/One), Assembler, and RPG (Report 
Program Generator). Now you'll have the 
right language for the right job. 

There's a complete list of Service Programs like 
Sort/ Merge, for fixed or variable length 
records in ascending or descending order, 
while using one or more 'storage devices ... 
Linkage Editor for combining individual 
segments of programs that were individually 
compiled or assembled ... Utilities for 
transferring data from one storage medium to 
another, editing and updating the system 
library, changing the indexing structure of the 
system library catalog. 

You'll be free from scheduling input/output 
devices. Job control statements will call data 
and programs, and the computer will do 
scheduling and sequencing, automatically. 

Operating System/360 will let you place data 
in the system library without a detailed location 
reference. Retrieval is accomplished by 
the system, automatically, through a simple 
symbolic notation. 

You'll get test results back sooner, correct 
errors sooner, be on the air sooner. 

Segmenting large programs for greater 
handling flexibility can help you by letting 
you divide large programs among two or 
more programmers. 

System and installation growth will find your 
proved and tested programs still applicable. 

SYSTEM/360-The Computer with a Future 
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who served as a model would come up with very similar 
diagnoses. 

There are two practical applications that could result 
from this simulation work. In the first place, it is entirely 
possible to construct models of the ways in which vari
ous types of proficient and non proficient neurologists 
process medical information. With the aid of such models, 
which in a sense could be teaching programs, medical 
students can be taught to sharpen their diagnostic search 
strategies. This can be accomplished either by having med
ical students study the static structure of the various diag
nostic models, or by having them interact with computer 
programs that represent the diagnostic strategies. In the 
instance of medical student-computer interaction, the ma
chine would print out the diagnostic problem to the stu
dent and he would "read in" his probing and searching 
questions. When the student's questions lead him too far 
astray, the machine, acting much the same way as our 
expert neurologist often did during the game of Twenty 
Questions, might inform (i.e., print out to) the student 
that he' is lost or that his patient died as a result of the 
last procedure that was prescribed. 

The second possible application that could result from 
the simulation of neurological decision making is a com
pletely operational neurology diagnostician. Such a diag
nostician would, of course not replace the human decision 
maker because it is entirely unlikely to expect the ma
chine to elicit a Babinski toe reflex or to perform a spinal 
fluid tap. However, with the assistance of human neurol
ogists who would elicit signs, symptoms, biographical 
data and other important clinical information, then trans
mit these data to the machine, the computer could serve 
as a valuable aid in the diagnostic process. For example 
the computer, once it is given access to some limited clini
cal information, could print out to the human a num
ber of' relevant and perhaps optimal tests at a specific 
point in time. Or the machine could print out a number 
of working diagnostic hypotheses that the human just 
happened not to think about. When both the human neu
rologist and the machine have access to all the clinical 
sign~, symptoms, and cues then the human decision 
maker can double check his own diagnostic and treat
ment decisions against those of the computer. Since neither 
the human nor the machine is infallible such cross-check
ing could only serve to increase both of their diagnostic 
success rates. 

some problems 
Of course there are a number of technical problems 

that must be resolved in order to make a system opera
tional as either a teacher of medicine or as a diagnos
tician. The medical-student! teaching-machine interaction 
is much easier to implement than the computer diag
nostic scheme. The student can communicate with' the 
machine either by the conventional typewriter keyboard 
or by pointing with a "light gun" at a di~play on a cathode 
ray tube. Likewise on the output side the student can 
be given feedback by some typewriter-like device or 
by an image display on a tube. Considering the large 
number of potential questions that the student diagnosti
cian may want to ask and their responses, present day 
computer storage capacities possibly might be inade
quate. 

The computer as a diagnostic aid presents somewhat 
different problems. Perhaps the most important considera
tion is one of human relations; all participating physicians 
must be highly motivated to cooperate in such a venture 
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if it is to become a success. In the first place, their 
note-taking habits during their diagnostic examinations 
must be altered in order to insure absolute precision. 
Physicians must be encouraged to notate every observa
tion, by making a proper marking on a prepared symp
tom checklist, and in turn some device must be developed 
for allowing the physician to communicate this checklist 
information to the machine quickly and without having 
to give up this information. Additionally there is the prob
lem of having to communicate tentative diagnostic 
information from the machine back to the physician. Like
wise the machine must be able to print out its final diag
nostic statements and treatment recommendations to the 
physician. Again this calls for larger, memory storage 
capacities and greater speed of access to these memories 
than is possible in present day computers. Communica
tion between computer and human must also be made 
more convenient than is presently possible. 

Recent developments in dynamic analysis of speech and 
sound mechanisms may solve both the communication 
problem and may eliminate the need for extensive note
taking during the diagnostic interview. Such a system 
would permit the diagnostician to address the computer 
vocally and through appropriate encoding procedures he 
.could receive replies audibly. 

There are a number of other technical problems that 
our particular diagnostic computer shares with other hos
pital-based automated systems and these include considera
tions of central hardware location, an adequate number· 
of remote teletype stations, cable ducts from the remotes 
to a central computer location and the multitude 
of other hardware accessories that accompany such a 
system. However, my own preoccupation has been with 
software problems and it may very well be the case that 
these may be the most difficult ones to resolve in the 
~~rua 0 
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LOSING TIME IN REAL TIME? 
You say Real-Time Reilly waltzed you out the door with the· wrong specs from the start? Then everything went downhill fast, right? The 
programmers said one computer and a set of a/ d converters would do the job beautifully. But five months later your design consultants 

added on enough instrument packages to fill Yankee Stadium? Of course, your Project Manager should never have used a Mickey Mouse 
watch for the central timing system. Now you just got word that your entire Proposal Staff will have to testify before Congress to help 
explain why the only parts of your system that ever got on the air were the bugs in it. Well, isn't that the name ~f the game in real time? 
Difficult verging on the impossible. But no need to flutter your Fixed Price as long as there's IDC. Who's IDC? let's take it from the top • 

• First, IDC is one company to put on your bid list whenever you want to save time and money with top programming and systems 
design talent .• The best way to tell an IDC program is that it has all the elements you admire in well-clesigned hardware: 
simplicity, modularity, and efficiency. In other words, the finished product looks easy precisely where others turn out to be 
masterpieces of complexity •• Whenever you think of IDC, remember that the staff is all hand-picked for outstanding accom .. 
plishments in telemetry, display, hybrid systems, automatic checkout, closed-loop batch processing, seismic data handling, and many 
other real time areas .• But in real time or anytime, from scientific software and operating 
systems to compilers and management information systems, IDC tells you at once the 
requirements of getting a iob done, based on an uncommon ability to define the problem, 
relating the hardware environment to a' set of software specifications that they'll stake 
their FIXED PRICE on .• For an improved perspective on .your software management prob
lem, contact IDC now. 1621 East 17th Street, Santa Ana, California. Phone: (714) 547-8861 
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The following charts supplement those published in the 
Septem ber 1965 issue (Data T ra nsm ission Systems, Data 
Acquisition Systems, and Data Transmission Common Carrier 
Subsets). A degree of selectivity has been exercised in 
assembling the charts. Certain types of data transmission 
and acquisition equipments are not included. (e.g., fac
simile, analog, etc.). 

Approximately 150 firms were sent questionnaires to de
velop data for these charts. Equipment is listed in the charts 
only if the manufacturer returned the questionnaire properly 
filled in, and if equipment is scheduled for production and 
installation in 1965. As a result, the charts are not ex
haustive. All information has been furnished by the manu
facturer, and cannot be guaranteed by Datamation. 

Among the replies received to the questionnaires were 
many descriptions of equipment which did not match Data
mation's ground rules for inclusion in the charts. Since some 
of these devices may be of further interest to readers, a 
brief list is shown among the footnotes at the end of the 
chart. 

An interesti,ng addition to the Q.ata~Acquisition Systems 
chart published in September has been submitted by Data 
Pathing Inc. of Palo Alto" California: 

SOLAR (serialized' on-line automatic recorder) 
INPUT: 

Fixed input of plastic badge (10 col), punched card 
(80, 51, 22 col), edge punched (102 col). Various com
binations available. 

Insertion is vertical slot for badge, flat bed for cards. 
Variable input is via 10-key keyboard. The variable 

field is displayed as it is entered. 
TRANSMISSION: 

Speed is 240 characters/sec. 
2-conductor cabling is used, with in-plant range of 

12,000 ft.; or unlimited range via telephone (with subset). 
OUTPUT: 

Options are 8-channel 16mni sprocketed mag tape (for 
subsequent off-line conversion at 300 characters/sec), and 
direct to computer. 

Feedback: Each remote unit capable of receiving and 
displaying up to 10 numeric digits. There is also a 40-bit 
parallel feedback output available. 
GENERAL: 

Format control on input via eight transaction codes. In 
addition to parity checking (character and longitudinal) 
there are programmed checks of message format and 
length. All messages are recorded and identified as valid 
or invalid. 

The transmission speed used allows 15 remote terminals 
per line, or 15 remote terminals per small central station, 
45 remote terminals per large (3-line) central station. 

Special capabilities include: selective pickup of data from 
input documents (under program control); special 40-bit 
parallel input is available, either for electrical levels or 
contact closures; each central station is equipped with a 40 
character per second off-line monitor printer. 

Pricing: Complete standard remote terminal (with badge 
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reader, and either punched card or edge punched reader, 
plus variable input): 

$88/mo. $ 4,190 purchase 
Central station (no concentrating or additional switching 

equipment required): 
1-line $ 585/mo. 
3-line $1050/mo. 
Total system with 10 remo!e stations: 

$15,000 purchase 
$27,000 purchase 

$l,465/mo. $56,900 purchase 

column legends 
Function - Most of the devices listed in this chart have 
many applications. The terminology used here is general, 
and is not meant to exclude additional uses. For example, 
a teller console could be used in a mana'gement informa
tion display system,etc. Where "on-line" is stated, this 
normally indicates that the device allows a message to be 
composed off-line, stored in its own buffer, and then 
transmitted directly to the computer. 
Input/Output - I mea,ns input; F, feedback; 0, output. 
"Feedback" indicates an output. at a remote terminal 
(normally the input terminal). 
Speed - Speed shown is maximum over the most capable 
transmission medium; cis indicates characters per second; 
b/s means bits per second. 
Error Prevention - The word "Prevention" has been used 
to cover the range of detection through correction schemes. 
Entries in this column cover error prevention provided by 
the specific equipment listed (not the error prevention 
capability offered by associated equipment, such as a com
puter). "Parity" implies a character (or vertical) parity 
check only. "Parity C, L" indicates character parity plus 
longitudinal parity checking. "Retransmission" shows auto
matic retransmission of data when an error is detected; it 
is sometimes an optional feature. 
Transmission Medium - Tp means telephone line; Tt, Tele
type' or telegraph line. 

Pricing - Approximate pricing is shown both for a stripped 
version and for one with all. optional features. The symbol 
"L" is used for the monthly charge on a lease (or the 
monthly rental figure); "p" indicates purchase price. 

a. Pricing shown is function of quantity purchased. 
b. Pricing of remote station includes adding machine input and 14:' mag 
tape cartridge recorder. Pricing of switchi.n~ and ~entral equipment 
includes mag tape, card, or paper tape receiving terminal. 
c. Pricing of receiver. 
d. Selected additional equipment not listed in chart: 

Addressograph.Multigraph reader for embossed plastic cards. 
Alden facsimile scanners and recorders. 
Hancock "Telecontrol" production-m'achine utilization recorder. 
Mohawk keyed data recorder. 
SCAM "Data-Mate" programmer for controlling IBM Selectric. 
Victor "E-Iectrowriter" handwriting transmission system. 
Analog data acquisition, recording, and conversion equipment manu
factu red by: 

EECO 
Fairchild Instruments 
Hewlett-Packard (Dymec) 
Moore Associates 
Radiation Inc. 
Towson Laboratories 
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FUNCTION INPUT / OUTPUT SPEED ERROR PREVENTION TRANSMISSI'~ .. / " -" 

MEDIUM 
Burroughs Teller console, I: Keyboard 167 c/s L parity per word (fixed); Tp w/subset 

B606 on-line F: Word printer (word is 10 digits plus 4 trans- retransmission (202D) 
action codes of up to 12 levels each) 

Burroughs Remote on-line card I: Punched card 40,800 b/s Parity, validity Telpak 
Cer 1130 reader, printer F: Printer 

Bunker-Ramo Inquiry, on-line I: Keyboard 2400 b/s Parity C, L Tp w/subset 
200 F: Visual display, printer (201,202) 

Colorado Instruments Data entry keyboard I: Programmed storage keyboard, card and badge 150 c/s Parity C, L; keyboard 14-conductor 
C-Dek reader, counters, remote contact closures, etc. lockout logic 

0: Mag tape, paper tape, card, on-line 
'Cook Electric Output terminal: I: BCD data on seven pairs of lines 300 c/s Parity, C, L 20-conductor 

150 mag tape 0: Y2' mag tape 
Control Data Buffered programmer F: Adding machine or t~ewriter monitor up to 2.5 Cyclic encoding; parity C, L Tp w/subset; 

8092 for family of trans- I/O: Most of CDC standar peripheral devices megabits/sec Telpak 
mission terminals 

Data Trends Inquiry, on-line; I: Stylus-contact keyboard 60 b/s Echo·back verification n, Tp w/subset 
MIMO data entry keyboard F: Electronic strip printer (103) 

Data Trends Communications line I: Digital data on 2-wire line; teletype 2400 b/s Parity, retransmission Tp w/subset 
DTI-IOO controller 

Data Trends Data entry card I: Punched card 12 c/s Length of message, start n, Tp w/subset 
600 reader and end of message 

Digital Equipment Data entry I: Paper tape, teletype, IBM 1050 12,500 b/s n, Tp w/subset; 
630 F: Paper tape, teletype, IBM 1050, Telpak 

Calcomp plotter 
Digitronics Output terminal: 0: 120/132 column printer 300 lines/ Parity C, L block count control Tp w/subset 

D401 printer min character; retransmission (201B,202C) 
Digitronics Paper tape I: Paper tape 300 c/s Parity C, L block count control Tp w/subset 

D507 transmitter character; retransmission (201B,202C) 
Digitronics Output terminal: 0: Paper tape 100 c/s Parity C, L block count control Tp w/subset 

D509 Paper tape character; retransmission (201B,202C) 
Digitronics Data entry card I: Punched card 300 c/s Parity C, L block count control Tp w/subset 

D512 reader character; retransmission (201B,202C) 
Digitronics Transmission modem I: Y4 ' mag tape cartridge from special input 36 c/s Tp, subset not 

Dataverter with family of recorders (adding machine, reader for required 
input modules special cards, typewriter) 

Electric Information Data entry keyboard, I: Thumb wheels Read after write 
303 portable 0: Y4' mag tape 

Electric Information Data entry I: Plastic badge, keyboard 
404 0: Y4' mag tape 

General Electric Communications line I/O: Digital data on 2-wire line; teletype 2400 b/s Parity, end of message n, Tp w/subset 
Datanet 15 controller 

General Electric Communications line I/O: Digital data on 2-wire line; teletype 40,800 b/s Parity C, L n, Tp w/subset, 
Datanet 20, 21 controller Telpak 

General Electric Communications line 
Datanet 30 controller 

1/0: Digital data on 2 or 4-wire line; teletype 2400 b/s Parity C, L n, Tp w/subset 

General Electric Communications line I/O: Digital data on 2 or 4-wire line; teletype 40,800 b/s Parity n, Tp w/subset, 
Datanet 70 controller Telpak 

General Electric. Inquiry, on-line; I: Keyboard 2400 b/s Parity C, L Tp w/subset 
Datanet 760 data entry F: Visual display, teletype 

IBM Computer-to-computer 
1009 transmission 

I/O: Computer 300 c/s Parity Tp w/subset 

IBM Communications line I: Digital data on 2 or 4-wire line '600 b/s Parity C, L; retransmission n, Tp w/subset 
1026 controller 

IBM 
1092,1093 

Data entry I: Programmed keyboard 12 c/s Invalid character, n, Tp w/subset 
field definition 

IBM Communications line I: Digital data on 2 or 4-wire line 600 b/s Parity C, L; retransmission n, Tp w/subset 
1448 controller 

IBM Inquiry, on-line; I: Keyboard 2400 b/s Parity C, L; retransmission Tp w/subset 
2260 data entry F: Visual display, typewriter 

IBM Communications line I: Digital data on 2 or 4-wire line 40,800 b/s Parity C, L; retransmission n, Tp w/subset, 
2701 controller Telpak 

IBM Communications line I: Digital data on 2 or 4-wire line 600 b/s Parity C, L; retransmission n, Tp w/subset 
2702 controller 

IBM Communications line I: Digital data on 2 or 4-wire line 600 b/s Parity C, L; retransmission n, Tp w/subset 
2703 controller 

IBM 
2740,2741 

Data entry typewriter I/F: Typewriter 133 b/s Parity C, L n, Tp w/subset 

IBM 
7710 

Computer-to-computer 
transmission 

I/O: Computer 28,800 c/s 4 out of 8; parity L Tp w/subset, 
Telpak 

IBM Inquiry, on-line (with I: Telephone, special keyboard, IBM 1001 Tp w/subset 
7770,7772 audio response) 0: Audio 

NCR Teller console, I: Keyboard 1200 b/s Parity C, L Tp w/subset 
42-500 on-line F: Printer (202B) 

Phi/co 
Card & Badge Reader 

Data entry I: Badge, punched card 100 c/s Parity; end of message Tp w/subset 

Philco In'luiry, on-line; I: Keyboard, light pen Parity C, L Telpak 
READ data entry F: Visual display, microfilm 

RCA Inquiry, on-line; I: Keyboard 1800 b/s Parity n, Tp w/subset 
6050 data entry F: Visual display (103,202) 

Raytheon Inquiry, on-line; I: Keyboard 40,000 c/s Parity Tp w/subset, 
DIDS-400 data entry F: Visual display, printout Telpak 

Teletype Teletype I: Keyboard, paper tape 10 c/s Parity Tp w/subset 
33 ASR, 35 ASR 0: Printer, paper tape /,"''-'' ... ~ ........ , 

Teletype Paper tape 
Telespeed 750 transmission 

I/O: Paper tape 75 c/s Tp 
\"-. .. " 

Teletype Paper tape I/O: Paper tape 105 c/s Tp 
Telespeed 1050 transmission 

UGC Instruments Data entry; family of I: Dials, adding machine, keyboard 
SODA off-line recorders, 0: Y4' mag tape 

includinlZ portables 
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SPECIAL CAPABILITIES AND COMMENTS Remote Input Switching and Central 
Station Equipment 

Currently used as on-line window-posting machine in Savings & Loan applications. Works with Stripped: 205 L 8,100 P 
B-300, B-5500 and other Burroughs computers. Max of 1440 units to one B-300. . W/all: 215L 8,300 P 1,255 L 55,675 P 

Works with Burroughs B-5500 computer. Stripped: 
W/all: 

1,860 L 99,900 P 

Works with "any" computer having a communications interface. Stripped: 35 L 1,000 P 280 L 12,320 P 
W/all: 50 L 1,175 P 335L 15,700 P 

Standard modular components can be combined to provide unique solution to each application. Stripped: 1,200 P 8,000 P 
Output code format easily changed. Significant logic capability present in each input station. W/all: 6,000 P 16,000 P 

Incremental mag tape recorder, Yz', IBM. Stripped: 4,350 P 
W/all 6,200 P 

Terminals are programmable as small free-standing data processing systems. When peripherals 
added to model 8092, transmission system deSignated as model 8030. 

Stripped: 
W/all: 

Works with any computer having a communications interface. Optional buffer available. Stripped: 800 P" 
W/all: 1,590 pB 

Used with Data Trends MIMO or other input devices. Handles up to 100 lines. Stripped: 36,500 P 
W/all: 54,700 P 

Unit is a card reader with accessories such as keyboard, 350-card input hopper, etc. available. 
Output via optional equipment can be paper tape, card, printer, or di.tect to computer. 

Stripped: 
W/all: 

Works with most DEC computers Stripped: 900 P 9,689 P 
W/all: 

Works with Digitronics paper tape, punched card, or mag tape terminals. Stripped: 750 L 28,125 P 
W/all: 

Works with Digitronics mag tape or printer terminals, or paper tape receiver. Stripped: 
W/all: 

145L 5,440 P 

Works with Digitronics mag tape, punched card, or paper tape transmitters. Stripped: 180 L 6,750 P 
W/all: 

Serial card reader. 1500 card input hopper and stacker. Works with Digitronics mag tape, paper 
tape, or printer terminals. 

Stripped: 
W/all: 

425L 18,975 P 

Input is acoustically coupled via telephone handset. Output terminal needs 202C subset. Works Stripped: 1,195 pb 250 Lb 6,885 pb 
with Digitronics mag tape, card, or paper tape terminals. W/all: 1,605 pb 1,885 Lb 58,470 pb 

Useful in meter reading, inventory reporting, etc. Powered by rechargeable battery. Conversion Stripped: 271 995 P 1I2l 4,500 P 
units provide direct input of ~. magnetic tape into several computers (27,000 character cart- W/all: 1,045 P 285 L 12,500 P 
ridge in 70 sec.). ' 
Used as point-of-sale recorder. Conversion units provide direct input of ~' mag tape into several Stripped: 1I2l 4,500 P 
computers (27,OOO-character cartridge in 70 sec.). Other input units include an adding machine W/all: 285L 12,500 P 
recorder, a production-machine utilization recorder, etc. 
Works with GE 200-series computers to control up to 15 lines. Stripped: 690 L 30,000 P 

Works with GE 400, 600-series computers. Automatic calling and answering. Data transfer from Stripped: 200 L 9,600 P 
remote terminal, or computer to computer. 
Works with GE 200, 400, 600-series computers. Controls up to 100 lines. With optional features Stripped: 75,000 P 
added can be operated as independent processor. W/all: 150,000 P 
Works with GE 400-series. Controls up to 248 lines. Stripped: 1,000 L 45,300 P 

Works with GE 400, 600-series computers. Switching and central equipment can handle 8 display Stripped: 60 L 2,400 P 550 L 23,000 P 
units, expandable to 32. W/all: 695 L 28,800 P 
Works with IBM 1400-series computers, also with I BM communication systems. Stripped: 

W/all: 
500 L 26,400 P 

Works with IBM 1400-series computers and I BM data collection and communication systems. Stripped: 270 L 10,000 P 
Automatic calling and answering. W/all: 330 L 12,000 P 
Works with IBM 1050, etc. Stripped: 30 L 1,200 P 

W/all: 75L 3,000 P 
Works with IBM 1400-series computers and I BM data collection and communication systems. 
Automatic calling and answering. Handles up to 40 lines. 

Stripped: 1,150 L 56,700 P 

Works with IBM 360-series computers. Switching and central equipment can handle 24 display Stripped: 30 L 1,000 P 400 L 18,000 P 
units. W/all: 50 L 1,600 P 600 L 27,000 P 
Works with IBM 360-series computers and I BM data collection and communication systems. Stripped: 300 L 13,500 P 
Automatic calling and answering. Handles up to 4 lines. W/all: 800 L 36,000 P 
Works with IBM 360-series computers and IBM data collection and communication systems. Stripped: 850 L 40,800 P 
Automatic calling and answering. Handles up to 31 lines. W/all: 1,500 L 70,000 P 
Works with IBM 360-series computers and IBM data collection and communication systems. Stripped: 1,500 L 70,000 P 
Automatic calling and answering. Handles up to 176 lines. W/all: 2,100 L 95,000 P 
Works with IBM 360-series computers or other 2740's. Uses selectric typewriter with stroke-
storage feature. Can be used as normal electric typewriter. 

Stripped: 80 L 3,200 P 

Works with IBM 1401 computers, also with IBM communication systems. Stripped: 1,575 L 83,000 P 
W/all: 1,735 L 88,600 P 

Works with IBM 1400-series, 7070, 360-series computers. 128-word vocabulary. Handles up to Stripped: 625 L 30,000 P 
48 lines. W/all: ·4,400 L 211,000 P 
Used in Savings & Loan and other applications. Works with NCR 315-series computers. ~t;~r:ed: 160 L 7,600 P 1,185 L 50,200P 
Photoelectric reader is part of driveshaft. If transmission error detected, will automatically Stripped: 1,800 P 
reread. W/all: 3,000 P 

Stripped: 
W/all: 

10,000 P 

Works with RCA 301, 3301, Spectra 70 computers. Stripred: 250 L 10,600 P 
W/al: 275L 11,600 P 

Works with "any" computer. Stripped: 4,000 P 
W/all: 6,000 P 5,100 P 

0 C"" work With other equipment using the ASCII code. The model 33 does not have paper tape Stripped: 650 P 
ut capability. W/all: 2,525 P 

o:_.1dles 5, 6, 7 or 8-level code except advance feed hole punched tape. Stripped: 785 P 
W/all: 1,214 P 2,300 pc 

Handles 5, 6, 7 or 8-level code except advance feed hole punched tape. Stripped: 
W/all: 

1,800 P 2,425 pc 

Portable "Metercorder" used for meter reading, inventory recording, etc. Interfaces also avail-
able for cash registers, calculators, etc. Recording of all units is 4-channel BCD, 16 cpi. Conversion 
units to Yz' computer-compatible mag tape (converted at 960 c/s), or direct to computer. 

Stripped: 
W/all: 
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WhY did Jet ProDulSionLab 
give us the Mars job? 

Over 1,000 reels - approxi
mately 2.5 million feet-of 
Audio Devices Computer Tape 
supported the photography and 
telemetry of the Mariner IV 
mission. 

Why did J PL use Audio? 
Real-time data acquisition 

demanded quality computer 
tape. Many brands were tested 
before the 7V2 month flight. 
Audio was chosen. 

Maybe it was the tests. Maybe 
they liked our references (21 
out of the top 25 U.S. industrial 
companies buy computer tape 
from us). Maybe it',s because 
we're tape specialists. In any 
case, isn't it time you consulted 
a specialist? 

Get the picture? JPL did! 

AUDIO DEVICES INC. INSTRUMENTATION TAPE • COMPUTER TAPE • AUDIOTAPE 
235 E. 42nd St.,New York 10017. Offices in Chicago, Los Angeles and Washington, D.C. 
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EAr software 
is the difference 

S6 

The development of a software system for 
simulation is among the most challenging 
tasks presented to ~he computer industry. 
Not only must it include conventional 
scientific software, but it must be capable of 
performing under on-line, real-time 
constraints~ With a heritage of over 15 years 
as both a supplier and user of scientific 
computing systems, EAI has produced the 
EAI 8400 operating system-the first 
software system to meet the demands of 
today's simulation laboratories. 

The EAI 8400 operating system delivers a new 
high level of man/machine communication 
throughout all phases of program preparation, 
debug and program execution. Its time
sha.ring mode offers efficient throughput, by 
permitting a background of batch-
processing to continue during man/machine 
communication or on-line dead-time. 
Error-free recovery from real-time, multi-level 
interrupts is provided during any phase 
of systein operation-and the entire operating 
system-from monitor, through language 
processors, debug, and run time controllers, 
is operational over the spectrum of EAI 8400 
expansion and peripheral configurations 
starting with the basic system. 
EAI is setting the software standard in the 
field of simulation. How about your field ... 
does a real-time, on-line system with 
batch processing capability sound interesting? 
If so, write for details. 

EA I ® CIRCLE 24 ON READER CARD 

ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES, INC., West Long Branch, New ]asey 
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COMPARING 
THE COMPACTS 
by EDWARD O. BOUTWELL, JR. 

Computer word length has become an impor
tant parameter to designers, users, and others 
interested in evaluating computer performance. 
To the manufacturer, word length has a direct 

bearing on cost and indirectly determines the program
ming features of the machine. The specific user is addi
tionally interested in comparing word length to the charac
teristics of his data and is concerned with computational' 
accuracies, efficiencies, and the frequency of double pre
cision operations. 

From a chronological viewpoint, one might make the 
following generalizations about fixed word length machines: 

1. Prior to 1961, the most common word lengths were 
36 and 48 bits. 

2. During the period 1961-1963 mariy computers having 
word lengths ranging from 18 to 30 bits were intro
duced, including several 24-bit machines. 

3. Since 1963, a significant number of 12 to 18-bit word 
length "small" computers have been successfully mar
keted, many of these machines having been an-
nounced only within the past year. . 

It might seem curious at first that the computer indus
try developed the relatively complex, longer word length 
machines in its infancy and waited until maturity (?) to 
produce the shorter word length machines with simpler 
instruction sets. There are at least three reasons for this 
seeming anomoly. 

1. Early computers were largely devoted to scientific 
problem solving which required the greater accuracy 
provided by longer words. 

, 2. The long memory access times associated with early 
memories made it important to accomplish as much 
with each instruction and to bring as much data from 
memory with each operand access as possible. 

3. Development experience, large volume production 
economies and advancing component technology have 
recently made low-cost, high-perforrriance computers 
possible and there are an increasing number of appli
cations requiring such computers. 

A sub-set of the most recent category, those machines 
with random access memories and characterized by paral
lel, binary internal organization, form an important class 
of computers. This class has attracted considerable interest 
and is receiving growing customer acceptance because of 
the economy and performance of its members and because 
its machines are finding use in new application areas which 
are themselves interesting and profitable. 

These application areas include: data acquisition, as 
encountered in the operation of wind tunnels, static test 
stands and general research instrumentation; industrial 
control, in which set-points may be computed for analog 
loop controllers or the process devices may be directly con
trolled by the computer (direct digital control); and other 
forms of on-:-line real-time processing, such as automatic 
checkout, telerrietry data reduction, and communications 
control. 

The following discussion considers those programming 
characteristics which are imposed by a short word length, 
their eHect on use, and identifies some of the newer features 
which have begun to appear in computers of this class. 

December 1965 

a careful 
dissection 

eHects of short word length on instruction format 
A geneJ.:alized instruction word format for a typical 

"single 'address" machine includes an A-field, which identi
fies the operation to be performed; a B-field, which speci
fies indexing, indirect, relative, or other forms of address 
modification, and a C-field, which contains address in
formation, a literal, or an extension of the operation code. 
Instruction word formats for three basic categories of in
structions are presented in Fig. 1. From the standpoint 
of control simplicity the machine designer .would normally 

Fig. 1. Instruction word formats for three basic classes of 
instructions. 

MEMORY REFERENCE INSTRUCTION FORMAT 

A B I C I 
OPe CODE MODE ADDRESS 

LITERAL INSTRUCTION FORMAT 

I A I B I C I 
OPe CODE LITERAL 

CONTROL INSTRUCTION FORMAT 

I A I B I C 

OPe CODE , 
prefer that fields A, B, and C always have the meaning 
ascribed to them above, that is, all instructions having 
the format of memory reference instructions. The eHect 
of decreasing computer word length, however, is to 
place a, greater premium on encoding efficiency and to 
force the recognition of the two remaining categories. 

To illustrate this problem, consider the allocation of in
struction word bits in an 18-bit machine, at the upper end 
of our short word length class. If as few as four bits are 
assigned to specify the operation code (field A) and only 
a single bit to designate some form of address modification 

Mr. Boutwell Is vice president 
of Compata, Inc., consultants 
in design and application of 
computer systems. Active in 
machine organization, logic 
design, and programming for 
the last nine years, he has 
been affiliated with NCR, 
Aeronutronic, and Packard 
Bell. He holds BS and MS de
grees in engineering from 
UCLA. 
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Break the Red Tape Habit 

You can sum up the difference between new Celanar polyester film 
and the other product in two words: meaningful service. Which 
means you get answers-and action-fast. There's no red tape with 
Celanar film. 

That's why so many manufacturers are now switching to Celanar 
polyester film by Celanese. For magnetic tape~ Packaging. Engi
neering reproductiGn. Metalizing. Stationery and office supplies. 
And electrical applications. 

Case in point: The cleaner the polyester film, the better it processes. 
To ensure maximum cleanliness, Celanese produces Celanar film 
in a sealed-off "White Room" clean enough for surgery. It's by far 
the most modern in the industry. 

Another case in point: When essential, Celanar polyester film is 
shipped with temperature recording flags, to alert you to any harm-

. ful environmental changes suffered in shipment-before you put it 
on the processing line. . 

Other unique advantages that make Celanar polyester film your 
best buy include the fact that Celanar film is protected against dust 
contaminat£on by use of non-fibrous plastic cores. That for critical 
applications it may be shipped w£th Impact Recorders to protect 
you against accepting film jolted and damaged in transit. That its 
splice-free roll lengths are tailored to its customers' specifications. 

This is. the kind of meaningful service you would expect from 
Celanese Plastics-whose operating philosophy is that the customer, 
not the supplier, is always right. Celanese Plastics Company, 744 
Broad Street, Newark 2, N. J. Celanese® Celanar® 

Celanar® Polyester Film 

Cutting through red tape to bring you answers and ac· 
tion last is a specialty at Celanese. And it's just one of 
six meaningful service advantages you get when you 
switch to new' Celanar polyester film. 
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The Compacts . . . 

(field B), the remaining 13-bit C field is sufficient to di
rectlyaddress a maximum of 8192 memory locations. Thus, 
not only wili indexing or indirect techniques be required 
to address typically larger memories, but if more than 16 
instructions are to be provided, bit positions outside of 
the A field must be used to' extend the operation code. 
This difficulty becomes more severe as instruction word 
length approaches 12 bits, the lower limit of the class. 
To meet the addressing problem, a variety of addressing 
modes have been conceived by computer designers. At the 
same time, the availability of and reliance on two-word in
structions is noticeable in several of the 12- and 16-bit 
machines. In summary, the machine characteristics dic
tated by short word length are': 

l. Inability to directly address total memory 
2. Use of special addressing modes to obtain fast access 

to operands 
3. Occasional reliance on two-word instructions 
4. Small number of index registers 
5. Use of address field as a secondary or extended opera-

tion code 
In (see p. 70) a number of the short word length class com
puters are characterized by their addressing techniques, 
I/O methods, and special features. The significance and 
utility of these characteristics is discussed below. ' 

direct addressing 
The principal classifying features of the short word 

length computers are those which describe available ad
dressing modes. Because the short address field of a 
memory reference instruction u~ually' does not contain 
enough bits to uniquely describe a general memory loca
tion, some form of relative addressing must be used. Three 
approaches are employed by the machines of Fig. 2: 

1. The short address is added to the contents of the 
inst~uction location counter (A,E,G,H).l 

,2. The more significant bits are supplied by the loca
tion counter, that is, the short address is relative to 
the beginning of the memory "sector" from which 
instructions are cun:ently being executed (B,D,F,K). 

3. The more significant bits are supplied by an address 
extension register whose contents are program alter
able (A). 

Both the first and second approaches require that con
stants and working sto~age used at each point in the pro
gram be located within the short address "span" of the 
associated instruction sequence. In the first case, they al
ways lie "in front" of the program counter up to a cer
tain maximum distance; in the second case, they can be 
placed either above or below the instruction sequence. 
In both cases the program must periodically jump around 
these areas. The second method is simpler from an imple
mentation standpoint, however, in that no addition is 
called for in forming the direct address. 

The provision of a common scratchpad region in several 
machines avoids the need to duplicate this Junction in 
each program sector. On some of the 16-bit machines 
the scratchpad region is simply' the first sector of memory 
(E,F,G,K). It is frequently large enough to permit direct 
addressing of limited data tables. 

The third approach, in which a program alterable ad
dress extension register supplies the more significant bits 
of the address, appeared in a restricted form in one of the 
early short word length machines (A). Storage bank con
trol registers indicated which memory modules were to be 

1 Alphabetic characters enclosed in parentheses refer to specific com
puters in Fig. 2 as e~arriples of the characteristic being described. 
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referenced by the short address, according to the address
ing mode specified in the instruction. ' 

An additIonal form of direct addressing is available on 
two machines by setting the short address field to all O's 
(C,E). This mode, often referre~ to as "immediate ad
dressing," implies that the operand is located immediately 
following the instruction. 

indirect addre~sing 
Most of the short word length machines provide an in

direct addressing capab~lity. In indirect addressing, the 
effective' address is used' to locate not the op~rand but 
the address of the operand. If the address found by this 
means 'is itself provided with an indirect indicator, the 
process may be continued through several levels. Indirect 
addressing is useful in picking up main program parameters 
or tables of data by subroutines, and for use where 
program relocation or operation, on multi-dimension data 
is involved. ' 

U suaIly an instruction word bit or combination of 
mode bits signals the indirect mode. In one instance the 
indirect mode must be established by a previous instruc
tion prior to each use (L). The memory location con
tai~ing the operand address is typically accessed by one 
of the direct addressing means provided on the particular 
machine (i.e., relative, scratchpad, or address extension), 
adding one memory cycle to the execution time of indirect 
mode instructions. 

'In one 16-bit computer, indirect addressing may be 
specified only by using a two-word instruction' word for
mat (H). In another machine, with a 12-bit word length, 
the indirect word (operand address) itself occupies two 
suc~essive memory locations ( C ). Indirect addressing in 
these machines carries a two-memory-cycle penalty. 

The machines of Fig. 2 differ considerably in the num
ber of levels of indirect permitted and in the ability to 
combine indexing with indirect addressing. If both are 
allowed, indexing usually precedes multiple level indirect 
and follows single level indirect. ' 

indexing 
The use of index registers in address modification and 

in counting program iterations has become common in 
larger computers and their availability is generally takeri 
for granted. The necessity for cost consciousness in the 
short word length class, however, has resulted in index 
registers being completely eliminated in some instances 
and has produced interesting "implementations" of the 
indexing concept in several others. 

Three of the machines considered in Fig. 2 have hard
ware index registers which may be used for this purpose 
alone (G,H,L). In three other m~chines, the accumula
tor extension register performs this function when indexing 
is indicated (C,E,K). This approach requires some "house
keeping" operations to preserve and, re-establish the in
dex register contents when indexing is interspersed with 
MULTIPLY or other "double length" instructions. For mod
erately long sequences of single length manipulative and 
control instructions, ~owever, it provides indexing with 
no time penalty and at little hardware cost. 

In another group of the short word length class, one or 
more me~ory locations are set aside by the designer for use 
as index registers, to be read automatically when in
dexing is indicated by the current instruction. A one-mem
ory-cycle time penalty is incurred for each use but there 
is no program overhead as in the time-shared-register 
approach described above. One of the machines of this 
class offers two index registers, one in memory and the 
second an arithmetic register (E). With the dedicated 
memory location approach, one is limited in the number of ' 

DATAMATION'! ' 
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CEC Announces the VR-3800 

A modestly priced six-speed 
switchable tape transport ... with 
six -speed switchable electronics 

CIRCLE 27 ON READER CARD 
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CEC's VR-3800 is the precise answer 
to a long-felt need. Namely, a magnetic 
tape recorder/reproducer that offers the 
basic advantages of CEC's top-rated 
systems at a modest price. 

To users in most lab envIronments, 
this adds up to one important fact. The 
new VR-3800 is destined to become the 
work horse of mid band recorders. For 
here is a recorder that is competitive in 
price with 100 kc class instruments, yet 
records up to 300 kc at 60 ips with 
unsurpassed reliability. 

The VR-3800's outstanding features 
include: 

~ Six speeds to 60 ips; both transport 
and electronics electrically switchable. 
Speed sensitive plug-ins available for any 
number of transport speeds required. 
Buy oniy those you need, and save! 

~ Seven or fourteen channels may be 
used for data storage in the d-c to 300 
kc frequency range. 

~ Extended wideband FM offers d-c to 
40 kc at 60 ips. Standard FM from d-c 
to 20 kc at 60 ips. 

~ Longer lasting recording heads
smooth all-metal-front-surface design 
lasts up to 6 times longer than conven
tional heads, and reduces cleaning to a 
minimum. 
~ Record and reproduce amplifiers are 
solid-state, and the direct system is fully 
amplitude- and phase-equalized at all 
speeds, providing optimum square wave 
response. 

~ Signal-to-noise ratio is the highest; 
distortion the lowest. 
~ Tape tension constantly controlled 
by closed-loop servo control. 
~ Easy handling dynamic braking used 
exclusively. Fail-safe mechanical brakes 
used only when tape motion is stopped 
or power fails. 

And-since all components are designed 
and manufactured by CEC, users realize 
the additional advantage of single
source responsibility. 

For complete information about the 
VR-3800, call CEC or write for Bulletin 
3800-X9 

CEC 
Data Recorders Division 

CONSOLIDATED 
ELECTRODYNAMICS 
A SUBSIDIARY OF BELL & HOWELL/PASADENA, CALIF. 91109 
INTERNATIONAL SUBSIDIARIES: WOKING, SURREY, ENGLAND 

AND FRIEDBERG (HESSEN), W. GERMANY 
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LIMITATION: 186,0000 OJ] 

The speed with which electricity "flows" in a wire is 
rapidly becoming the limiting factor of computer mem
ory performance, cost, and reliability. In a nutshell, 
here's why. 

In a typicaI16,384-word by 25-bit memory stack, using 
modern 20-mil diameter cores, the X and Y drive wires 
are about 10 feet long. A current pulse takes 40-mil
lionths of a second to travel from one end of such a 
wire to the other. This delay is produced by the self
inductance of the wire, the capacity due to adjacent 
wires, and to core loading. It is directly proportional to 
the JLC of the transmission line. 

This delay cuts into the access time of the memory. 
In a high-speed system, an extra 10-billionths of a second 
delay-per-bit can mean twice the amount of circuitry in 
certain areas to achieve the required performance. With 
the memory engineer trying to glean every bit of avail
able time for such reasons as recovery from noise, de
lays must be kept to absolute minimums for reliable 
operation at high speeds. 

The memory designer must pay for delay in two ways. In a coincident
current memory, the X and Y currents must travel through the 
entire stack to select all cores. Breaking up the stack into smaller 
modules increases circuitry costs. Also, the sense line has a definite 
length which contributes to the delay. 

The delay problem can be approached by paralleling 
circuits, but this adds considerably to cost. One way to 
help the situation is to cut down lead lengths by using 
closer core spacing, by eliminating excess terminal lengths 
and by keeping the associated memory circuits as close 
to the stack as possible. 

Better cores with shorter switching times and better 
transistors with faster rise times have made today's very 
high-speed systems possible. But, these component im
provements have also made the delay-per-bit problem 
more pressing. Less delay-per-bit means: Fewer costly 
drivers and sense amplifiers to do the same job at the 
same speed, faster possible access time, and wider oper
ating margins in each cycle for greater reliability. 

This is just one of the many problems a memory en
gineer must face when he designs the "heart" of a com
puter, but it is a vital one. The primary factor confront
ing him in the improvement of speed and performance is 
the speed of light (and electricity) itself. 

DATA OUTPUT -I------ACCESS TIME-------+i· I 
INITIATE PULSE (with address) ;--------""l:~ 

SERIES TERMINATION 

SHUNT TERMINATION 

DRIVE LINE 
DELAV-j 

I~ 

This exaggerated waveform chart shows the delays encountered in 
using series and shunt terminations of X and Y drive lines. The 
series termination results in only one transmission delay, but it has 
built-in economic and physical disadvantages ... large, bulky, ex
pensive, and heat-producing resistors adjacent to the stack. The 
shunt termination avoids these disadvantages, but a two-way delay 
(down & back) results before full current amplitude is developed. 
This can necessitate a longer access time. 

This is the third of a series of six brief discussions on the basic principles of core memories. If you would like the complete series 
in booklet form, please circle 59 on the reader card. 

1 
J 
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Oelay-per-bit in the memory, measured in the billionths of a second, is a significant limitation 
on the problem-solving capability of a computer. It is an important factor relating to the effective 
computer output where every minute of time is measured in dollars. 

One ~f the ways to reduce delay-per-bit is to cut down the spacing 
between the cores, hence reducing lead lengths. This illustration 
shows how core-to-core centers are reduced, going from 50 to 30 
to 20-mil and smaller cores. This isn't the entire answer, though, 
because smaller core diameters contribute other problems which 
must be solved by other means. 

This typical I-microsecond cycle time memory has a capacity of 
16,384 words with 25 bits per word. Access time is 380. nanoseconds. 
The delay-per-bit in its memory stack is 12 picoseconds. For com
plete information about Fabri-Tek Memory Systems, write: Fabri
Tek Incorporated, Amery, Wisconsin; or call 715-268-7155; or TWX 
510-376-1710. 



Check the office forms 
you'd like prepared automatically ... 

.... 

.. 

' .. -"'-

Production Orders Accounts Payable 

Now read about this one machine 
that automates them all 
The Dura® MACH 10®. It automates sales orders, invoices, 
inventory reports-virtually any business application. Data 
is read, punched, and typed automatically at up to 175 
words per minute. Edge-punch cards or punched paper tape 
are used to capture repetitive data-accurate data to pro
duce documents. By-product tapes provide information for 
management decisions before the data is old history. Check 
into the Dura MACH 10 today. Call your local Dura rep
resentative. Or write your name and address on this ad ver..
tisement and mail to: Dept. D21-125, Dura Business Ma
chines, 32200 Stephenson 
Highway, Madison 
Heights, Michigan 48071. 

BUSINESS MACHINES 

........ 
..... 

.... 

. 

. . . 

...... ,... .,; 

* Division of DC dura corporation 
*Trademark Dura Corporation 
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index registers principally by the number of instruction 
word bits available for register specification. A further bene
fit which derives from locating index registers in memory 
is the ability to initialize and modify theit contents by using 
the ordinary LOAD and STORE memory instructions. Thus, 
the necessity to assign some of the limited number of 
instruction codes to special index register instru~tions is 
avoided. A related instruction,' INCREMENT (DECREMENT) 

MEMORY-CONDITIONAL JUMP, has often been included, 
however, to facilitate the iteration counting function and, 
in fact, lessens the need for a large number of formal index 
registers. 

An interesti~g variation on the above use of memory 
located index, registers, referred to as "auto-indexing," 
has been employed by one manufacturer and appears in 
two machines of Fig. 2 (B,M). In auto-indexing, no in
struction bits are allocated for index register control. 
An 'indirect reference to one of anum ber of predetermined 
memory locations, however, causes the contents of that 
location to be incremented, replaced, and 'the ~esult taken 
as the effective address. This may be viewed as a form of 
indirect addressing with automatic incrementing of the 
indirect word, or as a combination base register-index 
register. In any case~ each auto-indexing location is dedi
cated to a particular data table and a somewhat larger 
number of them is required to compensate for this 
fact. Although an arbitrarily large number of locations 
could be assigned to function in the auto-indexing mode 
without contributing to instruction encoding problems, the 
principal drawback to this method is the two-memory
cycle penalty incurred for each auto-indexing operation., 

general addressing 
An important insight into the utility of the machines 

of the short word length class can be gained by noting 
the ease with which a general (or arbitrary) memory 
location may be referenced. Because of the typically small 
size of the program sector and any scnitchpad region, it 
will be necessary in many applications to operate on data 
stored outside of these areas. This requirement presents 
no great difficulty in the machines with good direct ad
dressing facilities (e.g., with 13-bit short address fields 
or address extension registers) and serves only to introduce 
a one-cycle time penalty for machines which provide two
word instructions for full memory addres~ing. 
, On those machines lacking both the above facilities and 

indexing, indirect addressing offers the only means for 
accessing generally 'located data. If data from several 
tables are involved in the processing, a corresponding num
ber of indirect words may be established with their con
tents being periodically incremented under program con
trol. Machines equipped with several full-address-Iength 
index registers can access as many data tables as there 
are registers by dedicating each register to a data table 
so that it becomes, in effect, an incrementable base regis
ter (cf. pseudo-indexing). For the several machines which 
offer combined indirect and indexing, the co~tents of 
a single index register may be used to modify a number 
of indirect words, without, suffering the program over
head of the straight indirect approach, but with more 
economy than the multiple index register approach. 

new features and trends 
In addition to somewhat unusual addressing character

istics, a number of new or novel features are discernible 
among the machines of the short word length class. Some 
of these are more or less peculiar to the small machines 
and are attributable to the specialized requirements of 
particular applications. Others are expressions of what seem 
to be trends (or perhaps vogues) in the internal organiza
tion of digital computers in general. 

Dece'1~er 1965 

Arithmetic and CPU Features. An interesting general 
trend towards multiple accumulators and a companion 
feature, inter-register operations has evidenced itself in 
several machines of this class. In programming a typical 
single accumulator machine it is found that a number of 
the LOAD and STORE instructions arise from the periodic 
need to preserve intermediate results while some related, 
intervening series of operations is performed, then tem
porarily store those results and reload the previous re
sult in order to proceed with the next phase of the 
problem, etc. (as in the evaluation of a general poly
nomial) . 

The availability of multiple accumulators, and instruc
tions to combine their contents logically and arithmetically, 
reduces the number of superfluous memory access 
instructions otherwise required. An analysis performed by 

'one manufacturer indicated that about 30% of the LOAD 

and STORE operations occurring in representative code 
were redundant in the above sense.2 It was further 
observed that approximately 80% of these redundancies 
could be eliminated by the provision of as few as three 
accumulators, with the value of additional accumulators 
diminishing rapidly. 

Although none of the short word length machines con
tains a complete implementation of features described 
above, a number of them are equipped with some of the 
desirable elements. Two of the machines considered 
exhibit dual, single length accumulators with many of the 
arithmetic and logical instructions being applicable to 
either register (C, K). In both cases the second register 
also functions as the accumulator extension for double
length operations and is time-shared as a hardware in
dex register. The machines thus benefit from the ability 
to apply the general arithmetic operations to the index 

2 G. ,M. Amdahl, "The Structu~e of the System 360 - Processing Unit 
Design Considerations," IBM Systems Journal, Vol. 3, Nos. 2, 3. 

CPFF 
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A subsidiary of Planning Research Corporation 

Customer Service: 611 West 8th Street, Santa Ana, Calif. 92701 
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CHARACTERISTIC 

. LENGTH 
(Bits) 

INSTRUCTION OP. CODE FiElD (Nominal) 

A 
CDC 8090 

1. 12 
2. 24 

6 

FIG. 2 SUMMARY OF FEATURES OF . SHORT WORD LENGTH COMPUTERS 

B 
PDP 8 

12 

3 

C 
SDS 92 

1. 12 
2. 24 

5 

D 
PRODAC 50 

14 

5 

E 
CDC 1700 

1. 16 
2. 32 

·4 

·F 
DDP 116 

16 

4 

G 
DMI620 

1. 16 
2. 32 

4 

H 
IBM 1801 

1. 16 
2. 32 

5 

J 
MARK I 

16 

4 

K 
SEl 810 

16 

4 

L 
H22 

18 

4 

M 
PDP 7 

18 

4 
WORD (Bits) 

A~D~D~R~E~S~S~F~IE~LD~----------I-.--~6-------7~·-------I-.---3-------8--------1-.---8-------9----------9-------1-.---8-------1-1---------9---------1-3---------13----

(Bits) 2. 12 2. 15 2. 16 2. 16 

WORD LENGTH 12 12 12 14 18 
(Bits) 

CYCLE TIME 
. (IL sec.) 

MEMORY CAPACITY 
(Words) 

PARITY CHECK 

PROTECTION FEATURE 

INDEX REGISTERS 

INDIRECT 

6.4 

8-32K 

No 

No 

None. 

Single Level 

1.6 

4-32K 

Optional 

No 

8 "Auto
Index" Loc. 

In Mem. 

to One of Single Level 
8K Loc. 

1.75 4.5 

2-32K 4-16K 

Optional No 

No No 

1, Accum. None 

Multi-Level, 
Indexable Single Level 

at Any Level 

1.1 

4-32K 

Yes 

Yes 
(Prog. Estab.) 

2, Accum. 
Ext. Reg., 

Mem. Loc. 

Multi-Level, 
Indexable 

at First Level 
Only 

16 

1.7 

4-32K 

Optional 

No 

1 (Mem. 
loc.O) 

Multi-Level 

16 

1.8 

2-32K 

Optional 

No 

2, One Is 
Accum. Ext. 

Multi-Level 

18 16 

2 3 

4-32K 2-16K 

Yes No 

Yes No 
(Manual Estab.) 

1 for each of 
3 8 Memory-

Single level, 
Indexable, 
Two Word 
Inst. Format 

Only 

Stored 
. Processors 

No 

16 

1.75 

4-32K 

Optional 

No 

1, Accum. 
Ext. Reg. 

Multi-Level, 
Indexable 

at Any Level 

20 

1.75 

2-16K 

Yes 

Yes 
(Prog. Estab.) 

Single level, 
Indexable, 

Req. Set-Up 
Inst. 

64 128 256 '2048 512 
ADDRESSING SCRATCHPAD Direct 

FEATURES (Wo,d,) wah;" BK 
1. ReI. to P.e. 1. Rei. to 

31 No 

1. S(:ratchpad Rei. to 1. Rei. to P.C. 
2. Direct 

512 

Rei. to 
Sector 
Loc.O 

No 

1. ReI. to P.e. 
2. Direct 

No 

Direct 
within 2K 

Basic Mem. 

ReI. to 
Sector 
Loc.O 

No 

ARITHMETIC 
FEATURES 

I/O 
FEATURES 

EFFECTIVE ADDRESS 

ACCESS TO GENERAL 
LOCATION 

NO. ACCUMULATORS 

REGISTER OPERATIONS 

ADD TIME 
(IL sec.) 

MULTIPLY TIME 
(IL sec.) 

DATA REPRESENTATION 

WIDTH OF DATA PATH 
(Bits) 

PARITY TRANSMITTED? 

MAX. DEVICES 

BASIC I/O DATA PATH 

DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS 
WORD RATE 

/j 

',\ 

2. Direct to Sector 
8K Bank Loc. 0 

1. Indirect Indirect, 
2. Two Word Auto-Index 

Inst. 

No No 

1. 12.8 3.2 
2. 19.2 

'Subroutine 

l's Compo 

12 

Yes 

64 

CPU, Single 

15.2 
Optional 

2's Compo 

12 

No 

64 

Word & Block CPU Accu~. 
Transfer Inst. 

70 KC 625 KC 

2. Direct to Sector 
32K Loc.O 

I. Indirect 
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register. These machines are not equipped, however, with 
extensive sets of inter-register operations. Unfortunately, 
one machine which has been equipped with a commend
able set of inter-register operations does not permit the 
registers to function as independent accumulators. 

Three of the machines considered contain some type of 
microprogramming facility (B,G,M). This takes the form 
of a non-memory-reference type of instruction in which all 
bit positions outside of the primary operation code are 
each used to control some simple CPU or I/O function 
(e.g., clear, complement, increment). The functions are 
typically independent and more than one may be spec
ified in a given instruction. A microprogramming capa
bili~y generally simplifies the programming of those larger 
·functions which are not provided as instructions. In a 
sense it compensates for a limited instruction repertoire 
at little increase in control complexity or cost. 
Memory Features. In addition to demonstrating generally 
improved memory cycle times (as low as 1.1 usec.), a 
number of the short word length machines are distinguished 
by memory features which are related to their size 
or intended application. Memory capacity is an example of 
the former. Maximum capacities typically range to 16K 
or 32K words. Because the cost of even 4K words of 
random access memory may represent a significant part of 
a computer's total cost, however, the basic configura
tion of several machines contains less than this amount. 
For a similar reason, incremental expansion of the mem
ory system using modules as small as 1024 and 2048 words 
is offered in some cases (C,F ,J ,L ). As another example 
of extreme cost consciousness, parity checking is frequently 
offered as an extra cost option. Here, the opportunity to 
reduce the cost of the memory by %3 to %7 in a 12-bit 
to 16-bit unit is a principal motivation. Memory reliability 
is also cited as justification for this approach. 

The use of short word length computers in real-time 
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applications involving relatively high I/O data rates and 
in industrial control applications has led to the inclusion 
of two additional important memory features.· 

The first, direct memory access, is available as an option 
on most of the computers in the class. This permits pro
gram initiated data transmissions to proceed concurrent 
with program execution at rates approaching the maxi
mum memory transfer rate. 

A second relatively new feature protects certain regions 
of memory against inadvertent alteration due to machine 
fault or operator error. Coupled with a safeguard against 
loss of memory information during power transients, 
memory protection guarantees the integrity of control 
programs in critical on-line industrial applications. In each 
of the computers offering this feature, protection is on 
a word-by-word basis and involves the use of an addi
tional bit per memory word for this purpose. In one in
stance, the state of the protection bit is established 
under operator supervision and may not be altered 
by the program during subsequent unsupervised opera
tion (H). In two other cases, protected words may be 
altered by instructions which are themselves protected 
(E,L). Thus, protection bits may be used to identify moni
tor or executive programs as well as the operating 
programs. With this provision, the computer may be used 
for program debugging from the console concurrent with 
the operation of an on-line control program. 
Input/Output and Special Features. A number of classi
fying I/O features are listed in Fig. 2 for the computers of 
the "compact" class. As was the case in the previous 
consideration of arithmetic capabilities, some of these fea
tures are characteristic of the short word computers and 
others represent more general trends. 

The width of the I/O data path typically corresponds 
to the word length of the central processing unit, al
though some of the computers also offer a half-word 
mode for communicating with chani.cter-oriented devices. 
In at least four cases, manufacturers have seen a need 
for including parity information in the I/O data channel. 
One of these manufacturers, however, offers memory parity 
only as an option. The number of devices or controllers 
which can be attached to the typical short word length 
computer is generally limited by the structure of its I/O 
command and in most cases exceed~ a practical number 
(e.g. 128, 4(96). 

A significant characteristic of the computers under 
consideration is their widespread use of the accumulator in 
the I/O data transfer path. Although this practice was 
motivated earlier by reasons of economy, the need to 
inspect and process input data in real-time in on-line appli
cations is probably equally responsible for this approach 
in recent computers. Nearly all of the computers of Fig. 
2 also offer a direct memory access (DMA) option to per
mit simultaneous I/O transmissions and processing. Thus, 
word rates of 500KC to IMC are possible using today's 
one-plus microsecond memories. 

In most instances the registers holding current storage 
address and block length count information are contained 
within the DMA channel hardware. Two manufacturers 
offer lower cost versions of DMA, however, in which the 
channel control words are stored in pre-assigned memory 
locations (C,F). The number of additional memory cyol.es· 
devoted to reading, modifying and restoring these words. 
for each data word transmitted degrades performance but 
permits a large number of data transmissions to be buf
fered at rates well above those possible using the straight 
programmed approach. The length of the data block which 
can be DMA buffered varies from a few hundred words 
to a complete memory module, and in some instances in
cludes the maximum size memory. 

A fairly powerful approach to controlling a series 
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of data transmisSions where only short intervals or response 
times are permitted, involves the concepts of command 
or data chaining. In data chaining, each buffer region of 
memory points to another (perhaps non-contiguous) region 
for storing or unloading the subsequent block. With this 
feature, data block rates which preclude program inter
ventior1 can be handled comfortably. In the more com
plex notion of command chaining, each channel is 
equipped to call from memory and decode subsequent 
instructions which may perform certain status tests or re
medial actions before proceeding with the sequence of 
transmissions. 

A program interrupt capability with some method for 
establishing priorities among several interrupt request lines 
has become a necessity in many of the small computer 
applications. In the machines of Fig. 2, interrupt facilities 
range frail), a common interrupt line, with programmed 
determination of the source and cause of the interrup
tion, to many individual interrupt lines. A variation groups 
a number of lines into several levels having established 
priorities. A common method for handling program in
terruptions is to provide a unique memory location for 
each interrupt source where the initial instruction or the 
starting address of the desired program may be found. 

Two further characteristics tabulated in Fig. 2 are com
patibility with the American Standard Code for Informa
tion Interchange (ASCII), which is growing in importance, 
and the use of integrated circuits in implementing the 
computer. Although several of the machines listed use 
integrated circuits in some form, a few of the more re
cently introduced models still use discrete component 
circuit modules. In at least one instance this is due to the 
manufacturer's desire to use an existing high speed line 
of circuits previously designed for a larger model. In other 
cases the decision was based on the conclusion that the 
required performance was not yet available in commercial 
integrated circuit form at competitive prices. 

Additional features that are required to qualify for some 
areas of application are a real-time clock or interval timer 
and an automatic shut-down/restart capability where 
power transients must be accommodated. Each of these 
features is typically connected to a high priority interrupt 
request line. 

Also included in Fig. 2 for each computer is the approxi
mate price of a «basic" system which usually contains the 
CPU, typewriter, paper tape reader, paper tape punch 
and 4K words of memory. These figures should be taken 
as guides or indications only because of the difficulty in 
finding a «common denominator" configuration. Many of 
the features discussed above are standard on some ma
chines and are options (or not available) on others. 
Furthermore, since the memory may contribute almost 
half of the cost of a small machine, differences in word 
length produce significant effeCts. For example, the 18-bit 
memories of the larger machines provide 50% greater 
storage capacity than those of the 12-bit smaller machines 
with a less than proportionate increase in price. Similarly, 
the information presented on memory cycle and instruc
tion execution times should be considered only as a gen
eral indication of machine performance. 

impact on industry 
Because of their low cost and Hexibility the «compact" 

computers are being used in a large number of special 
purpose applications where the previous generation of 
fast but large or small but slow machines was inade
quate. This point is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows con
current trends in the performance/dollar of system com
puters and in the complexity of special purpose systems. 
On the one hand system complexity has appeared to in
crease with time because of man's desire to undertake 
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larger tasks, because an expanding technology has pro
vided the means to solve the related problems, and be
cause succeeding "generations" of system designers 
have developed confidence in their ability to solve such 
problems and have learned how to use the available tech
nological tools. At the same time, the cost of computers 
with the necessary performance and real-time features has 

been decreasing because of improvements in memory and 
component technologies and because of larger volume pro
duction efficiencies. 

Some time ago, it became economically feasible to use 
the then available digital computers in lieu of special 
purpose digital designs in the larger, more complex sys
tems. A continuation of the trends noted has resulted 
in a situation where a majority of the medium to large 
electronic systems specified today contain one or more 
digital computers. It is to be expected, however, that 
there will always remain some relatively small number 
of system requirements which can be best met by a 
special purpose design. , 

The "compact" class of computers has had an undeni
able impact on industry. This impact can be measured by 
the number of small computer manufacturers who have 
risen to meet the occasion-between one and two dozen, 
by the annual sales volume of this class of computers
currently in excess of $25 million, and by the variety of 
tasks to which these computers are being applied. It is 
in this latter area, with an as yet unrealized potential of 
cOIJ?puters in industrial applications, that the "compact" 
computers promise to outlive their four-wheeled counter
parts and to have a lasting impact upon industry and 
society. " • 
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by MARTIN E. HOPKINS 

The following article is to be chapter 2 of a book titled "Programming 
the IBM System/360," being published by John Wiley & Sons. At the 
time of its inception, each of the 20 authors-all on the staff of Computer 
Usage Company-had already had one full year of experience with the 
machine. This book represents an effort to capture the early experience of 
these programmers and to disseminate it in printed form. It is aimed at 
experienced application programmers who wish to program System/360 
routines in assembly language. Naturally, all who will be working with 
the machine will find much helpful material in the book. 

Ascher Opler, E'ditor 

D 
This chapter is intended only to familiarize the 
reader with the Assembly Language so that cod
ing examples written in it can be understood. The 

, Macro Language is not discussed. 
The Assembly Language of IBM System/360 is similar 

to those used by other computers. Typical assembly lan
guages are: "Operating System/360 Assembler Language," 
Form No. C28-6514; "IBM System/360 Special Support 
Basic Assembler Language," Form No. C28-6503; and "IBM 
System/360 Basic Programming Support Assembler," Form 
No. C24-3355. The last two are declared to be a subset of 
the first. More limited language versions are desirable for 
efficiency of assembly programs on smaller machines. In 
general, the examples in this hook use Operating System/ 
360 Assembly Language. 

Input to the assembly program is called a· source lan
guage program and is usually punched on 80-column 
cards. The assembler translates this source language to 
object code, which executes on System/360. 

Source language statements may b~ punched in a rela
tively free format subject to certain restrictions. The state
ment itself may use columns 1-71. When column 72 is 
not blank, the next card is a continuation of the current 
statement. Continuation cards do not use columns 1-15; 
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they begin with column 16. Columns 73-80 are the 
identification field and may be used for identification
sequence numbers or left blank. This basic framework can 
be varied by a special assembly control instruction, ICTL 
(input control). 

A statement consists of name, operation, operand, and 
comments fields separated from each other by at least 
one blank. The name field may contain any legal symbol 
(to be described later) beginning in column 1: A blank 
in column 1 indicates the absence of a name field. The 
operation field contains a mne~onic, representing either 
a machine instruction or an assembler instruction. The 
operand field consists of one or more sub fields or operands 
that supply whatever information, symbolic or absolute, 
is needed by the assembler to assemble the machine in-' 
struction or to act on the assembly control instruction. 

Mr. Hopkins is a senior analyst 
with Computer Usage Com
pany. For the last two years he 

, has supervised the design and 
implementation of various 
compilers, operating systems, 
and other software for the IBM 
System/360and 90'20. He has 
also designed RCA Spectra 70 
systems and is a consultant on 
problems associated with new 
computers. 
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The first blank after the operand field indicates the be
ginning. of the comments. field. This permits descriptive 
information about the program to appear on the listing. 
Furthermore, when an asterisk {~) is put in column 1, the 
whole card becomes a comment. In practice, many pro
grammers write programs in the following format: the 
name field begins in column 1, the operation in column 10, 
and the operand in column 16. 

Names may be assigned to most statements. They may 
represent memory locations, registers, or any arbitrary 
value of use to the programmer. These names, or symbols 
as they are called, must begin with a letter, contain only 
letters or the numerics 0-9, and be one through eight 
characters long. The following are legal symbols: 
JOE X1234567 
X TAXRATE 
R15 TAPE2IN 
Associated with each symbol are two attributes developed 
by the assembler. The value attribute is either the location 
of the instruction where this name appears or an arbitrary 
value assigned by an assembler control instruction. A 
symbol whose value is a location is said to be relocatable. 
This means that the loader will alter the value attribute 
if it is necessary to load the program at a location other 
than the one at wnich it was assigned by the assembler. 
An arbitrarily assigned value is said to be absolute and will 
never be altered by the loader. The length attribute is the 
size. (in bytes) of the field associated with the symbol. This 
attribute can be used by the assembler to construct ma
chine instructions that require an operand that specifies 
field size. The asterisk (~) may be used in the operand 
field. to denote the location of the instruction in which it 
appears. Absolute values may also appear as decimal 
int~gers in the operand field. This is termed a self-defining 
value. In addition, the assembler will accept self-defining 
values in base 16 and base 256 character notations. Hexa
decimal notation uses the integers 0-9 and the letters A-F 
to express the . values OlO to 1510. The value must be 
preceded by an X and enclosed in single quotation marks. 
The following are examples of hexadecimal values with 
their decimal equivalents: 
X'OI' 1 
X'F' 15 
X'lFFF' 8191 
X'B8C' 2956 . 
X'150' 320 
Base 256 numbers are written as one to three EBCDIC 
characters enclosed in quotation marks. It may be pre
ceded . by the letter C. Anyone of the 256 EBCDIC 
characters may be used. Each character in the string is 
assembled as its binary value in the character set. 
57943 IX'E26 l' . C'Sj' 

91 X'5B' C'$' 
64 X' 40' C'b' 

The character quote (") is expressed in base 256 arithmetic 
by two consecutive single quotation marks. 

Hexadecimal self-defining values are useful for express
ing bit patterns. Character self-defining values are often 
used for immediate operands in SI instructions. 

Symbols and self-defining values may be combined to 
fonn expressions using the algebraic operators +, -, ~ ,j, 
which denote addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 
division, respectively. Some valid expressions are: 
TABLE+C'S' 
251 
X 
325-BOX3+ X'A3F' 
C'$.C' 
ARRAY+'~' 
64~JOE-'-X 
\)+6 
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Note that in the last three lines the asterisk has different 
meanings: first a self-defining character constant, then 
multiplication, and then the current location. 

Just as symbols are relocatable or absolute, so are ex
pressions. An absolute value added to or subtracted from 
a relocatable value will leave the expression relocatable. 
Two absolute values combined in any way form an abso
lute expression, as does the difference between two relo
eatable symbols. Relocatable symbols may not enter into a 
multiply or a divide, and the sum of two relocatable sym
bols is not usually legal. The rules for expressions with 
more than two terms are somewhat more complex, but 
they follow the above pattern. 

machine language instructions 
There is a mnemonic operation code for each machine 
language instruction. The operand field has a different 
format for each of the instruction types; the exact formats 
are shown in Appendix B. A few examples will show the 
general pattern. 

Register addresses, masks, immediate operands, and 
counts may all be coded using absolute values. Memory 
addresses are normally coded as relocatable symbols. The 
assembler will asign the correct base and displacement 
by a method to be described later. If the programmer 
desires he may specify an absolute displacement less than 
4096 and a register address enclosed in parentheses. 

Here are some examples of various operand formats: 
L 6,PSUM . 
The contents of PSUM will be loaded into register 6. 
AR R6,X'F' 
Register 15 {i.e.,X'F') will be added to the contents of 
the register defined as R6. 
SLA 12,2 
Register 12 will be shifted left algebraically 2 bits. 
L 13,12(5) 
Register 13 will be loaded from the effective address com
puted by adding displacement 12 to the contents of 
register 5. 
MVI SUGAR,C'A' 
The character A will be moved to the memory location 
SUGAR. 

For indexable instructions, a general register designated 
to serve as an index register may be specified in one of 
two ways: 
S 10,25(3,6) 
A 9,TABLE(6) 
In the first example, register 3 is a base, 6 an index, and 
25 the displacement. In the second, TABLE is a memory 
location for which the assembler will compute a base and 
displacement. R~gister 6 will be the index. 

In addition to the regular instruction operation mne
monics there is a set of extended mnemonics, so that the 
programmer need not set up the condition code for each 
branch on condition instruction. Instead of writing branch 
on condition equal as 
BC 8,EXIT 
where 8 is the condition indicator, the programmer can 
write: 
BE EXIT 
A complete list of allowable extended mnemonics is pro
vided in Appendix B. 

The define constant (DC) instruction allows the pro
grammer to enter data in many different formats. To use 
this instruction, the programmer writes DC in. the oper
ation field. A symbol in the name field is optional. The 
format of. the operand field provides many options and 
can be very complex. In its most basic form it consists of 
a letter which designates the type of constant followed by 
the constant itself enclosed in single quotation marks. 
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The following are the most important: 
F fixed-point binary full word 
H fixed-point binary half word 
E single-precision Roating-point 
D double-precision Roating-point 
Z zoned decimal 
P packed decimal 
C character - 8-bit code in EBCDIO 
X hexadecimal 
A full address constant 
Here are some examples of their use in actual DC state
ments: 
DC F'-329' 
DC H'16T 
DC E'3.14' 
DC D'314E-2' 
DC P'+202' 
DC Z'126' 
DC C'$AB~' 

DC X'0123456789'ABCDEF' 
DC A(SAM + JOE) 
It should be noted that the last constant is surrounded 
by parentheses. A-type address constants must use paren
theses because an expression with character or hexadecimal 
self-defining values would be ambiguous. The following 
might be ambiguous if parentheses were not used. 
DC A(RESTART+X'2B') 
DC instructions also allow a duplication factor which in
dicates how many times the constant is to be repeated. 
This may be written as an integer or as an expression 
enclosed in parentheses. To fill an area with zeros, 
DC (TBLSIZ)F'O' -
or 
DC 120F'0' 
A series of modifiers is also permitted after the type. In 
general the need for these is limited, and their use will 
be explained as they occur. 

Another means of defining an area is to use the define 
symbol (DS) assembly control instruction. This may be 
written exactly as one would write the DC. The difference 
is that the assembly program will not create a constant; 
it merely reserves space. Hence no value is required. 
Alternate means of reserving 6 bytes are 
DS 6C 
DS C'123456' 
The '123456' in the second example will not be assembled. 

Another option allowed in both the DC and DS in
structions is to have several value fields. 
DC H'100,200,300,400' 
In this example, four half words will be assembled with 
the constants 100,200,300, and 400. This is also allowed 
with other types of constants. 
DC E(6.2,3.25E6,-10.) 
DC A(SAVE,INPUT -3,OUTPUT) 
In all cases of DC and DS instructions, the name, when 
present, refers to the left-hand or lowest byte address of 
the constant or area. 

The assembler allows the programmer to use literals
constants written as in a DC preceded by an equal sign. 
Some examples are ,. 
L .6,=F'128' 
AE 4,=E'32.8' 
LM 5,7,=A(TBLX,TBLY,TBLZ) 
MVC PRINT(132),=132C'b' 
The assembler will generat~ a pool of these constants, 
eliminating duplicates. 

The System!360 is oriented toward programs that are 
assembled separately and then loaded and executed to
gether. In order to combine programs at load time, the 
loader must know which symbols are defined in one pro
gram but used in another. The instructions EXTRN and 
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ENTRY are provided for this purpose. EXTRN declares 
that the symbols it specifies are not defined in this pro
gram. ENTRY declares that the symbols it specifies are to 
appear in the EXTRN list of another program' or programs. 
Th~ following are examples of these instructions: 
EXTRN A,COS,TABLE28 
ENTRY NEXT,X 
The programmer defines the beginning of his program 
with a START instruction. If there is a name, it is always 
treated as if it had appeared in an ENTRY stat'ement. 
The operand field may contain a self-defining value. This 
will be used by the assembler as the initial location (i.e., 
origin) of the program. This is called the tentative load 
location. The loader will attempt to honor the request. 
The loader may have to load the program at a different 
location, but if it does not, the listing and dump will match 
exactly. Here is an example .of a START instruction .. 
FLOW START X'10000' 

Programs may be divided into a number of "control 
sections." These are assembled together and can make 
symbolic reference among one another without' using 
EXTRNs and ENTRYs. Each control section will be sep
arately relocated by the loader which will ·also resolve 
inter-control section references. The programmer identifies 
the beginning of a control section by' writing a. CSECT 
instruction. The name of the control section, if apy, is 
written in the name field. The instructions within one 
control section need not be physically contiguous in the 
card deck, because the assembler maintains separate loca-:
tion counters for each section. Any CSECT with the same 
name as a previous one is considered to be a resumption 
of that control section, and the assignment of locations 
begins at the next byte of this control seCtion. All ,cards 
between one CSECT and the next are. a part of the control 
section. 
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You can buy the whole megabit nanosecond shebang. 

If you'd rather build: 
Buy the digitized stack only. 
This includes low level decode, 
sense amplifiers and drivers. 
But you have to add your 
own interface, timing, control, 
power supply and box. 
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Or iust the bits and pieces. 

If you don't want to buy the fastest megabit 
memory system complete, we suggest that you 
build it yourself. Because of the unique modular 
construction of Nanomemory you can buy 
the complete memory system, the digitized stack 
only, or just the core stack assembly. In each 
case you get nanosecond cycle times, 2% D 
organization, and highly competitive prices. 

The whole shebang: 
Everythil1g included from 
power supply to interface 
circuitry. Self-contained. 
Just plug into mainframe, 
peripheral system, or 
what-have-you. 

For full details write to: Dean Knutson 

electronic memories inc. 

Stack only: 
If you really want to build from 

the ground up, buy just the Nanostak 
(magnetics plus decode diodes). 

You still get nanosecond cycles, and 
the benefit of our design and memory 

construction experience. 
But you build drivers, decoders, sense 

amplifiers, control, interface, etc. to 
suit your own system. 

Nanomemory Specifications: 

Speed: 900 nsec. cycle (30 mil cores) 350 nsec. access. 
650 nsec. cycle (20 mil cores) 300 nsec. access. 

Capacity: 4, 8, or 16K 8 to 84 bits per word. 

Temperature: + 10°C to +40°C operating ambient. 

Power requirements: 115 VAC ± 1 0%, 60 cycle, 
1600W (16K words of 70 bits) 

Size: 19" RETMA rack-mounted (8-70 bit word length) 
24" RETMA rack-mounted (8-84 bit word length) 
16"rack depth 38"rack height (excluding power supply) 

Memory Cores, Stacks and Systems for Industry and Aerospace, 12621 Chadron Ave., Hawthorne, Calif. 
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As with START, the name associated with a CSECT is 
treated as if it had appeared in an ENTRY instruction. 
Unlike START, a CSECT must not have a value in the·' 
operand field. Each control section is assembled imme
diately after the previous one. 

In a machine such as System/360, where it is common 
to have data remote from the instructions that operate on 
them, a means of defining relationships between data 
without specifying their actual location or reserving stor
age is needed. The instruction DSECT is provided to 
define a dummy control section. Each DSECT may be 
given a name, but no operand is permitted. Each one 
begins assembling at location zero. In practice most state
ments that appear in a DSECT will be DS as the purpose 
is to express relationships but not to generate instructions 
or data. 

Within a CSECT or DSECT, the programmer may wish 
to alter the assignment of locations. To do this he uses 
an ORG (origin) instruction. No name is allowed and the 
operand must be a relocatable expression or blank. The 
assembler will commence assembling instructions at the 
location specified. If no expression appears, it will continue 
assignment at the highest location in the current control 
section. The relocatable expression must refer to a previous 
location -in the current control section. The effective ad
dress must not be less than the lowest address in the 

·control section. However, it can be greater than the high
est address. 

Normally the assembler collects literals in a pool (de
leting exact duplicates) at the end of the first control sec
tion. If the programmer wishes them elsewhere he can use 
a LTORG (literal origin) instruction. Upon encountering 
a LTORG instruction the assembler will place all the 
literals in the literal pool at the current location of the 
current control section. 

The programmer may not specify a location in the oper
and field of LTORG. The assembler begins a new literal 
pool after processing each L TORG. 

The END statement is used to end an assembly. The 
first executable instruction may appear in the operand field. 

The EQU instruction is used to assign a value to the 
symbol which is in the name field. The operand field may 
be an absolute or relocatable expression. Here are three 
examples: 
F EQU 
ENTRY EQU 
LOOP EQU 

X'F' 
#+6 
LOOP3-LOOPl+2 

The most important restriction is that any symbol in the 
operand field must have been previously defined in the 
a~emhl~ . 

One of the largest sources of errors in System/360 
coding is incorrect aligmnent on byte boundaries. A typi
cal error is assembling data on an incorrect boundary, as 
in a word constant assembled on a half-word or byte 
boundary. In order to minimize these errors, the assembler 
checks addresses and adjusts the location of data and 
instructions. All assembled addresses are checked to insure 
that they are on a legal boundary for the instruction in 
which' they appear. 

S 6,LOCX LOCX must be a full-word address 
AD 6,LOCX LOCX must be a double-word address 
MH 6,LOCX LOCX must be a half-word address 
STO 6,LOCX LOCX may be any address 

Of course, these, instructions may be modified. by indexing 
or by other means so the error indications given by the 
assembly are only warnings. They do not prevent loading 
and attempted execution. Conversely, an instruction that 
looks correct to the assembler may be incorrectly modified. 

The assembly program will arbitrarily round up the as
signment counter to the next half-word boundary rather 
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than assemble an instruction on a half-word boun lary. 
For example, suppose a branch and link to a subrouti le is 
executed with a character constant as an argument. 
BAL 10,SUBR 
DO C'A' 
LM 3,6,BOTTOM 
The LM instruction will be assembled 2 bytes after the 
BAL. After the character constant 'A' there will be an 
unused byte. 

BAL 
instr. A 

Unused 

LM 

Constants are automatically assembled on their natural 
boundaries: D type on a double word; E, F, and A on a 
word; H on a half word; and all others on any boundary. 
The programmer can override this rounding up for. con
stants by specifying a length modifier for constants. For 
example, an address constant that requires only 3 bytes 
can be expressed by 
DC AL3{POINT23) 
When the length is explicitly stated no rounding takes 
place. This may be used to force the assembler to pla'ce 
a constant on an unnatural boundary. A call to a sub
routine might be written 
BAL 10,SUBR 
DC AL4(PARAM) 
An A-type address constant has an implied length of four. . 
The BAL may be assembled on a half-word boundary. 
If the L4 were not specified, 2 bytes would be skipped. 

At times it is necessary to have data or instructions on 
a particular boundary. The assembly instruction CNOP 
(conditional no operation) may insert NOPR (BCR,O,O) 
to force the assembly _to assign the next instruction on a 
specified boundary. The operand field of a CNOP has two 
subfields. The first indicates the particular byte within the 
field of the size specified in the second subfield. The fol
lowing are legal forms of CNOP:' 
CNOP 0,4 beginning of a word 
CNOP 2,4 middle of a word 
CNOP 0,8 beginning of a double word 
CNOP 2,8 second half of a double word 
CNOP 4,8 middle (third half word) of a double 

word 
CNOP 6,8 fourth half word of a double word 
There a~e also assembly instructions to format the assembly 
listing: TITLE puts heading information on each page, 
EJECT causes a skip to the next page, SPACE puts spaces 
in the listing, and PRINT allows some control over the 
amount printed on the listing. There are other instructions 
but they are more specialized. 

The instructions USING and DROP are peculiar to 
System/360 and will be fully discussed in Chapter 3. 
Their purpose is to inform the assembler what general 
registers have been loaded with base addresses. The oper
and field of a USING instruction has a memory location 
followed by one or more general-register numbers. 
USING LOCXYZ,6,8 
This indicates that the address LOCXYZ is in general 
register 6 and LOCXYZ + 4096 is in general register 8. 

The programmer can override a USING by giving an
other USING for the same register. If the register .is no 
longer available for use as a base register, a DROP for 
that register (or registers) is given. For example: 
DROP 6,8 
This indicates that registers 6 and 8 no longer contain 
LOCXYZ. 

It must be noted that the USING instruction does not 
load the registers. It merely informs the assembler that 
they were loaded so that base-plus-displacement addresses 
can be created. • 
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Now dial G.E. for 
"instant computing" 

New service by General Electric's Information Processing Centers gives you direct 
access to a modern "time-sharing" computer system for as little as $350 per month 

Wherever you're located, you can now have a 
direct line to ~ central computer system. All 
that's required is an inexpensive terminal device 
,in your office or plant. Then you simply "talk" to 
the computer. over an ordinary phone line. It's at 
your immediate command, whenever you need it. 

What is "time-sharing"? 
It's the next big step in electronic data process
ing - and General Electric is leading the way. 
Today's typical computer does its work one batch 
at a time. But G.E.'s new time-sharing systems 
are designed to utilize the total power of com
puters that perform thousands· of additions or 
subtractions in a single second, so that they can 
be working on many jobs at the same time. As a 
result, each' user receives such swift service he 
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feels he's the only user-though a hundred or 
more other subscribers may also be using the 
computer. 

Who can benefit? 
Any business firm, scientific laboratory, engi
neering group, or school that occasionally needs 
the tremendous computing power of a system it 
could never afford'to lease or own. Also: far
sighted companies that' want to acquire practical 
experience before installing their own General 
Electric time-sharing systems. 

What does it cost? 
Only $350 per month, which entitles you to 25 
hours of access to the computer (plus, of course, 
telephone toll charges and a modest installation 
and rental charge for the terminal device). Be-

GENERAL. ELECTRIC 
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yond that, you pay only for what you actually 
use, at a reduced rate. 

When will it be available? 

Right now from our New York and Phoenix Infor
mation Processing Centers. And we plan to make 
this new service available at other locations in 
the near future. 

Why don't you dial today for 
"instant computing"? 

Just phone your G-E Computer Representative 
for a. hands-on demonstration of a General 
Electric time-sharing system. For complete de
tails and a brochure explaining how easy it is, 
please write General Electric Computer Depart
ment, Section CPA-120-A, Phoenix, Ariz. 85023. 
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WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF 
THEY PULLED THE PLUG? 
The night the lights went out over 
80,000 square miles of the north~ 
eastern United States and parts of 
Canada, the worst did not happen. In " 
New York, longest (up to 12 hours) 
and hardest hit, the crime rate was 
not much higher than usual, there 
were no mass auto or air crackups, 
and, according to computer manufac
turers and users, not much . damage 
was done to equipment or data. 

The time of the blackout, around 
5: 30, was unfortunate for commuters 
but a lucky break for many computers, 
which were' either being shut down 
for the night or lightly active because 
shifts were changing. Some programs 
had to be run again, but in only a few 
instances were files destroyed-two 
brokers reportedly had master tape 
files split. 

The dollar loss will be measured 
primarily in loss of time. One service 
bureau operator noted that their loss 
of a day would be 5% of productivity 
for the month (a $200K/month bu
reau would lose say $10K-some of it 
recoverable by the great demand for 
computer time by users who had 
trouble getting their systems back up) . 

Many users didn't have insurance 
to cover losses. The common business 
interruption insurance only covers 
named perils, like fire or windstorm. 
What happens to rentals? IBM said a 
majority of its customers rent at 176 
hours/ month, so time lost could be 
made up. Univac said, "Our policy 
will be to consider the particular prob
·lem of each customer and work out 
an equitable agreement, treating each 
on a reasonable and business-like 
basis." 

Computers came to the aid of stock 
brokers who were not getting ticker 
service the next day. Quotation sys
tems of the New York and American 
Stock Exchanges and of commercial 
service firms came up on time, spout
ing information over the phone via 
voice-answer-back units and displays. 

Computer back-up is no help with
out power, and many industries, like 
banks-which lost a full day in check
sort and clearance-are now consider
ing buying auxiliary power units. 
Fortunately, Thursday was a holiday 
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for NY banks and they spent it catch
ing- up. 

Airline real-time systems had auxili
ary back-up power. American Airlines' 
SABRE was down for almost three 
hours while engineers checked for 
damage, which was reported only in 
some circuit boards. Panamac of Pan
American was off for 30 minutes, also 
for a damage check. American noted 
that it takes a few minutes to go from 
standard to its diesel power, and at 

the time of the failure, the line was 
in the process of testing out battery 
power units which will in future effect 
a smooth transition from electrical to 
diesel power. 

Automatic shut-off features on many 
systems, disc files with floating heads~ 
and vacuum-controlled tape drives 
were among the factors which saved 
some installations from data loss. In: 
other instances users reported that 
their customer engineers were on the 

MAYO CLINIC MONITOR WATCHES PATIENTS IN SURGERY 

A surgical monitoring system dis~ 
playing sudden physiological 
changes in a patient's condition has 
been developed jOintly by the Mayo 
Clinic and IBM, with the first unit 
installed at St. Mary's Hospital in 
Rochester, Minn. 

Key physiological changes, such 
as heart rate and respiration, are im
mediately sensed and displayed for 
the surgical team's information. The 
system also includes a means for 
automatic reading of electrocardio
grams and electroencephalograms, 
with results displayed on a five-inch 
oscilloscope near the patient. A con-

trol unit in the operating room al
lows the anesthesiologist to select 
the combination of measurements 
of most interest at a given moment 
during the operation. For a perma
nent record, typewriter, magnetic 
tape, and paper tape output is pro
vided .. 

A second operating room at St. 
Mary's will be hooked into the sys
tem at the end of the year and two 
others added later. Mayo physicians 
believe that the by-product library 
of medical data accumulated will . 
be valuable for resident education. 
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Dust· to eontaJllinate eOJllputers 1 
Not on JII~ floor. 

Why not? Because it's surfaced with new G-E Perma-Kleen Floor Tile. Doesn't 
make dust or attract it, because the revolutionary surface is non-porous and 
non-static. Truly a maintenance man's dream. No waxing (thus no flaking or 
powdering), no polishing ... routine mopping keeps it always clean and looking 
like new. No computer downtime. Sophisticated computers can be as sensitive 
to dust as the human eye. With Perma.-Kleen Tile -
you don't get a speck in either. For all the facts, 
write to: General Electric Company, Dept. 3, 
Coshocton, Ohio 43812. 

GEN ERAL. ELECTRIC 
LAMINATED PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT 

G·E Perma·Kleen Tile on free·access floor 
system installation in Linden. New Jersey. 
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spot to push the power-off button and 
pull back disc heads that could have 
crashed into the recording surfaces. 
Damage to some equipment was also 
prevented when the power fluctuations 
caused parity errors and a resultant 
machine hang-up. MIT said no dam
age was done at Project MAC and, 
besides, all their files were duplicated 
so any loss on discs would have be~n 
retrievable. 

If anyone expected vacuum-tube 
computers to be the hardest hit, they 
were wrong, at least about heroic 
Whirlwind I at Wolf Research and 

. Development in Massachusetts. The 
mammoth system felt the power fail
ure before its operators did and auto
matically started to cycle down five 
minutes before everything went black. 
(To keep from running into some big 
vacuum tube, everyone went home). 

The D-1000 at Horieywell EDP 
wasn't running; only three of the 20 
computers at their various installations 
were. The worst that happened at 
Honeywell, we're told, was that 1000 
fuses blew. 

ABA REPORTS PROGRESS IN 
BANKING AT BEMA SHOW 
The automation committee of the 
American Bankers Association has 
been assigned a third major stand
ardization program-the establishment 
of a universal customer identification 
system. This, said Dale Reistad at the 
BEMA annual convention in October, 
will be "our largest automation re
search program to date, and it will 
include a comprehensive study of the 
social security number and its appli
cabilityas a universal standard." 

Reistad, director of automation of 
ABA, ticked off current major de
velopments in computer use by the 
banking industry at BEMA's "look at 
the future" session. Along with· custo
mer identificationn and the MICR 
standards established in 1959, banks 
are also developing a "discrete identi
fication number and description for 
securities" to be used by all organiza
tions handling and processing securi
ties. This project will be handled by 
the Procedures Committee on Uniform 
Security Identification. 

Between 800. and 1,000 computers 
are installed in banks today, he said. 
Among new trends in edp are the use 
of central information files to develop 
a single record on each bank customer. 
The Bank of Delaware is conducting 
tests in this area, with an eye toward 
permitting customers to pay their bills 
by transmitting cash transfer data over 
a touch-tone phone. 

The bank of tomorrow, he noted, is 
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here today, but not completely assem
bled in one bank. For example there 
is the automated customer service of 
Mellon National Bank in Pittsburgh 
and the Bank of America. Telecom
munications for servicing remote loca
tions are underway at United Cali
fornia Bank in L.A. and the First Bank 
Stock. Corp. in Minneapolis. Bankers 
Trust Co. and Chase Manhattan in 
New York are active in operations re
search, and credit card plans for a 
"steady stream of consumer credit" 
are at the Bank of America, Valley 
National Bank, and First National 
City Bank. 

WESTERN UNION VS. BELL 
ON RECORD SERVICE RATES 
Western Union contends that Bell 
competition in the communications 
record field is supported by monopoly 
operations in the voice field, and 
should not be if competition is to be 
maintained. With this stand, WU has 
notified the Federal Communications 
Commission that it intends to inter
vene in the FCC's investigation into 
the "lawfullness of the rate struCtures 
and rate levels of interstate services 
provided by the Bell System in the 
voice and record fields." 

The FCC had said in ordering the 
investigation that "to the extent that 
these (record) services may be under
priced by the Bell System, this may 
have a competitive impact on other 
carriers." That Bell record services are 

1 subsidized, says WU, is borne out by 
a study made by AT&T at the FCC's 
request which shows that while toll 
telephone service was earning at a 
rate of 10% return after taxes, TWX 
showed 2.9%, Private Line Telegraph 
1.4% and TELPAK 0.3%. 

B'EMA MEMBERS' GET SEC'OND 
INVITATION FROM GSA 
GSA and the Department of Com
merce have issued a joint letter to edp 
manufacturers and government com
puter users asking their opinion on the 
possible implementation of ASCII code 
as part of government purchase spec
ifications starting in fiscal year 1967, 
Gordon Osborn of the Budget Bureau 
told the BEMA Data Processing 
Group at a general meeting during the 
association's annual conference. 

The government only received four 
replies when it asked BEMA members 
to . make suggestions on government 
selection and procurement procedures, 
Osborn regretfully noted to the hand
ful in attendance. He reissued the in
vitation to comment on procedures, as 
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well as ASCII, and admonished the 
manufacturers not to complain if they 
don't take the opportunity to speak up. 

Reporting on government efforts to 
improve procurement and standards 
efforts, Osborn said GSA is collecting 
information on the performance of 
companies in meeting delivery dates, 
quality of equipment, etc., and will be 
sharing this information with all 
agencies. GSA has established procure
ment procedures with a special em
phasis on software, and the Bureau of 
Standards is trying to develop criteria 
for measuring compiler performance 
in order to make objective' tests. The 
government is extremely interested in 
working with industry to develop such 
standards, he said, and is especially 
pleased by the data elements and 
codes standardization effort of the 
BEMA group. 

Osborn also noted that BuBud has 
joined with other agencies in research 
in such areas as the decision-making 
processes in agencies. For example, in
formation handling in foreign affairs 
agencies involves 125 million pieces 
of paper a year, and better ways of 
handling them need to be figured out, 
he said. 

HONEYWELL JOINS IN 
WITH PRICE CHANGES 
In the wake of IBM's price overhaul, 
based on the notion that computers 
are now immortal, Honeywell has an
nounced changes in its rental and 
purchase policies for the 200 series. 

Purpose of the changes is to make 
"longer-term rental and outright pur
chase" more attractive. Four types of 
purchase plans are offered, depending 
on the length of rental preceding the 
purchase. An example of the best 
deal-immediate purchase-is a saving 
of some $22,500 on an H-200 going 
for $300;000 before the change. Some 
other versions: if the machine has 
been leased for six months, the buyer 
gets a proportionate discount plus 
creait for 100% of rent paid; after ' 
12 months, he would get the same dis
count plus 80% of rental fees paid: 
from one to two years, the buyer gets 
a 60% rental' credit but no discount. 

Honeywell has also changed lease 
rates to make four and five-year plans 
more inviting. For one-year agree
ments, the rate goes up but the user 
gets 200 hours instead of 176, result
ing in lower hourly' costs for most sys
tems. 

• The first IBM 360 system has been 
installed in Japan. A 65K-character 
Mod 40 has gone to the Tokai Bank 
of Nagoya for demand-deposit and 
general accounting. A Mod 30 will al
so be installed at the bank in Decem-

PROGRAMMERS 

We can't 
promise you the stars, 

but how about 
the moon? 

If you're looking for a position 
that will challenge you, teach 
you, keep you at the top of your 
profession-we have a good' 
thing for you at Link. 

For a number of years we have 
been produci ng high-fidel ity 
simulators for the training of 
crew members of military and 
commercial aircraft. Now we're 
simulating the complete Apollo/ 
LEM space missions from launch
ing, to moon landing, and back 
to earth. 

For these missions we're using 
several microsecond computers 
in the multiprocessing and mul
tiprogramming modes. Real
time, of course. Up-to-the-min
ute softwa're-and software de..: 
velopment, too. 

Here is a programmer's de
light. And it's only one of the 
stimulating projects you can 
work on at Link. 

Show us a degree plus appro
priate experience for program
ming positions up to senior 
level. Location is in White Plains, 
a suburb about 25 miles north of 
Times Square. 

Forward your resume in con
fidence, including salary history, 
to Mr. William A. Schell, Link 
Computation Center, 7-11 South 
Broadway, White Plains, New 
York. ' 
. Almost any other program
ming job is pedestrian compared 
to this opportunity. Don't over
look it. 

<@>@~NERAL 
PREeB@8()N~ 

LINK GROUP 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

A Plans For Progress Company 
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This is the Bryant PhD·170 drum. It carries on four 

communications at the same time. That's 4-channel simul

. taneity and it's something new-not just fora Bryant system, but for 

any peripheral random storage equipment. Simultaneous random 

read -write access is the way we describe it. Any channel has access 

to 21 million bytes stored on its 2,752 tracks. These exclusive features 

allow you to increase your up-time and lower your costs. The PhD-170 

is already finding applications in banking, brokerage, reservation 

handling and actuarial circles, to mention just a few. For more' 

information write for brochure #BCPB 109-5-65. Deliveries 

of the PhD-170 begin first quarter, 1966. 

~RYANV 
COMPUTER PRODUCTS 

A Division of EX-CELL-O Corporation 
850 Ladd Road. Walled Lake, Michigan 48088 
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ber. Although the first systems for 
Japan are being manufactured in 
Poughkeepsie, N.Y., in mid-1966 
IBM-Japan's plant in Tokyo will be
gin producing 360's for the Asia
Pacific market. 

• Cornell University has established 
an intercollege department of com
puter science for the colleges of en
gineering and arts and sciences, 
chaired by Juris Hartmanis. The new 
department has a faculty of seven and 
is authorized to grant the MS and PhD 
degrees in computer science. The Al
fred P. Sloan Foundation has awarded 
the university a grant of $1 million to 
help in founding the program. 

• The second of the strike-rattled 
New York City newspapers is going 
to a business computer-but only for 
general accounting. The New York 
Times will get an H-200 by mid-1966 
for such functions as accounting on 
its vast advertising (67.7 million lines 
in 1964), payroll and records on more 
than 5,000 employees, and subscrip
tion fulfillment. The' 200 will have a 
24K-character cpu, four tape units, 
950 lpm printer, card reader and 
punch and a console typewriter. Ran
dom access devices will be added 
later. 

• To catch a thief, New York State 
Police will be using a Univac 418 

7switching system come March, 1966. 
One hundred forty-six state police, 
municipal, and sheriffs' stations will 
have Teletypes on-line to the 418. The 
primary function will be storage of 
registration numbers of stolen cars and 
license plates. Within ,60 seconds, 
troopers will be able to call in num
bers of suspicious cars. and receive an 
answer. The configuration consists of 
a 16K-word memory, communications 
system, and 22 megacharacter Fast
rand store. 

• An IBM Zone Order Processing Sys
tem is making it possible for American 
Motors to ship out parts to any of its 
3,000 dealers the same day the order 
is received.' The heart of the system, 
a 1440, is located at the central parts 
plant in Milwaukee, Wisc. Every 15 
minutes, . the cpu queries the 24 zone 
locations for orders, which are trans
mitted via a 1050' terminal; it then 
prices the parts, sets up accounts re
ceivable, stores invoicing information, 
and prints out the list at the appro
priate shipping location.' Previously, 
using mail and telephone, the order 
time was up to a week. 
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The Best Computer We've Found For Solving 
Inventory Problems Is Our~~Johnson" 

Our" Johnson", one of over 800 data handling specialists 
at McDonnell, solves most inventory control problems for our 
clients before we ever push a button on our 7094's, 1401's and 
360's.He believes, and he has 8 years of experience to back 
him up, that the system design which precedes data processing 
determines the usefulness of the information produced. Mter 
all, useful information is what you want, not just a lot of 
numbers. "Why buy a high speed computer and put it to work 
on a low speed system?" Johnson asks. That's why he works 
for us. He asks such good questions ... and then solves them 
himself. 

For effective inventory control, start with people. 
One of ours. 

Consulting • Systems Design. Programming • Data Processing and Computing 0 
NlCDONNELL AUTOMATION CENTER 

DIVISION OF MCDONNSLL AIRCRAFT 

Box 516, St. louis, Missouri, 63166 Tel. (314) 731·2121 

Colorado Office: DELCOS Oenver - Tel. (303) 534-6291 
Texas Office: ItIIACTEX Houston - Tel. (713) 224-5921 , 
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Look 
familiar? 
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It should. 

u.s. TAPE 
is a natural for 
compatible systems 
like these! 
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U. S. Tape performs superbly on any 

IBM compatible system. That's why it's 

the best digital tape you can buy for sys

tems built by Burroughs, CDC, GE, 

Honeywell, IBM, NCR, RCA and Univac 

(solid state). U. S. Tape performance is 

supported by a gO-day life guarantee, a 

200-pass guarantee and a 3-year war

ranty. See for yourself how this out

standing tape lasts longer, assures more 

profitable computer operation. Write 

for our test-it-yourself folder. 

U. S. MAGNETIC TAPE COMPANY 
A Subsidiary of Wabash Magnetics, Inc. 

HUNTLEY, ILLINOIS 60142 
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CEC's VR-3600 
establishes new record 

for head life 

It is not news that the VR-3600 is the 
most advanced of all magnetic tape 
recorder / reproducers. This has been 
proved in countless telemetry and lab
oratory applications. But what is news, 
is the remarkable durability of the 
instrument's recording heads. 

All reports have shown that CEC's 
head life guarantee of 1000 hours is not 
only realistic but very conservative, 
since in virtually every case the new 
recording. heads have surpassed this 
figure with little sign of wear. Compare 
the 1000 hour achievement with the 
performance of the VR-3600's closest 
competitor, and the savings to the user 
become significant indeed. 

Reason behind the performance: 
these CEC recording heads are of a 
unique material and solid metal pole-tip 
design which completely eliminates the 
weaknesses of conventional head 
lamination or other solid-tip designs. 

Result: a head that both provides 
superior performance at frequencies to 
1.5 mc and reduces head wear and 
cleaning to a minimum. 
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Other advantages of the VR-3600 
include ... 

1 
Bandwidth switchability. With a 
mere flick of a switch, the operator 
may instantly change from wide band 

to narrow band, and back again - thus 
doubling the unit's capability with no 
change of components required. (On 
special order.) 

2 
Constant flux recording for assured 
machine-to-machine compatibility at 
all frequencies and tape speeds (with 

IRIG standards). . 

3 
4 

Six speed switch able video FM
d-c to 500 kc. 

Single source responsibility. All 
components are designed and manu
factured by CEC ... including the 

vide'o FM! 

Important features: 

[!] Pushbutton selection of six transport 
speeds along with' associated electronics. 

00 Each of the VR-3600's 7 or 14 record/ 
reproduce channels can be used for data 
storage in the 400 cps to 1.5 mc or d-c to 
500 kc frequency range. 
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00 Automatic end-of-reel sensing stops 
tape without leaders; transfer switch pro
vides start command for nearby recorder 
and 30 second overlap of recorded data 
between machines - at no extra cost. 

00 IRIG or 18.24 kc AM servo system or 
time expansion / contraction servo system 
using common assemblies mean low cost 
for any version or combination of servo 
systems. 

00 Tape is constantly cleaned by optional 
vacuum/ionization; tension controlled, in 
all modes, by closed-loop servo control. 

'00 Individual plug-in equalizers (6 per 
amplifier) meet all specifications simultane
ously. Buy only those required, then set 
and forget. 

00 Record and reproduce amplifiers are 
solid state; the direct system fully 
amplitude- and phase-equalized. 

00 Tape transport skew is less than 0.5 
JLsec; complete cumulative flutter less than 
0.30% p-p at 120 ips. 

00 The system may be supplied in single 
or dual rack configurations, with or 
without a dolly. 

For all the facts about the VR-3600, call 
CEC or write for Bulletin 3600-X22. 

CEC 
Data Recorders Division 

CONSOLI DATED 
ELECTRODYNAM ICS 
A SUBSIDIARY OF BELL & HOWELL/PASADENA, CALIF. 91109 
INTERNATIONAL SUBSIDIARIES: WOKING, SURREY, ENGLAND 

AND FRIEDBERG (HESSEN), W. GERMANY 
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How's that for increased storage capacity? 

With the Tape-Seal Computer Tape 
Storage System*, you use unique new 
polyethylene belts that hang in storage 
rather than sit between space-wasting 

wire supports. You store nine of them 
in the space five canisters fill. In Tape

Seal Cabinets, the ratio becomes 200 
to 96, with no increase in floor space. 

And the tapes are better protected, 
easier to handle, and more conve
niently labelled~ 

PROCESSING ACCESSORIES 
170 GOLD STAR BOULEVARD, WORCESTER, MASS, 01606 
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The Tape - Seal System is the only 
complete tape storage system avail
able today. We'd like to tell you about it 

soon. Write now for a free demonstra
tion in your office. We bet you nine to 

five you'll go for the Tape - Seal Sys
tem - and start increasing storage 
capacity and saving space. 

(When you order new tapes, insist that 

they be shipped without canisters. Buy 
Tape-Seal Belts and save.) 

*Patents Pending 

A division of Barry Wright Corporation @) 



HoYl to spoon feed 
a high speed 
printer. 

Simple. Feed it Machine Mated forms. 

They're designed to operate flawlessly on your high 
speed printer. And we guarantee it. Here's how. 

We work with the manufacturer who makes your printer. 
We find out whadt can do. The range of forms. The 

sizes. The plies. The .carbons. The fastenings. 

Then we consider your needs. Draw up the specs to 
meet them. And follow them to the letter. 

All of which means less printer downtime. 
More printer output. And a good reason for calling 

our local representative. Or for writing 
Standard Register, Dayton, Ohio 45401 . 

We'll show you why it pays to pamper your printer. 

MACHINE MATEOMFORMS BY STA~DARD REGISTER 

m. 
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DPMA 
FALL 
CONFERENCE 

"More memory, rather than 
dynamic relocation, is the 
way to time-share," accord
ing to Dr. Fred P. Brooks, 

architect of the 360's. And an at
tempt to prove this to skeptics will 
be made at the Univ. of North Caro
lina, said Brooks, who is now chair-
man of the Dept. of Information Sci
ence there. 

Speaking at the fall conference of t~e 
Data Processing Management Assn. III 

Dallas, Brooks was one of four mem
bers of the Technology Panel with 
which the conference opened. Others 
were Drs. J. Presper Eckert of Univac, 
John Mauchly of Mauchly Associates, 
and John W. Weil of GE's Computer 
Dept. 

The conference, which drew almost 
800 registrants, was a credit to the 
association, to conference chairman 
Jack Taylor and his staff. G~ne:all: 
considered to be the QrgamzatlOn s 
third- fall conference, it was actually 
only the first that had the advantage 
of a full year's planning. "The program 
and papers are better than what we 
had in Philadelphia," a registrant com
mented, referring to DPMA's big an
nual meeting. "And that was good, 
too." The success of this conference 
virtually guarantees the continuation 
by DPMA of two annual meetings; 
next fall, it's in Los Angeles. 

, In contrast to the Joint Computer 
Conferences, the DPMA meetings are 
more specifically oriented to their audi
ence - vertically by industry and hori
zontally by functions. In addition, gen
eral sessions covered Innovations in 
Input/Output, Computer Communi
cations, .and Graphic DP - topics that 
for a convention of this size drew sur
prising numbers. 

The increasing sophistication of 
DPMA members in the latest technol
ogy was evident at the opening ses
sion.'GE's John Weil, speaking on the 
Impact of Time-Sharing Systems, asked 
for a show of hands: "How many in 
the audience have a remote terminal 
or computer in their homes? Seveq 

- hands went up. Weil suggested that 
, this question be asked each year to 

see how" the number increases. Any 
guesses? 

December 1965 

The new time saving 
Anelex 4000 Printer 
is perfect for 
remote ter,minal 
installations 

II'S about 
lima 

8j...... It handles all types of 
___ business forms in single or 

multiple copies at 
DATA-PHONE® speed. You get 
stability, versatility and performqnce 
required for remote terminal systems. 
With an Anelex 4000 Printer tied 
on-line via the DATA-PHONE, you can 
extend computer throughput to any 
remote location. Company divisions 
and field offices have the advantages 
of complete computerized information , 
directly from the source ... not 
just a condensed message. 
Anelex 4000 Printers produce up to 
160 columns at 300 lines per minute. 
They are available with a variety of 
different interfaces including either 
the DATA·PHONEDATASET201 or 202. 
Learn how simply you can 'advance 
the operating efficiency of your 
c'omputer to any terminal statign. 
Get deta'iled information on high-speed 
communications. Anelex Corporation, 
Department D-12, 150 Causeway St., 
Boston, Massachusetts 02114. 

~YMBOL OF QUALITY 
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NCR 500 Series Computers·are on their way • • • 

... Out of the factory. Out to Florida 
and Washington and California and 
Maine. 

To commerce, industry, finance 
and government. 

The NCR 500 Series offers a solu· 
tion to data processing and report· 
ing for firms of varying size and 
with widely divergent needs. Within 
a given industry it can handle a tree 
mendous range of assignments. A 
modest samplingwould be accounts 
receivable, billing, disbursements, 
government 'reports, costs, ac· 
counts payable, sales reports, sched· 
uling, and inventory. There are lit· 
erally scores of applications that 

your NCR representative would be 
happy to fill you in on. 

First announced in January '65, 
NCR 500 systems are setting rec· 
ords for enthusiastic acceptance. 

Why? Very simple. 
NCR 500's give more input, out· 

put and processing capabilities 
than any other low-priced computer 
system on the market today. 

Buyers get NCR's unique "total 
system" advantage .•. everything 
from one manufacturer, from data 
input through processing to output. 
No costly translating operations. 

They get NCR's unique "all Ian· 
guages" capacity, too. (Input and 

THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY ® 
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output on punch card, punch paper 
tape, magnetic ledger card, and op
tical print.) 

And they get a system of un
equalled flexibility_ It works alone 
or as a satellite to any other com
puter systems. Even within the 
system itself there's expandable 
flexibility. 

So, in organizing the data re
quired for efficient business opera
tion,users of the NCR 500 Series 
Computer get mor.e than they can 
get anywhere else for their money. 

No wonder that for businesses of 
every kind, NCR 500's are on their 
way ..• all across the country. 

DAYTON, OHIO 45409 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
electronic calculator 
The 3900 has integrated circuits and 
a 4 x 2}~-inch illumi~ated screen for 
the display of the contents of two 
storage registers holding running 
totals (or constants for repeated use) 
and tr.ree calculating registers. The 

25-pound unit also features auto
matic truncation of answers and up to 
15-place accuracy. Registers hold up 
to 20-digit numbers. VICTOR COMP
TOMETER CORP., Chicago, Ill. For 
information: 
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communications recorder 
The 1103 is an 1101 source document
to-mag tape recorder with circuitry 
adapted for remote tape-tape trans
mISSIOn. It uses standard modems 
provides asynchronous operation at 
up to 1200 bps on standard commer
cial circuits,. and uses half-inch tape 
NRZ recording. (See Apr. 1965, for 
1101 description.) MOHAWK DATA 
SCIENCES, Herkimer, N.Y. For in
formation: 
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core memory systems 
The series of SEL core memory sys
tems, which use silicon monolithic in
tegrated circuits, have storage capac
ities of from 12S-S129 words per 
unit and cycle times of 1.50 to 1.75 
usec. Access time for read or read/ 
restore is 600 nsec. Addressing meth
ods available are random access se
quential, sequential/interlace' and· 
combinations of these. Options include 
special I/O voltage levels, split cycle 
capability, automatic worst-case pat
tern test, up-down address counting, 
bcd address, parity check and alarm,· 

. and interface logic for different data 
levels. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
LABORATORIES, INC., Ft. Lauder
dale, Fla. For information: 
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line printers 
Three additions for the 315 computer 
family have 132-position typeline and 
operate at up to 1,000 lpm. Models 
are buffered, unbuffered, and· one 
that's buffered and wired for a six-tape 
lister attachment. The latter, when 
listing with a master and one slave 
tape, operates at up to 2,000 Ipm 
numeric. NATIONAL CASH REGIS
TER CO., Dayton, Ohio. For infor
mation: 
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card punch 
The Speedpunch 120 is a serial unit 
that punches pre-coded data from a 
processor or accepts data serially from 
a control unit, and punches column 

by column at 160 columns per sec
ond, or 100 cards/minute if all SO 
columns are used. There's also a card 
eject feature. Capacity of the input 
and output hoppers is 1,000 cards. 
UPTIME CORP., Golden, Colo. For 
information: 
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display terminals 
The 700 series consists of three CRT / 
keyboard units for basic information 
retrieval; LR. with editing capabili
ties; and a model with vector capa
bility and lightpen editing. The dis
play and keyboard can be integrated 
or separate, with ·two keyboards serv
ing one display. The latter duplicates 
a vertical S}~ x II-inch print~d page 

PRODUCT OF THE MON'TH-----------. 
The 3300 and 3500 are time- up to eight I/O channels, program 
sharing computers, the latest addi- protection, and interrupt for stor-
tions to the 3000 series. Core mem- age parity errors, illegal write in-
ory is expandable from SK to 262K terrupt to increase program protec-
(24-bit) words, and cycle times tion, and an executive interrupt. 
are 1.25 and .SO usec, respectively. Other capabilities are address mod-
Respective access times are .75 and ification, indirect addressing, and 
.40 usec. In addition to word and masked storage search. 
character-addressing capability, the Software includes COBOL, a time-
memory is partitioned into 2K- sharing executive, batch-processing 
word "pages;" each page, in turn, operating system, and a mass stor-
is divided into four sections. age controller. CONTROL DATA 

Other features include dynamic CORP., Minneapolis, Minn. For 
relocation for multiprogramming, information: 
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Be the first to install the most practical 
high speed data storage and retrieval system! 

Study the diagram above for a mo
ment-the system it represents can 
save, you thousands of dollars a 
month by eliminating costly steps in 
retrieving and adding to stored data. 

The elements all exist today. Each 
piece of hardware has been proven 
in actual operation. Actually, this is a 
triple data storage system. 
PART I. For storage of semi-perma

nent and permanent records, the 
S-C 4400 Document Recorder 
converts computer output into 
ordinary language and records 
it directly on 16mm or 35mm 
microfilm. 

PART II. Modern microfilm storage 
and retrieval systems, such as 
Recordak's MIRA CODE sys
tem, can retrieve one film record 
out of a million in 15 seconds 
and display it on a reader/ 
printer. 

PART III. New data entries which 
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have not yet been recorded on 
microfilm can be stored in the 
computer memory. The S-C 
1100 Inquiry Display System 
makes possible instantaneous 
retrieval and display of data 
from the computer memory. Op
erators can also add data to the 
stored record automatically, 
thus assuring up-to-the-minute 
accuracy of information. Over 
400 of these desk-top units may 
be used to work with a central
ized data system. 

Stromberg-Carlson believes this 
, triple data storage system is the fast

est, most practical in the world for 
high-speed data handling. 

Insurance companies, banks, utili
ties, airlines or other organizations 
which must store a large volume of 
computer-generated data (or add to 
it) can achieve multiple benefits from 
this system. These include: increase 
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of computer efficiency, elimination 
of costly business forms inventory, 
paper copies, and magnetic tape 
(when S-C 4400 is operated on-line 
with the computer), better budget 
and inventory control, reduction in 
external and internal 'telephoning, 
manpower savings, greater personnel 
efficiency and better morale be
cause of faster availability of stored 
information. 

You can have these benefits by 
adding a triple data storage system to 
an existing EDP installation. When 
you install a third generation com
puter, the system will work equally 
well with your new equipment. 

For details write: Stromberg-Carl
son Corporation, Data Products Di
vision, Dept. F-47, Post Office Box 
2449, San Diego, California 92112. 

STROMBERG-CARLSON 
e::c ~41PC RATiO 1\,'\ 

DATA PRODUCTS-SAN DIEGO 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

with a capacity of 1,000 characters. 
SANDERS ASSOCIATES INC., Nas
hua, New Hampshire. For informa
tion: 
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portable punch 
The Record-A-Punch is a 30-ounce 
punch-card carrier equipped with a 
stylus for manual punching and an 

overlay (for each application) which 
directs the user to the right position. 
Forty-column cards are used. MAR
KETSCOPE SYSTEMS DIVISION, 
New York, N.Y. For information: 
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elevated flooring 
Improved design access system obvi
ates use of supporting stringers. It 
features a solid core with integral side 
channels of steel; panels are of par
ticle board core encased in steel. Ped
estal head assembly is self-adjusting 
for desired height. Floor covering is 
optional. INFIN-AC DIV., D. B. 
FRAMPTON & CO., Columbus, Ohio. 
For information: 
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tape certifiers 
Two off-line units are the 680 for 7-
and 9-track and full-width testing of 
~~-inch tapes, and the 685 for 16-track, 
I-inch tapes. In one pass, these de
vices detect dropout, noise, average 
amplitude, and dynamic skew errors. 
Channel location of flaws is indicated, 
and tape motion can be stopped on 
bad spots for microscope viewing and 
manual removal of non-permanent 
flaws. These units do not replace the 
690, which is a 7 -track, ~~-inch model. 
CONTROL DATA CORP., Minneap
olis, Minn. For information: 
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paper handler 
The document processing system oper
ates with a line printer to prepare 
reports without folds· and perforated 
edges. It consists of a document con
verter that trims the paper and a 
feeder that supplies to the printer 
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rolled (not folded) paper. Feed rate 
is 200 feet/minute. Controlled by pro
gram cards. that are inserted into a 
slot, the document converter prepares 
documents in widths from 494 to 20 
inches, up to 31 inches long. Deliver
ies begin first quarter of '66. IBM 
SUPPLIES DIV., Princeton, N.J. For 
information: 
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data collection 
The 990 system consists of a central 
recording console, which punches 
time and data into tape, and pairs of 
transmitting stations. Applications are 
payroll processing and job costing. 
As many as 40 pairs of transmitters 
can operate with a console. Used 
is a notched key to represent an em
ployee ID or job number; inser
tion of the key causes capture of that 
number, plus time-registry and other 
coded information. ADDO-X INC., 
New York, N.Y. For information: 
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serial printer 
The 750 serial entry printer receives 
and prints alphanumeric data at up 
to 75 cps. The solid-state printer can 
be used on- or off-line with card, 
punched tape, and magnetic tape de
vices, and features interface flexibil
ity, fully buffered input, and remote 
or local control. It accommodates roll 
paper up to 50 inches wide. THE 
BRISTOL COMPANY, Waterbury, 
Conn. For information: 
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paper tape reader 
The Model 1402 reads serially-gen
erated 5-level Teleprinter code from 
chad or chadless tape. There's a 
choice of two speeds in the range of 
60 to 400 wpm, and dual readers 
arrange for automatic changeover at 
end of tape. The reader may operate 
free-running or stepped from external 
sources. FREDERICK ELECTRON
ICS CORP., Frederick, Md. For in
formation: 
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document reader 
The Series III reader is a multifont 
optical character reader that handles 
intermixed forms at 400 documents/ 
minute. Among fonts read are the Far
rington 12F and 7B, the ABA's font 
for OCR, and the IBM 1428. Fea
tured is an infra-red technique which 
permits reading documents with over
stamped or otherwise obscure print
ing. FARRINGTON MANUF AC
TURING CO., New York, N.Y. For 
inform a tion : 
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COMPUTER 
APPLICATIONS 

ENGINEER 
Leading consulting organization has 
unique opportunity for versatile engi
neering or mathematics graduate with 
experience in application of medium or 
large scale magnetic tape oriented com
puters to engineering problems. 

Position is with a growing department 
engaged in a wide· variety of computer 
programming efforts involving modern 
computer application techniques in the 
area of hydro, nuclear and steam power 
plant design, economic analysis, system 
planning, management information, 
project control and reporting, and nu
merous other interestirig projects. Pro-

. gram development involves close associ
ation with experts in the above fields of 
endeavor and provides an unusually 
wide view of the electric power industry. 

While position is primarily directed to~ 
ward analytical work, recent experience 
is particularly desired in advanced pro
gramming techniques with emphasfs on 
the efficient use of compilers. Other de
sirable experience would include such 
items as numerical analysis, matrix mani
pulation technique, CPM/PERT network 
analysis, resource leveling, linear pro.
gramming, simulation and modeling or 
particular programming experience in 
the civil, electrical or mechanical engi
neering fields. 

Downtown Manhattan location. 
Minimum amount of travel. 
Salary commensurate with experience. 

Submit resume to 
Dept. 16-M 

EBASCO SERVICES 
INCORPORATED 

ESASCO BUILDING 

2 Rector Street 
New York City 

An Equal Opportunity Employer (M&F') 
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Walter Brunner on \ 

'. " 

large-scale hybrid computation 
and the EArS900 

Walter Brunner has been with Electronic 
Associates' Princeton Computation Center for the 
past eleven years and has been director of the 
Center since 1961. During this period, he has 
helped solve hundreds of customer problems 
covering the complete spectrum of simulation 
applications. Walter was among the first 
laboratory managers responsible for tying an 
analog and digital computer together, as the 
Princeton Computation Center began operating 
its first hybrid computer in the fall of 1961. In the 
spring of 1964,' the Center expanded its 
capability with the EAI HYDAC® 2400, the first 
integrated hybrid computer available. Since the 
initial hybrid installation, Walter and his staff 
have continually worked with hybrid probl~ms 
from many areas of application. Throughout this 
period, he has made this experience available 
to the design team working on the newest EAI 
hybrid computer, the EAI 8900 Scientific 
Computing System. As a member of the 8900 
Product Team, Walter's direct experience as 
manager of a large simulation laboratory has 
played an important part in the definition of this 
new system. A few of the more important. 
criteria he recommended to the design team are 
presented on these pages-followed by 
the 8900 design features. 
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WALTER BRUNNER: «At the Princeton 
Computation Center we must provide 
computational services that will attract 
and satisfy our customers in the same 
manner as other simulation laboratories. 
Although a large scale hybrid 
computer may be justified by one 
important program, every lab manager 
wants to obtain the most efficient 
utilization of his equipment possible. 
As the capital investment in a 
computing system grows, the economics 
of fast problem turnaround become 
increasingly important. In addition, 
equipment utilization is substantially 
improved by being able to use the 
digital computer portion of a large-scale 
hybrid system on background jobs 
whenever it is not processing data for 
hybrid problems." 

EAI 8900 Hybrid Computing System: 

The EAI 8900 is a large-scale hybrid computer 
designed as a fully-integrated, standard 
system of hardware and software. It consists 
of an EAI 8800 Analog Computing System, 
an EAI 8400 Digital Computing System and an 
EAI Control and Data Interface System. 
This equipment and each of its major 
elements has been designed for efficient, 
practical~ and productive hybrid computing. 

8900 DESIGN. The EAI 8900 Scientific 
Computing System was designed to 
permit rapid and efficient problem 
changeover. Also, the system's multi
programming .capability enables 
operation of the digital processsor on 
hybrid or background progr.ams at 
all times. 

Rapid program changeover is 
accomplished by the fast problem set-up, 
check-out, and efficient operate time 
control made possible by the HYTRAN sm 

Operations Interpreter. Complete set-up 
instructions can be written in simple 
mnemonic language for off-line tape or 
card preparation. The HYTRAN 
progr.am is then used to calculate a 
check solution which is used by the 
digital computer to run the static check,. 
compare the analog outputs to the 
check solution, and diagnose any 
discrepancies for component or 
programmer error. Once the information 
is in the computer, the programmer 

may make any desired modification to 
the analog program by simple typewriter 
entry. Further, a new static check 
solution incorporating these changes, 

. can be obtained at any time. For 
operating control, the Operations 
Interpreter facilitates changing problem' 
parameters by mnemonic addreSSing. A 
parameter that affects a number of 
pot settings may be varied by keyboard 
command which will result in the 
calculation and setting of all appropriate 
potentiometer coefficients. 

The 8900 multi-programming 
capability allows the digital computer 
to work on background jobs when it is 
not computing as part of the hybrid 
program. Both hybrid and background 
programs reside in core memory, with 
background work being processed 
whenever the hybrid program routines 
are not in operation. To insure against 
interference from the background 
processing, the hybrid program storage 
is provided with memory protect. 
Priority interrupts permit immediate 
servicing of hybrid computing tasks in 
a preassigned order. As background 
programs are completed, readout and 
loading of new programs is done 

. automatically under control of the 
resident monitor. 
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BRUNNER. «Today's problems are increasingly complex, and the time 
available for their solution is decreasing. Computational speeds have to 
be fast enough so that design studies that used to be run in real-time 
because of accuracy requirements, can now be done at much higher 
speeds in repetitive operation. There is also a need to handle the high 
frequencies involved in shock situations, statistical studies and 
iterative boundary-value problems. Because of these requirements, the 
dynamiC performance of hybrid systems becomes increasingly important." 

8900 DESIGN. The 8900 has excellent 
dynamic characteristics. The EAI 8800 
Analog Computer has been designed 
with components directly behind the 
patch panel and maximum shielding to 
enable high accuracy 100-volt operation 
with component bandwidths of l25kc and 
higher. The 2mc parallel synchronous 
logic provides the extra time resolution 
which is .essential with the higher 
frequency analog signals. 

The EAI 8400 Digital Computer is equipped with 
extremely fast Hoating-point arithmetic and an extensive 
command repertoire ideally suited to efficient, high-speed 
FORTRAN execution. Data from conversion equipment 
can be processed directly by Hoating-point commands 
with no loss in speed since the conversion from fixed point 
to Hoating point format is accomplished by an EAI 
hardware design innovation. 
The data conversion system with its 65kc analog-to-digital 
word rate is among the fastest available. Coupled with 
high-speed sample and hold amplifiers, double buffered 
digital-to-analog converters and the choice of random 
access, sequential or "burst" modes of operation, the 
conversion package meets the stringent system requirements 
for speed and synchronization. Conversion equipment is 
controlled from the digital computer, with timing 
provided optionally from the 2mc patchable logic. 

Mr. Brunner will review additional aspects of hybrid 
computation in a succeeding issue. A complete text of his 
remarks and the supporting dissertation on the ., 
EAI 8900 Scientific Computing System are available on request. 

EAI 8900 Scientific Computing System Characteristics 
The EAI 8800 Analog Computer 
60·integrator capacity 
125kc bandwidth 

\ 2mc synchronous logic 

The EAI 8900 Interface 
32x32 expandable to 128x128 

conversion channel capacity 
65kc analog·to·digital word rate 
Single or double·buffered digital·to

analog channels 
Sample and hold multiplexed 

analog·to·digital channels 
Expandable interrupts, function lines, 

and status lines terminated on the 
logic patch panel 

smService Mark of Electronic Associates, Inc. 

The EAI 8400 Digital Computer 
32·bit wOrdlength plus 2 executive bits 
5.5·7.0 fLsec floating point multiply 
64K memory capacity 
7 hardware index registers 

The EAI 8900 Software 
FORTRANTV 
Macro Assembler 
SPECTRE Debug System . 
Monitor and Real Time Scheduler 
HYTRAN sm simUlation Language 
HYTRAN Operations Interpreter 
Function Generation Programs 
Numerical Integration Programs 
Analog Control and Readout Programs 

EAI:LECTRONIC ASSOCIATES. INC .. We" Long B,.n,h. New 1m", 
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A four-tray card file? 

So vvho needs ,t? 
Not too many people. But 'vY;e're the only manufacturer of 

data processing a~xiliaries whq seems to care about them. 

Most Datacase users get along just fine with our high

capacity 20- and 10-tray files for general use and with o~r 

two- and one-tray models for ha~'dy desk-top reference. B~t, 
there are those who require something in be!ween and 

would be mighty put out if our four-tray file weren't avail

able. Perhaps you don't need one but the fact that it's 

there is assurance that your requirements can be satisfied 

by the complete Datacase line-a line that is completely 

coordinated in style, color and function with the equally 

broad line of Steelcase fine office furniture. Your local 

Steelcase dealer will be happy to help with any of your 

office furniture or DP auxiliary storage needs-even a four

tray file. You'll find him listed in the Yellow Pages. Or writ~ 

Dept. D, Steelcase Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich.; Los Angeles, 

Calif.; Canadian Steelcase Co., Ltd., Don Mills, Ont. 

OFFICES .AND SHOWROOMS: NEW YORK. CHICAGO. GRAND RAPIDS. ATLANTA. DALLAS. L'OS ANGELES. PHILADELPHIA. PORTLAND, OREGON. TORONTO. MONTREAL 
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NEW LITERATURE 
COMPUTERS IN MEDICINE BIBLIOG
RAPHY: Based primarily on Index 
Medicus and Biological Abstracts, 
bibliography lists several hundred 
articles on computer applications in 
medicine written between 1959 and 
mid-1965. Copies are free while 
supply lasts. UNIV. OF MISSOURI, 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, Columbia, 
Mo. For copy: 

CIRCLE 150 ON READER CARD 

SEND-RECEIVE PAGE PRINTERS: Eight
page brochure covers details of Model 
35 automatic send-receive set (ASR), 
send-receive page printer (KSR) and 
receive-only page printer (RO). High
lighted are technical specifications, 
operational features, components and 
optional features. TELETYPE CORP., 
Skokie, Ill. For copy: 

CIRCLE 151 ON READER CARD 

BUSINESS PROGRAMMING: 16-page 
brochure describes package that con
sists of MANAGE, a generalized file 
maintenance system, and a SORT/ 

MERGE program geared for imple
menting corporate decision-making. 
Contents include description of these 
two systems ~nd a glossary. SCIEN
TIFIC DATA SYSTEMS, Santa Moni
ca, Calif. For copy: 

CIRCLE 152 ON READER CARD 

SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING SYSTEM: i8~ 
page brochure describes prograrriming, 
performance, readout and display 
equipment of EAI 8800. Complete 
equipment summary on the analog 
and digital logic components is also 
provided. ELECTRONIC ASSOCI
ATES INC., West Long Branch, N.J. 
For copy: 

CIRCLE 153 ON READER CARD 

COMPUTER STATUS QUO: 40-page bobk 
gives historical account of the com
puter field since 1946 and breaks 
down developments into various peri
ods. Authors feel that presently theo
reticians in the field are concerned 
with scientific methods, social respon
sibility, certification, and formal estab
lishment of a profession. Price: $2. 
AD 612 942N. CLEARINGHOlJSE, 
U. S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE, 
Springfield, Va. 22151. 

December 1965 

COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS BIBLI
OGRAPHY: References are cited from 
over 800 U.S. and foreign articles, 
reports and books. Also gives selective 

coverage in the fields of classifi~ation 
theory, computation and program
ming, computers and hardware, non
numerical applications of computers, 

Write to YOUr computer 
(with the new Sanders Photopen* Light Sensing System) 

It won't take you a second. 

Whatever form of visual presentation your 
data display system uses, a new Sanders 
Photopen Light Sensing System can let 
you make important information changes 
instantly, right on the screen at push 
button convenience. 

It's fast. Typical time delay runs 2 micro
seconds or less depending on brightness 
level and phosphor light rise time. 

It's versatile. Sensitivity ranges from be
low the human visual threshold to above 
the level for comfortable viewing. 

It's reliable. The Sanders Photopen com
pletely eliminates false or inultiple trig
gering on long persistence phosphors, 
ambient lighting and reflections from 

CRT face or implosion shield. 

It's accurate. An illuminated finder circle 
precisely encloses the CRT area being 
sampled regardless of how ydu hold 
the pen unit. 

Discuss your particular data display re
quirements with Sanders. Learn how you 
cah mark, erase, correct, copy, add, 
transfer or make any information changes 
in a variety of character generation tech
niques including monoscope, stroke and 
dot matrix types. Find out how the new 
Sanders Photo pen system will add 
greater versatility to your data display. 
Write or call today. Sanders Associates, 
Inc., Microwave Products Dept.; Nashua, 
New Hampshire. 

*T.M., Sanders AssOCiates, Inc. 

Sanders Associates, Inc. '='-
CREATING NEW DIRECTIONS IN ELECTRONICS ~t 
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Arul!Om«Diuve If'iln rbg!me ~eS'~a1 rtG~1J 
-vr@1iTI1J fc!hJe raH2g~tnJfl]n~llg 

Thermodynamics. Fluid How. Heat transfer. 1\1clallurgy. 

Stress analysis. Dynamic balancing. Cornhustioll. 

A mechanical engineering syllabus'? No. An outline of ,t g(l~ 

turbine engine research program. 

I t started about 20 years ago when GNI Research began 

studying all aspects of gas turbines and their opera tion. 

Turbines were successful in aircraft, but autom()tive 

vehicles presented an entirely new challenge. \Vc had to 
go clear back to fundamentals. 

Research on fluid flow cha racteristics led t (} 1H'\,/ meLl!< Hls 

for designing compressors, Lurbines, and diffllsel':;. 

To learn more about combustion and to IneaSllrc 

combustion efFIciency, we had to sample and analyze 

elusive dynamic gases. A chromatographic gas clnalyzcl" 

was developed to do it. 

There \vas no reliable \\'ay to mC(lSU Ii.' I cllq WLd tJl :", ;/ 

moving gases. \X!(' clcvclnpecl t he t('r11l1iql,J('~; ll) dl) ~;(). 

Further heat-transfer research produced d. !)('\\ J!\i t dllll:kr 

for describing conduction-coil vcet iUIl processes. 

Materials research yielded the first caslab](' Ilich·l
aluminum- Li Lani urn Lll rlJiIlc LllCkd j"([itl \'i i,d .. _._j, li(j"\j II i it j" 

of many of today's higll temperature alluys. 

Engines evolved too. III 1 ()5 3, our CT··302 powered the 

XP~21 firebird, the first gas~turhine autolnobik built in 

the United States. I t provided basciine data for furtlll'l" 
research. Improvements in cfflciency, performance. 

and engine braking f ollo\\"cc1. La test (";qwrinH'nL\ j 

installations: GT~30()'s --- ill C'!H'\Told ';; 'j'illl)(),! 'I L~["( 1. I I. 

a heavy~duty truck: and CrvIC'~) lUi 
a transit bus. 

Out of research ... the scientific ad vanccs of Lodcty, dit' 
engineering for tomorrow. 

General Motors ~lesearch taboratodes 
Warren, Michigan 

YEAR u 1953 1955 1958 1965 19XX 
'MOOEL GT·300 GT·304 GT·305 GT·309 C;T·3XX 

Turbine Engine Progress
from a recent paper. 
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and psycho linguistics, and includes 
pertinent papers from proceedings of 
conferences held by some professional 
societies in 1964. Price: $3. AD 613 
311N. CLEARINGHOUSE, U.S. 
DEPT. OF COMMERCE, Springfield, 
Va. 22151. 

HIGH SPEED PRINTERS: Booklet explains 
operation of MC 10-40 and MC 13-80 
giving specifications, prices and op
tional accessory data. MONROE 
DATA/LOG DIV. LITTON INDUS
TRIES, San Francisco, Calif. For 
copy: 

CIRCLE 154 ON READER CARD 

DRUM SYSTEM: 12-page booklet gives 
engineering specifications for the de
sign of an economical bit serial mag 
drum system (700 KC-1.2 MC). Ex
plained and illustrated are the ele
ments that make up a basic drum 
system and the advantages of various 
options offered with system. Also, func
tional relationship of the elements 
making up the drum system and the 
relationship of the options with regard 
to the system are described. BRYANT 
COMPUTER PRODUCTS, DIV. OF 
EX-CELL-O CORP., Walled Lake, 
Mich. F'or copy: 

CIRCLE 155 ON READER CARD 

DATA LOGGING SYSTEMS: Eight-page 
brochure details capabilities and per
formance features and explains how 
data loggers can be used in process 
control. GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., 
PROCESS COMPUTER SECTION, 
Phoenix, Ariz. For copy: 

CIRCLE 156 ON READER CARD 

TYPESETTING SYSTEM: PDP-8, described 
in six-page brochure, accepts unjusti
fied, unhyphenated perforated tape 
and produces a clean operating tape 
for use in automatic linecasting ma
chines. Production rate is 12,000 
Hnes/hour, keeping 12 linecasting ma
chines busy. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT 
CORP., Maynard, Mass. For copy: 

CIRCLE 157 ON READER CARD 

FORTRAN COMPILERS: Software house 
discusses successftl compiler imple
mentation, technical features, com
pany's background in software im
plementation, and technical summary. 
MESA SCIENTIFIC CORP., Santa 
Ana, Calif. For copy: 

CIRCLE 158 ON READER CARD 

TRAFFIC CONTROLLER: Four-page bul
letin describes TACTIC control system 
which utilizes a continuous presence 
detection system, responds to demand 
and optimizes green time. Concept, 

operation, features, options and spec
ifications are discussed. FISCHER & 
PORTER CO., Warminster, Pa. For 
copy: 

CIRCLE 159 ON READER CARD 

MAG TAPE SYSTEMS: Six-page bulletin 
details capabilities, describes equip
ment and lists optional features and 
accessories for Dartex-100 digital tape 
transport and 101 incremental re
corder. DARTEX INC., Santa Ana, 
Calif. For copy: 

CIRCLE 160 ON READER CARD 

OPTICAL SCANNING: 16-page booklet 
explains in layman's language the 
basic concept of optical scanning, 
how the concept helps relieve auto
mated business communications bottle
necks and covers printing, ink and 
type style. THE STANDARD REG
ISTER CO., Dayton, Ohio. For copy: 

CIRCLE 161 ON READER CARD 

TAPE TRANSPORT: Model SC-1060 is 
capable of bidirectional tape speeds 
of up to 120 ips and compatible with 
IBM phase modulation recording. Six
page brochure includes features, gen
eral description, equipment, accessor
ies and specifications. POTTER IN
STRUMENT CO. INC., Plainview, 
N.Y. For copy: 

CIRCLE 162 ON READER CARD 

COME TO AUERBACH AND WORK ON PIONEER PROJECTS 

December 1965 

If you're a programmer, engineer, mathematician, or scientist with 
experience and ability in information sciences, there's a demanding 
(and rewarding!) assignment for you at AUERBACH Corporation. 

Typical AUERBACH projects involve advanced work in data 
management systems, associative memory utilization, system simulation 
and evaluation, mUlti-processing systems, operating systems and digital 
communications. ' 

This is the kind of work you'll find yourself thinking about at 
L 1 o'clock at night or early Sunday morning, not because you have to, 
but because you want to. It's that exciting. 

Positions available in Philadelphia, Washington, D. C. and New 
York City. Interested? Send a resume' including salary history and re
quirements to: 

Rollin Trexler 

AUERBACH AUERBACH CORPORATION 
@' 

1634 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19103 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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[asily handles output of 
one or more high-sp8ed 
printers. Imprints signa
turus, dulus, other fixed 

data. 

o o o o o o 

Want detached forms 
incorrect sequence? 
Gathers ddached 
sets into positive 
sequE?ncQ stacks. 

Cill cl ,oilS to Cit-I? 1'11, I lIlpt"i iii"I D,L1cil,Q 

o 

cioC?s tlll'l1l all iii Oll'--, UIX'I-CttiC)II. Sliis sill[llp- Il' IllllllipllL 

Piut fIXIlIS: 1lllI)I'illls, liL;iclLilL": slilds. rr;lll lilllLsavcrl 

These timesavers from Moore! They liuhten 
fornls-halldlin~J loads; save expensive machine 
ti me; cut clerical operations. 

Whatever YOLn pro b I e Ill---fro m manJ i n -sl itti n g, 
detaching, decollatinlJ, sodin[J, impl'intin[J, stack
ing, to convertin~J YOUI- typewl-iters into continuous 
typing oroduction--Mome has just the ri[Jht equip
montto do tho job faster, Busier, Illore economically. 

o o o o o 

These depelldable timesavin~J units are man 1-

factured to precise specifications by the wmleJ, 
oldest and lal-cJest producer- of business fOrlll:; 
a Ii d for m s -han d I i Ii CJ e qui p m e Ii 1. 

VVith 80 years' experience behind it Moore 1];1'; 
the highly specialized research enninoers and 111(' 

technology to pnwide the finest line of effiei, 'I' 

equipment fOI- aftel--wl-itincJ fmms processin(1. 

o o o o o o 

o 
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Slit margins, remove 
carbons, leave 2 or more 
parts held together for 
subsequent handling. Moore 
Power Deleaver removes carbons 
from continuous forms up to 8 parts. 

• • 

Get continuous production from typewriters or 
bookkeeping machines. Moore Flexible Formaliner 
permits use of continuous forms in typing; Vertical 
Spacer skips forms past non-write areas. 

• 

for Total Value! 

In addition, Moore offers special equipment 
that can be designed and engineered to your 
specific forms-handling requirements. 

These timesavers are also space-savers, taking o minimum floor footage for each unit of effective 
modern design. Whatever your need, ask the 
Moore man for detai Is. If you work with forms, 
we can show you how to make forms work for you. 

• • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • 

For high-speed decollating, this Moore Multi-Web 
Deco"ator does the job. Slits margins; removes 
carbons; separates opaques; refolds. In 4-web, 
6-web, 8-web units. A real timesaver! 

Where forms are to bedeco"ated, carbon neatly· 
rolled for clean, easy disposal, this Moore Decol
lator does the fastest job. Slitter attachment avail
able to remove one or both margins. 

Attractive in appearance, 
Moore timesaving equip
ment lightens handling for 
forms-processi ng loads, 
makes the job easier. 

NlOORE BUSINESS FORNlS~ INC. 
'The right business form for every form of business.' Niagara Falls, New York· Park Ridge, 

Illinois· Denton, Texas· Emeryville, Calif. ·Over 500 offices and factories in North America. 
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CALIFORNIA · · · · MINNESOTA 

Software Opportunities 
with 

CONTROL DATA 
World-wide customer acceptance of our product lines has 
created a dynamic growth environment with opportunities 
for software development candidates with experience in: 

• Time Sharing • -Simulation Languages 

• Remote Programming • Mass Storage Utilization 

• Re-entrant Software • Information Retrieval 

These openings are located in Palo Alto, California, in the 
heart of the San Francisco Peninsula, and in the Minne
apolis/St. Paul metropolitan area. 

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING 

Responsibilities are' in the development of standard soft
ware packages for the Control Data 1700, 3000, and 6000 
series computers. The candidates selected will participate 
in the development of time sharing executive systems, com
pilers, assemblers, sort and I/O systems. Heavy experience 
in Assembly Language Programming is desired. Appli
cants should possess a BS degree in Math, Physics, or 
Engineering with systems p'rogramming experience or 3 
years of general programming. Openings in both Minne
sota and California. 

SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION 

The applicants selected for these positions will be respon
sible for the development of software documents including 
promotional brochures, reference manuals, sales aids, and 
other forms of documentation on programming systems, 
and will participate in the review of all software design. 
Candidates should have a BS degree in Math, Physics or 
Engineering with 2 or 3 years of programming and/or 
writing experience. Openings in both Minnesota and Cali
fornia. 

ADVANCED SYSTEMS 

Involves participation in the formation and coordination of 
software plans. Develop plans for the application of mass 
memory, remote terminals, time sharing systems, and busi
ness data processing systems. BS degree in Math, Physics, 
or Engineering with 2 to 4 years of varied programming 
experience. California openings. 

Send resume to: 
D. D. Schneider 
Professional Employment 
Data Products Group 
4201 N. Lexington Avenue 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55112 

OR 

D. J. Moran 
Professional Employment 
Data Products Group 
3145 Porter Drive 
Palo Alto, California 94304 

SYSTEMS INSTALLATION 

These opportunities are in the following four specialties: 

Pre-Installation: The installation of all standard software 
on computer systems during the hardware check-out phase 
is a major responsibility, as well as preparing the software 
systems for shipment with the hardware. A BS degree in 
Math, Physics or Engineering with 1 to 5 years computer 
experience is desired. Applicants for these positions should 
have experience with hardware systems and assembly lan
guages. Minnesota openings. 

Systems Release: Candidates selected for these positions 
will coordinate the release of all software systems to Con
trol Data installations. They will participate in 'reviewing 
the design of software systems to insure that the techniques 
employed for library preparation and editing are suited to 
library generation in the field. The certification of all sys
tems as releasable is a prime responsibility. Applicants 
selected should have a BS degree in Math, Physics or 
Engineering with 1 to 5 years programming experience. 
Openi:vgs in both Minnesota and California. 

Training: Responsibilities include the development of courses 
for all Control Data hardware and software systems. Con
ducting courses in advance time sharing systems, mass 
storage, I/O systems, and data processing systems will be 
an important function of the positions. A BS degree or 
equivalent and three years programming and training ex
perience is desired. Openings in both Minnesota and 
California. 

Communications: Selected applicants will provide technical 
support for software systems in the field. They will act as 
the marketing interface for all software queries. Software 
quality visits and demonstrations will be performed by 
them. A BS degree or its equivalent a'nd 1 to 3 years related 
experience is desired. Openings in both Minnesota and 
California. 

SYSTEMS EVALUATION 

Responsibilities include the development of quality assur
ance techniques for general purpose computer systems. 
Experience should include the testing of assemblers, moni
tors, and compilers. A BS degree and 1 to 5 years program
ming experience is desired. Openings in both Minnesota 
and California. 

Where success 
creates 

opportuni ties 

An equal opportunity 
employer (M & F) 

CONTROL DATA 
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COMPUTERS 
o AND REDIS

TRICTING 

o 

Some said it represents a 
"giant step along the road 
to equal representation." 
Others feared it will mean 

invidious gerrymandering and political 
isolation for minority groups. Still 
others felt that it was of limited use 
and probably better left undone. 

In each case "it" was the use of 
modern data processing techniques for 
reapportionment and redistricting. The 
source of these and other comments 
was a course on "Computers In Re
districting" sponsored by the American 
Law Institute and the American Bar 
Assn. in October. 

. More than 75 "students"-lawyers, 
computer experts, political scientists, 
mathematicians, ladies from the 
League of Women Voters, physicists, 
legislators and legislative representa
tives, and even a psychologist-at
tended this two-day course in Wash
ington, D.C. The most ihteresting fea
ture of the conference was the wide 
divergence of opinion on a topic which 
is less than two years old. 

In January of 1964 the Supreme 
Court ruled that both houses of state 
legislatures must be filled by legislators 
elected from districts of substantially 
equal population. No state has been 
unaffected and 48 were hit with law 
suits demanding reapportionment. The 
search was on for a method of creat
ing districts which was fast and inex
pensive and most of all nonpartisan, 
or at least bipartisan. 

In Connecticut, legislators were un
able to adopt a redistricting plan satis
factory to both parties. The federal 
court then appointed Dr. Morris Davis, 
director of the Yale Computing Cen
ter, as a special master to produce 
some computer-generated districting 
plans. Faced with this prospect, the 
legislators compromised their differ
ences and passed an acceptable bill. 
Dr. Davis added that the computer's 
plans were not much better than the 
one which came out of the smoke
filled room. 

William Boyd of the National 
Municipal League explained that the 
average legislator is . more interested 
in preserving his seat than in fair rep
resentation. For this reason many of 
them both fear and oppose computer 
redistricting which, no matter how 
fair and impartial, often redistricts 

December 1965 

Senators right out of their seats. On 
the other hand, more than a dozen 
legislatures had representatives at the 
course to . learn how computer tech
niques can help them solve their reap
portionment problems. 

One speaker reported that at least 
one major party in California likes 
computers. It is now using them to 
redistrict the state in such a way that 
a maximum number of districts "safe" 
for that party are produced. He ex
plained that his program could also 
be used to redistrict on the basis of 
race or religion if desired. This raised 
cries of "foul" and possible unconsti
tutionality from some members. 

Several of the speakers indicated 
that computers were being overrated 
in this area. Some seemed to feel that 
the machines could never master the 
many political factors which go into 
districting. Others said that the prob
lems were not difficult enough to re
quire computer intervention. 

A large portion of the cOhference 
was spent discussing several programs 
which have been developed to re
district a state in accordance with the 
Supreme Court's "one man, one vote" 
mandate. Some programs were re
portedly "nonpartisan" while others 
could accommodate several partisan 
political factors. Some were determi
nant while others produced results 
which depended either on hand-picked 
starting points or the particular orien
tation of the state. 

There was general agreement that 
electoral districts should be as com
pact as possible but computer experts 
differed as to the best measure of com
pactness. Contiguity, another general 
requirement, also gave some trduble. 
Lawyers and computer men both were 
unsure whether a bridge over a river 
made a district "contiguous." 

Programs were not the only re
districting problems. Part of the 
trouble was laid at the door of the 
Census Bureau, which provides the 
raw data. According to one Texas rep
resentative, their enumeration districts 
usually "extend from an unmarked 
drainage ditch to a nonexistent street." 

The role of computers in this area 
is not confined to redistricting. Two 
speakers noted their use in analyzing 
such electoral plans as weighted vot
ing and the use of multi-member dis
tricts. Another possible use is to simu
late the effect of elections under 
proposed redistricting plans. 

The best quote of the meeting was 
that of a rural state senator who re
marked: "Hell, it's like being a manual 
laborer about to be put out of work 
by automation." 

-JOHN F. BANZHAF III 

Ultra high speed 
Monroe DATAL06® 
Me 4000 Printer 
delivers 

6000 lines 
per minutel 

That's 100 lines per second, synchro
nous or any speed less than 100 lines 
per second that your application might 
require. The MC 4000 is truly synchro
nous or asynchronous. 

A non-impact printer. Completely 
silent. Absolute reliability. 

It's available in a numeric model (15 
characters in each column) or in an 
alphanu meric model (43 to 64 characters 
in each column). Both models are 32 
columns wide and have the same 6000 
lines per minute printing speed. 

Look at these MC 4000 features: Char
acter serial input, bit parallel. Data 
transfer time of 50 microseconds (no 
buffers required). Only two moving parts 
-the paper feed steppIng motor and the 
fan. Compact: 10X/I high, 10%/1 wide. 
Rack mount available. All solid state with 
cathode ray tube through fiber optics. 

Any41ine codeforthe numeric model; 
any 6 line code for the alphanumeric 
model. Any logic level. 

Price; just $5650forthe numeric, $5850 
for the alphanumeric model. 

Reliable. Silent. Ultra high speed, 
Synchronous or asynchronous. 

And, like all Monroe DATALOG print
ers, the MC4000 is covered by a full year's 
warranty with on-site maintenance. 

For additional information, specification 
sheets or a demonstration, write 0; call 
Monroe DATALOG Division of Litton 
Industries, 343 Sansome, San Francisco. 
(415) 397-2813. 

MONROE DATA LOG rn 
A DIVISION OF LITTON INDUSTRIES 
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TOTAL 
EDP SYSTEMS 

Continued expansion of the EDP 
effort of the Na~ional Cash Register 
Company in the United States has created 
outstanding opportunities for individuals 
with professional experience in commercial 
EDP systems. Due to the nature of 
the EDP industry, there is a 
strong. requirement for people with 
flexibility in their planning, but firmness 
in their objectives. Key positions for your 
consideration are listed below. 

PROGRAMMING RESEARCH The desired 
background would be a college education 
plus two years or more of programming 
experience with magnetic tape and 
random-access systems. Challenging 
opportunities exist in new and diverse 
problem areas in commercial applications. 
Primary assignments would be in 
Dayton, Ohio; however, willingness to 
travel and relocate is necessary. 

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS CUSTOMER 
REPRESENTATIVE General requirements 
are two years or more experience In 
programming with related systems 
analysis in commercial applications 
involving medium-to-Iatge scale magnetic 
tape and random-access systems. 
Openings are in various parts of the 
United States. After an initial period of 
orientation, every attempt will be made to 
assign individuals to the 
general region of their preference. 

This is the time to investigate 
these opportunities. Each reply will be 
promplyacknowledged. 

Please address inquiries to: 

Mr. Thoinas F. Wade 
EXlecutive and Professional Placement 
The Nat~onal Cash Register Company 
Main & K Streets' 
Dayton, Ohio 45409 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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PROCESS CONTROL 
BY 

COMPUTER 
.. AlumiriumCompany ef Canada, Limited has vacancies 
at Arvida Werks fer eperatiens analysts to. undertake 
studies and develep syst~ms for en-line centrol ef 
precesses as well as other related technical systems 
prejects. The epenings previde challenge and epper
tunity fer advancement in the rapidly expanding sys
tems eperatiens at varieus lecatiens within eur diverse 
eperatiens. 

Applicants sheuld be graduates in Heneurs Mathe
matics, Physics er Engineering and have at least tw~ 
years ef experience with cemputer eriented systems. 
They sheuld be in the 25 to. 35 year age range and 

. have a desire, ability and interest to. accept the 
challenge ef increased respensibility in the systems 
field. 

PI~ase apply in writing to: A:hlll 
Alum',lnum Company of Canada, Limited" , III 
Staff Personnel Division, II It 
P. O. Box 6090,. ,_,,-
Montreal 3, Quebec. ALCAN 

WHAT IS YOUR TRUE WORTH? 

FREE Data Processing 
Opportunities Bulletin 

Every month, in the privacy of your own home, you 
can evaluate, the nation's finest openings in the data 
processing field. Cadillac, the nation's largest execu
tive and professional placement service, represents the 
majority of the nation's top companies. Their best jobs 
at salaries from. $6,000 to $75,000 appear in our 
monthly Data Processing Opportunities Bulletin. 

Our placements show that the average data process
ing man is worth 10% to 20% more than his present 
income. The Bulletin helps you evaluate yourself in· 
today's market. Both the Bulletin and our confidential 
placement service are free. Client companies pay all 
costs. 

For your free Bulletin, without any obligation circle 
Subscriber Service Card No. 112. Please use home 
address only. 

LON D. BARTON, President 

Cadillac Associates, Inc. * 
29 E. Madison Bldg. Chicago, III. 60602 

Financial 6-9400 ' 

... "Where More Executives Find Their Positions Than Any
where Else in the World." 

In Los Angeles-Lon Barton Associates, 3275 Wilshire Blvd. 
In San Francisco-Lon Barton Associates, 120 Montgomery st. 
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GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
COMPUTER-ORIENTED SPECIALISTS 

WITH TRW SYSTEMS 
in Los Angeles and Houston 

GROWTH has been the by-word of TRW Systems (formerly TRW Spa.ce Technology Laboratories - STL) 
since its founding over a decade ago. Having established standards of TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE. in aero
space and related fields. TRW has new and important OPPORTUNITIES for computer-oriented, specialists. 

AT TRW Systems in Redondo Beach, California and in Houston, Texas, specialists in scientific and busi
ness programing are invitEld to join our staff in advancing the application of computer technology to 
underwater defense systems, Gemini and Apollo mission planning and analysis, advanced ballistic mis
sile studies, advanced space probes, Mars studies and' space communications systems. 

Vitally involved in the nation's major space programs, TRW Systems provides its personnel in scientific 
and pusiness programing with two IBM 7094 systems. Installation of an advanced GE 635 system is 
scheduled for 1966. ' 

We urge you to investigate these ground-floor opportunities NOW! 

Computer Software Project Engirleers 

Background should include technical or business 
degree, scientific or information systems programing, 
leadership experience, and ability to direct the devel
opment of complex software projects. 

Computer Programing Engineers 

Requires technical degree and experience in analysis, 
programing and debugging of computer solutions of 
advanced engineering problems encountered in space 
and undersea research. 

Scientific Programers 

Experience in programing high speed digital com
puters. Will assist in solution of problems arising in 
mis~i1e and space vehicle engineering, with responsi
bility for analysis, programing and debugging of com
puter solutions. Requires BS or MS in Math, Physics 
or Engineering. . 

Test Evaluation Programers 

BS or advanced degree in Math or the Physical 
Sciences, with programing experience on high speed 
digital computers, and experience with scientific test 
data. Responsibilities will include mathematical and 
computational aspects of physical problems, and the 
formulation and programing of test evaluation com
puter problems, employing data obtained from various 
test facilities and systems, including flight test 
telemetry. 

Real·Time Programers 

Software development for small or medium-size digital 
computers on real-time or near real-time applications. 

. Prefer' experience with real-time for handling instru
mentation or telemetry data~ BS in Engineering or Math 
preferred. 

Systems Programers 

Experienced in development and/or modification of 
control programs, i.e., supervisors, monitors, loaders, 
etc., for large-scale computing systems. Background 
in multiprocessors and multiprograming very desirable 
but not required. 

Data Management Systems Programers 

Design, develop and implement computer-supported 
management information/data processing systems for 
engineering data management, computer center admin
istration, aerospace project management and govern· 
ment. BS/BA degree and two years' experience on 
large-scale computers required. 

• 
Please submit resume to G, O. Deshler, TRW Professional 
Placement, Dept. 0-12, One Space Park, Redondo Beach, 
California 90278. TRW is an equal opportunity employer. 

TRWSYSTEM$ 
ONE SPACE PARK, REDONDO, BEACH, CALIFORNIA 

Formerly TRW Space Technology Laboratories - STL 
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Careers • In 

,Computer Maintenance 
You are invited to explore the career opportunities in digital 
computer maintenance with Control Data Corporation.' 

COMPUTER MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS 
The acceptance of the Control Data 6000 series computer systems 
has. created unusual opportunities for computer maintenance en' 
gineers in nationwide locations. 

These positions offer challenging assignments with the largest, 
fastest, and most capable computers ever built. Solid state com
puter experience is required. Degree not required. 

COMPUTER MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS 
If you have civilian or military electronics training and experience 
in computers, radar, microwave or related fields, you may qualify 
for Control Data's Computer Maintenance Program. 

You will be paid a full salary while receiving up to nine months of 
intensive training in computer theory, logic and troubleshooting. 

Computer Maintenance Technicians, upon completion of training, 
will then be assigned to one of our permanent locations and be 
respon~ible for the maintenance of a complete solid state computer 
system. 

Rush resume and salary requirements to: 

G. 0: Aigren 
Customer Engineering Personnel 

8100 34th 'Avenue South 

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440 

Where success creates opportunities 

CONTROL DATA 
CORPORATION 

An equal opportunity employer (M & F) 
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FREE 
Basic Research 

Command and Control 

Communications 

Operations Research 

War Gaming 

Transportation 

Software Development 

\liagnostic Programming 

Ballistics 

Logistics 

Simulation 

Information Storage 
and Retrieval . 

Character Recognition 

-a comprehensive digest of scientific and 
engineering DATA PROCESSING opportunities 
for our client organizations from coast to 
coast. These opportunities include such 
areas as: 

As specialists ,in the scientific and engineer
ing field, EDP is able to provide the widest 
possible selection of career positions. Each 
allows the individual to make significant 
contributions to applications that will chal
lenge his best efforts, in a scienific atmos
phere, at a salary in keeping with technical 
competence. 

Please write for FREE Digest of 
Scientific openings. 

r ~==-~-=-_-=~~~=--=--=-=-==.: I NAME 

I HOiViE-Ar56ifESS--------~,---1 
I clfY;sTATE------------~·---· I 
I Please check field of interest: I 
I COMMERCIAL --- I 
I SCIENTIFIC & 

ENGINEERING --- I 1 __________ , _____ _ 

For immediate consideration, write in confidence outlining your 
experience, education, career objectives, and compensation 
requirements to: 

<> David N. Grimes 

edp personnel, inc. 
"exclusively data processing" 

100 S. Wacker Drive ' Suite 212 
'Chicago, III. 60606 Ph. (312) 782-0857 

CLIENT COMPANIES ASSUME OUR CHARGES 
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leat ad. ~«LuaU. Heed a pIuIoJ.o.r:z1uI, 40. do. co.mpanied. need a~. 1f/.tV/. 4oHIe, 

it u to. k a r;iani co.¥~n. (!)Uuvu pM~ to. /o1Jow. ~~. 'lInIf»t~, a ~ Iuute 
no. pluloUJ.p/uJ and rUuJt UJdh ~ tide. 

(!)U4 pIuLoUJ.pIe'l at ecunpute4 ~d&J.c«ded. U to. &.pecl~ ,If, UJ.~ ~, to. ~id 
o.iVI. 1J.a/e 0./ fj'tOudJe, and to. accept 0.n4 f1MjecU wiucle ~ acLoanced IJ.~ and 
deQelopment. We kl;,eQe oulJ. dall UttUtld k co.mpo.4ed 0./ plJ,ojeUio.nal4 dedicated to. .. lee 
plJ,~mm'lUf k/,enced.. We aUo. kkeQe th.e'l dJeo.uU uJo.lJ,b, Ut. an a~ aimo~e /;uze 0./ 
tJII,r;~OH,Q,/, lJ.edilJ.icUo.H4. 

JI IfO"'1- plultuople'l i4 4lHUiah. to. tUt'J,d" 'UJ.e bwde 'fO" to. cOHiact "do 40. tIt.ai w.e fflaII meet 
pelJ,d.ona"" to. dUcuu, Ut. co.mplete co.nJidence, CUIJ/I.en/ o.ppo.lJ,~e4 at eo.m,puielJ. 
~44o.cided.. 

AssociATES, Inc. / Lakeside Office Park • Wakefield, Massachusetts 01880 

An equal opportunity employer. 
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F,REE! ! 
career 

opportunities 

bulletin 
A complete and comprehensive listing of 
outstanding positions at salaries from 
$6,000 to $30,000 with National Com
panies. 

Our professional staff combines cus
tomized service with technical know-how 
to insure for you maximum career de
velopment in the following areas: 

• Software Development 
For large systems, data communications 
and display, multi-programming, total 
information handling, real-time man
agement information, mass random 
access systems in the development of 
Compilers; Utility Systems; Real Time 
Systems; Assemblers; Random Access 
Systems; Emulators; Operating Systems. 
Immediate openings now exist at all '. 
levels. • 

• • Technical Representatives : 
Systems or Programming Support to • 
Sales. Creative and interesting assign- • 
ments in third generation technology, • 
numerous avenues for advancement. .• 
Openings throughout the U. S. 

• Marketing/Sales 
Computers, or Systems involving Total 
Systems Concepts, including Real-Time 
and Advanced Communications. Ad
vancement Opportunities. Openings 
throughout the U.S. 

Urgent Requirement 

• MANAGER. 
DISC OPERATING 

SYSTEM 

Major East Coast Company 
to $20,000 

Other Needs In: 

• LOGIC DESIGN 
• CIRCUIT DESIGN' 
• SYSTEMS DESIGN 
• COMMUNICATIONS 
• HARDWARE. DEVELOPMENT 
• ALL DISCIPLINES 

No charge to you for our custom service. 
Employers pay our fee. ,Expedite your de
velopment by sending resume in confidence 
with present salary & geographic prefer
ence to: 

La Salle Associates 

t 
2136 locust Street 

Philadelphia Penna. 19103 

For your free bulletin without obligation, 
circle subscriber card. Please use home 
address only. ' 
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p eo pie 
IN 
DATAMATION 

• Dr. George MmT has been named 
director, Systems Analysis Group, Re
search and Computation Division, 
Electronics Associates Inc., West Long 
Branch, N. J. . 

• Fritz W. Wanzenberg has been 
named principal, management infor
mation systems, The Diebold Group 
Inc., New York City. 

• Robert M. March, senior systems 
analyst at Cyanamid's Plastics arid 
Resins Div. has been promoted to 
manager, sales service and data proc
essing, Building Products' Div., Cam
bridge, Mass. 

• Edward Buurma has been chosen 
assistant to the president, Computer 
Usage Co., Inc., New York, N.Y. 

.• Jack E. Byk is now manager, data 
processing and systems, Institute for 
Scientific Information, Philadelphia, 
Pa. 

• Dr. Henri Semarne has been ap
pointed senior consultant, computer 
systems of the California State Legis
lature. 

• Anthony C. Medin, former direc
tor, Metropolitan Data Center Proj
ect, has formed a new company, 
Anthony Medin and Associates, sys
tem design and consultants, Tulsa, 
Okla. 

• A. Marshall Cheney, former direc
tor and general manager of Honey
well's EDP Div., Frankfurt, Germany, 
has joined Planning Research Corp., 
Los Angeles, as senior associate, mar
ket research and development. 

• T. M. Butler, former head of the 
engineering group that developed the 
Sensimatic accounting machine, has 
been elected vp-engineering, Bur
roughs Corp., Detroit, Mich. 

,arthur 111.1tttth.',lInt. 
is seeking staff members interested in 

SCIENTIFIC 
COMPUTER 
APPLICATIONS 

IF YOU HAVE 
- A degree (Ph.D. or M.S. preferred) in a 

technical discipline, such as M.E., E.E., 
Math, Physics or Chemistry, etc. 

- Technical interests in developing com
puter systems for scientific and engineer
ing applications. 

- An ability to communicate your ideas ef
fectively to clients and colleagues. 

- A good knowledge of digital computer 
operations - but less than 6 years of ex
perience. 

THEN ADL CAN 
OFFER YOU 
- Participation in the development of tech

nical computer applications in a variety 
of disciplines • 

- Work with computers in important areas 
such as computer aided design, real time, 
graphics, numerical control. 

- An opportunity for achievement and pro
fessional devefopment in a stimulating 
technical consulting organization. 

- All positions are at our Cambridge, Mas
sachusetts offices. 

Arthur D. Little, Inc. is one of the 
oldest and largest organizations spe
cializing in research and consulting for 
industry and government. 

If you are interested in the opportu~i
ties described, please send. your com 
plete resume to: 

Mr_ John Hooven 

Box 232 

Arthur D. Little, Inc., 

Acorn Park 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

,arthur 1ll.1ttttlc,lInt. 
All Equal Opportullity Employer 
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There's 
a beautiful 

problem 
out 

tonight 

You might like our way of looking at the moon. 

It's a different way,because our assignment is to do 
systems engineering for the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration's manned space flight effort. 

Getting to the moon and back is a series of problems 
which not only have to be solved-first of all, they have 
to' be identified, defined, understood. 

Bellcomm has rewarding openings right now for ad
vanced thinkers in such fields as physics, mathematics, 
engineering, chemistry, propulsion, flight mechanics, 
computing and programming, guidance and trajectory 
analysis. 

If you are highly qualifle,d and experienced, your 
resume will be welcomed by Mr. N. W. SmusYI}, Person
nel Director, Bellcomm, Inc., Room 1312-E, 1100 17th St., 
N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036. We are an equal oppor
tunity employer. 

Bellcomm, Inc. 
A Bell System Company 

LET A 
PROFESSIONAL 

HELP YOU 
MAKE 
YOUR 

PROFESSIONAL 
CAREER 

GO 

AND 
,GROWl 

And that's the reason top companies get 
top executives and EDP Specialists 
through Brentwood. Where professionals 
handle professionals. Where you'll talk 
to men who talk your language ... men 
with degrees in engineering, physics, 
personnel practice', Men skilled in match
ing the right man and the right job ... 
in the best interest of both! Let us help 
you put grow-power in your career! Start 
by sending us a resume ... 

Where Professionals 
Place Professionals 

COMPUTER CAREERS 

o Applied Systems 

o Compilers 

o Assemblers 

'0 Automatic Languages 

o Utility 
o Commercial Programming 

o Mathematics Scientific Computation 
& Analysis 
PhD in - Numerical & Mathematic 
Analysis 

o Real Time - Operational 

o Operations Research 

o Systems Design 

o Information Retrieval 

o Diagnostics 

o Digital and Logical Design 

Fees are paid by the companies we serve. 

Write in confidence, or call collect: Mr. 
F. X. Jones (201) MArket 2-0915 

tf [I3W[]~lJW®®@) 
E!3 PERSONNEL ASSOCIATES 

786. BROAD ST. NEWARK, N. J. 
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Library Planning for Automation, edited 
by Allen Kent, Spartan, 1965. 

The development of national "informa
tion networks" appears to be inevitable 
as a means for solving the problems 
raised by .the explosion of literature 
in science and technology. Over the 
years, proposals have proliferated, 
ranging from highly centralized struc
tures patterned after Veniti (the ap
proach of the USSR) to more or less 
decentralized ones. 

Dr. Stafford L. Warren, Dean 
Emeritus of UCLA, in his capacity as 
Special Assistant - to the President 
formulated· an approach to this de
velopment which has probably had 
the most far-reaching effects. His pro
posal was first publicly disclosed at a 
conference held at the University of 
Pittsburgh in June, 1964. This book 
is the report of that conference in gen
eral; it therefore includes, in addition 
to the paper by Dr. Warrim, two other 
papers (one on microphotography, 
given by Samuel B. Freedman, and 
one on the design of university librar
ies, given by Andrew D. Osborn), to
gether with discussions and comments 
concerning some of the issues raised. 
However, without question the signif
icant ·paper is that by Dr. Warren. 

Dr. Warren's proposal for a "Na
tional Science Library System" calls 
for the establishment of a mechanized 
national netWork, with the great na
tional libraries-Library of Congress, 
National Library of Medicine, Na
tional Agricultural Library, etc.-as 
primary resources and with regional 
centers as the points of service. The 
initial emphasis would be restricted 
to the published periodical literature, 
just as is the Medlars service of the 
National Library of Medicine. In fact, 
the fundamental premise of the pro
posal is that the kind of services pro
vided by NLM are a model for a 
systein with expanded scope. This al
ready includes mechanization, and 
the proposal therefore would use the 
Medlars system at NLM as the focal 
.point, expanding it and enlarging it 
as necessary to encompass· the added 
scope of coverage. . 

The proposal involves technical con
siderations in the use of data process
ing technology, intellectual considera
tions in the. handling of indexing and 
service, and political considerations 
in the establishment of a suitable 
mechanism to tie together the diver
sity 6f libraries and scientific groups. 

The proposal does not attempt to 
resolve the many problems in the 
first set of considerations, although it 

December 1965 

strongly implies a decentralized opera
tion, with the national center, in 
Washington, distributing magnetic 
tapes and microforms to the other six 
regional centers. 

For the second set of considerations, 
the intellectual ones, the proposal sug
gests involving the professional socie
ties and journals in development of 
standards for terminology, codes, for
mats, and processes, and in the exe
cution of abstracting and indexing 
services. 

The major emphasis of the proposal, 
however, lies in its approach to the 
political considerations. In fact, it in
cludes a description of specific legisla
tion for definition of an administrative 
structure as part of the Department 
of Health, Education, and yv elfare. 
The organization calls for regional 
centers to carry the bulk of the opera
tion, with the national center in Wash
ington as a focal point. The operation 
would be guided, however, by an 
Advisory Committee on Operations 
consisting of 15 rriembers drawn from 
the major federal libraries and agen
cies concerned and from the pro
fessional societies. The proposal· esti
mates the costs for establishing this 
network at $122 million, over a period 

of three years. Subsequent operating 
expenses are estimated at about $60 
million per year. 

That this would be a controversial 
proposal was evident, and the discus
sion at the conference in response to 
it brought out most of the significant 
issues: the limitation to "published" 
literature, the use of Medlars as the 
technical basis, the philosophy of de
centralized mechanization as such, 
the implication that the proposed sys
tem really could solve the problems 
in scientific literature service, the pos
sible conflict between it and the po
tential automation in the Library of 
Congress, the inherent technical and 
intellectual difficulties, and the prob-
lems of copyright. . 

Still, recognizing all of the problems, 
one crucial point must be emphasized: 
The "Warren Proposal" is primarily 
concerned with organizational issues, 
not technical ones; its emphasis is 
rightly on the problems in creating a 
viable national information network 
from a diversity of interests. The 
choice between the Warren approach 
or some other is therefore not to be 
made on technical grounds, although 
they may be used to justify the choice. 

- ROBERT M. HAYES 
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With Gemini/Apollo experience, 
you could go anywhere in the program, 
ming profession. Because there's no 
real,time programming or analysis 
experience anywhere else that can 
teach you what you'd acquire at 
NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center. 

Here you'd have worked with the· 
world's largest real,time system at one 
location ... developed for a single 
massive problem. You would have 
helped to write the textbook on rent, 
time operations. Your programming 
experience would be heavy in 
problem analysis-as much as 70% 
of it. And most of your skills would 
be transferable to other large,scale 
management and scientific systems. 

The IBM programmers at NASA's 
Manned Spacecraft Center are 
invaluable-not only to IBM, but ro 
the Gemini/Apollo program. 

They've been trained to do every 
programming job there is to do. They 
write cOl.cise programs-fast. Some' 
times they sit at the consoles in 
direct support of NASA Flight 
Controllers. They often work in real, 
time themselves, since their knowl, 
edge of programming detail may be 
called upon to support the system 
during its periods of critical operation. 

\Ve'd like to give you that experience. 
Teach you the real~time applications 
of the fundamentals you already 
know. Have· you help us find the 
answers and write the programming 
texthook of the future. You'll be doing 
the m()~t exciting work open to 
J'ro!.!ral1lmers today. 

Right 11\ lW you need at least· one 
venr's experience, preferably two or 
three, in programming'large,scale 
computL'rs. Experience in simulation, 
operatiolls research, linear program' 
rning or systems analysis is also 
desirable. RelocatiC'n expenses and 
personal benefit programs are 
company,paid. 

Write us a short letter, in longhand 
if you like. Tell us briefly about your 
education and experience. We'll get 
back to you fast-hopefully with an 
invitation to visit us in Houston. 

Write to Mr. W. J. Baier, Dept. 690M, 
IBM Corporation, 16915 El Camino 
Real, Houston, Texas 77058. IBM .. 
is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 

IBM 

Programmers: 
how'd you like to have 

this on your 
professional record? 

\ ......... ' 
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(Continued from page 19) 

SPEAR INC.'S 
LAB LINC GROWS 

RUMORS AND 
RAW RAN150M DATA 

December 1965 

Spear Inc., 12-man Massachusetts firm that put all 
its dough into building a commercial i.c. version 
of the MIT Linc biomedical computer, is now readying 
to make itself and the system bigger. SI's Micro~ 
Linc II will have a faster cycle time (2 usec) 
and more memory (32K in 2K modules) than mod I 
(8 usec, 2K memory). T~e basic II, to be ready for 
delivery in March '66, will go for under $50K and 
include a passel of peripherals and software. A 
whole lib~ary of biomed programs are in public 
domai~, as 12 units were built at MIT for giveaways 
to the field under NIH and NASA research grants. 

Spear figures a 300-unit market for'the 
laboratory system in fields like medicine, seismology, 
and oceanography, but the firm will also do research 
and provide processing services with it. 

Latest university to go IBM is Penn State, which 
will get a 360/75 in April, paving the way for a 
plain old 67 late in '66. The system will include 
512K-byte core, Datacell, four or fi"e 2311's, 
tapes, transmission gear and probably bulk core, 
with terminals "later." The 67 ,as chosen over a 
GE 645; The 67M was shot down because of 
incompatibility with the standard 360 operating 
system to be used on the interim 75. Meanwhile, 
aided by a megabuck grant from NSF, Texas U. is 
trying to decide between 360/75 and a 6600. 

The University of Illinois is slated for a 4.66-year 
contract from ARPA, through Rome Air Development 
Center, to study and design a parallel processing' 
computer. An industrial firm will be picked later 
to help design and build the system •••• Two ex-CUC 
men, Marvin Kashan and Anthony Penta, are just 
starting a new software house in NYC, Cbmputer 
Progress Inc.; merchandising will be a specialty •••• 
Another new programming/consulting house is Information 
Management, Inc. Heading the S. F. firm are Dan 
Haagens and John Gilbert, ex-CEIR men and independent 
consultants. Stan Naftaly is in charge of marketing • 
••• Col. Edward McCloy, head of the AF's EDP 
Equipment Office, r~tires for a job in industry 
Dec. 31, but there's no word yet on who fills his 
spot in the crack procurement group •••• California 
has just appointed Bob Smith, formerly of Motorola, 

'as Chief, Systems Analysis for the Dept. of General 
Services. Smith heads a staff of 35 serving as edp 
and management consultants to state agencies, will 
have final approval of all state edp and 
communications contracts. The state now spends 
some $4-5 million on edp gear annually •••• CSC has 
won a contract to develop some large-scale 360 
software •••• Dashew, which went into voluntary 
bankruptcy last August, may be making a comeback, 
with $250K in orders on the books, 'and another 
$500K almost locked up. Sam Greene is the new vp 
and general manager •••• Bud Feely, Martin Denver, 
has been elected president of the newly established 
GE 600 series user group. 
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Address all replies to box number advertise· 
ments as follows: 

Box •.••....••••.• 

DATAMATION 

F. D. Thompson Publications, Inc. 
141 East 44th St. . 
New York, N. Y. 10017 
Classified Advertising 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

ROBERT L. PATRICK 

COMPUTER SPECIAUST 

9935 DONNA 213·349·2225 

NPRTHRIDGE, CALIFORNIA 

USED EQUIPMENT 

.lueTIN A. PERI-MAN 
" .... ID.NT 

THE LAMELLAR CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

,Oft SWARTHMORE AVENUe: 

PACIFIC PALISADES, CALIFORNIA 8027a 

TELEPHONE (ats) 4154-724. 

USED EQUIPMENT 

COMPUTER 

education and experience. Submit resume to: Mr. 
Bernard l. Terrill, Iowa Technical Education Cen· 
ter, Computer Maintenance Division, Municipal Air· 
port, Ottumwa, Iowa 52501. Telephone: 515·682·8351 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS, INC. 
Is a company located in the midwesf to serve the 
scientific and engineering needs of the midwest. 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS, INC. 
5455 University Chicago PLaza 2·6666 

DRTRMRTIDN 

HIGH PRICES PAID FOR USED I.B.M. DATA PROCES· 
SING MACHINES: Sorters, verifiers, collators com· 
puters, tape drives, key punches, reproducers,' Inter· 
preters, accounting machines. Advise exact model 
and serial numbers and we will quote prices by reo 
turl'! mail. Phone: 212·0Regon 9·6535. l. A. PEARL 
CO., 891 SECOND AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017. 

B~1R.ROUGHS 220 COMPUTER SYST~M. Good condition. 
Listing of components and other particulars avail· 
able on request. Michigan Tech, Houghton, Michigan 
49931. Phone: 906·482·1600 Ext. 221. 

PROFESSIO~A!- SERVICES 

Classified Advertising 

The classified section Is open for the following 
advertising categories: Used equipment; posi· 
tions wanted; help wanted, educational institu· 
tions; maintenance services; professional cardS; 
hobby products; business opportunities and ed. 
ucational courses. Rates are based on· total 
number of insertions used within each contract 

PI~ase Contact Us Before Returning 
LEASED KEY PUNCHES TO IBM CORP DIGITAL COMPUTER TECHNICIAN INSTRUCTORS: For 

year. . 

This may mean $$$$ To You And Your Company the Computer Technology School established under 
- ALSO - the Federal Manpower Development and Training For further information please contact: DATA· 

MATION Magazine, Classified Advertising Dept., 
Contact Us On Your Purchased Machines Ac~. Must have three years experience in Computer 

I.O.A. Malnte.nance or EAM experience to qualify. Equip· ~1~.~~s~.~1~~. Street New York, N. Y. 10017-
383 Lafayette St., New York City ment Includes Burroughs B280, Control Data 160/ 

Call'collect (212) 673·9300 160A Magnetic Tape Systems and full complement 
__________________ of IBM tab equipment. Salary commensurate with 

NEW 
PROGRAMMER CARD 
PUNCH·' 
SAVES TIME 

WRIGHT PUNCH MODEL 2600 

• Precision desk.top model simple to use. 

• Lets you make computer corrections 
on the spot. 

• Handles 80·column·and·shorter cards. 

• Does not duplicate or print. 

• Only $159 for accurate recording. 

SEND NOW FOR COMPLETE DETAILS 

PROGRAMMERS • ~ ~ 

ANALYSTS.· • . 
ENGINEERS •.. 

Our free booklet ... 

. , "COMPUTER OPPORTUNITY GUIDE" 

lists current positions open to professional com
puter personnel. All positions are given by 
geographic areas with complete salary ranges. 

Client companies assume all expenses . . . 
hence the quick, personalized, completely con
fidential service of our experienced staff is 
available to you at no cost. 

Our contacts are nationwide ... our listings 
extensive. Send resume or circle number 92 on 
reader service card for your free copy. Please 
use home address. 

w~ * ALPHA ASSOCIATES I ~o~~;"?c~,N~;st~~~s~ULTANTS 
DATA PROCESSING ACCESSORIES 

170 GOLD STAR BOULEVARD. WORCESTER. MASS. 01606 

A division of Barry Wright Corporation @ 
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.....;;.... Philadelphia 7, Penna. 

I BRANCH OFFICE: 25·27 Chestnut St. 
Haddonfield, N. J. 

Member: IEEE; Assoc. for Computer Machinery 
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NCR 
ElECTRONICS o ADVANCED PRODUCT 

DIVISION 
PLANNING SPECIALISTS 
o ADVANCED 

. MECHANISMS SPECIALIST· 

HAS HIG 0 MAGNETIC RECORDING 
SPECIALISTS 
o ADVANCED MEMORY-. PLANS FOR RESEARCH SPECIALISTS o ADVANCED 

1800 You can go on w. aiting for your digital systems future to come SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS 
- or you can join NCR Electronics Division. At NCR, the key 0 ELECTRONIC 

• word is now. Advanced hardware on the drawing board, on PRODUCT ENGINEERING . HOW the production line and on the market tells you that NCR 0 PACKAGING 
means real-time opportunity, Look into NCR Electronics Divi- 0 BUSINESS PROGRAMMING 
sion and you'll see accomplishment-like the NCR 315 RMC 0 SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING 

AU OUT Rod Memory Computer with the all thin-film main memory. 0 DESIGN AUTOMATION 
You'll see business automation being' created for more than PROGRAMMI NG 

YOU 
120 countries. And you'll see a chance to combine a good liv- 0 SYSTEMS FORMULATION 
ing with the good Southern California life. Investigate these 0 LOGIC DESIGN 
opportunities now and make it a, happy new ye~r. 0 POWER SUPPLY DESIGN' 

7 The NarNasr eel Clil g ~E~~H:~~i~ESE~iSIGN 
• . AND TEST TECHNICIANS 

ARRANGE NOW FOR AN 
, ELECTRONICS DIVISION INTERVIEW IN YOUR AREA 

2806 W. EI Segundo Blvd., Hawthorne, California C f'd t' I 't' 'II 
Telephone: Area Code 213-757-5111 . on 1 en la !n er~lews WI 

. be held soon In varrous parts 
An equal-opportunity employer of the country, Openings 

above are in Los Angeles. 
Additional openings in Day
ton, Ohio, for mechanical, 
electrical and chemical engi
neers, physicists, chemists 
(MS or PhD level). Send 

CIRCLE 104 ON READER CARD resume immediately to Bill 
Holloway, Technical Place
ment, or call collect. 
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SCIENTIFIC 
PROGRAMMERS 
These openings for Senior Programmers and Programmers are for 
real time, data reduction applications associated with range op
erations in support ~f the Gemini and Apollo space programs at 
the John F. Kennedy Space Center in Florida. 

DUTIES WILL INVOLVE,: 

(l) The conversion of generalized flow charts into detailed flow 
charts of operational sequences and subsequently into completely 
detailed machine instructional steps coded into.a language acceptable 
to a digital computer. (2) The development of test data and routines 
to verify the completeness and adequacy of computer programs. 
(3) The necessary documentation of programs to include abstract, 
input/output formats, flow charts and necessary operating instruc
tions. 

Requirements include a degree in Mathematics and/or related fields 
with a minimum of 2 years of progressive experience on large- scale 
computer systems. Experience desired in writing programs involving 
digitized telemetered data and/or other "Real Time" systems. Ex
perience in symbolic and FORTRAN languages required. 

For interview, please forward your resume to Mr. H. B. Arnold, 
Federal Electric Corporation, 8660 Astronaut Blvd., Cape Canaveral, 
Florida. 

FEDERAL ELECTRIC 
CORPORATION 

An Equal Opportunity Employer (M&F) 

• 

• 

PROGRAMMERS & S YSTEMS ANALYSTS 
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IMMEDIATE OPENINGS 
1------------------,-------------------------------------1 
I GERMANY I 412L System --:- ,various. locations throughou~ West I 
1 I Germany provIdmg mamtenance programmmg on 1 I ,I command and control systems. I 
1-----------------,·_------------------------------------I 
1 I 1 
1 PHILADELPHIA I Suburban location, Willow Grove, Pa. Development 1 I 1 of overseas AUTODIN programs. Later assignment I 
1 : available throughout Europe, etc. 1 

1-----------------1--------------------------------------{ 
I BOSTON : Severa~ positions, Lexington, M.ass. in scientific pro- I 
1 I grammmg and systems analYSIS for command and 1 
1 I control air defense, missile re-entry, etc. 1 
1 , I 1 1------------------]'-------------------------------------·1 
I I Development and maintenance' of programs involv- 1 
1 OKLAHOMA CITY I ing communications switching for air weather in- 1 I I formation. I L _________________ ~ ___________________________________ ~_J 

In general, we are seeking persons with 2-3 years' applicable experience. 
Degree is desirable and in several instances, mandatory. Some qualifying 

experience areas are: 
REAL TIME I COMMAND & CONTROL I COMMUNICATIONS 
SWITCHING I OPTICAL-RADAR DATA REDUCTION I SAGE I 
BUIC I SPADATS I AUTODIN I PLAN 55 I DCA I DECCO, Etc. 

Excellent Benefits Program. - Send Resume to Dept. 801-TH 

PHILCO TECHREP 
DIVISION 

ASUBSIDIARYOF~~?!I~ 
P.o. BOX 10 FT. WASHINGTON, PA. 19034 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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COMPUTER 
ENGINEER 

An interesting opportunity for 
an Engineer with computer and 
and systems design experience 
in both the hardware and soft
ware areas to assume complete 
responsfbility for a complex 
digital system including a large 
computer and special peripheral 
equipment. Candidates should 
be capable of: 

· .. Generating system specifica
tions and evaluating hard
ware proposals for complf
cated digital systems. 

· .. Specifying the software re
quirements for a compli
cated display system. 

· .. Directing the efforts of pro~ 
grammers in implementing 
the system. 

· .. Performing system evalua
tion by simulation on a large 
general purpose computer. 

Interested persons should furnish a 

complete resume including salary 

requirements to: 

PERSONNEL MANAGER 

BROOKHAVEN, 
NATIONAL LABORATORY 

ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES, INC. 
UPTON, L.I., N.V. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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EVERETT KELLEY ASSOCIATES 

CONSULTANTS TO THE COMPUTER IN~USTRY 

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BUILDING 

121 SOUTH BROAD STREET 

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. 1 '51107 

SUITES 1300-1310 215-KI-6-S24C 

It's time for review - and it's time 'for shaping your 1966 profes
sional career plans - we t d like to talk with you about your future -
our clients retain us to match important positions with qualified 
men at all levels - Junior, Senior and Management. If you have 
interest and experience in any of the following disciplines, let's 
discuss the fullest use of your professional potential u ••• 

· Scientific Programming 
· Digital or Logic Design 
· Real Time Systems 
· Circuit Design 
• Software Development 
· Commercial Programming 
· Operations Research 
• Mathematics 
· Applied Sysfenls 
· Development Engineering 
· Systems Design 
· Communications 

Starting salaries range to $25,000, according to your experience 
level; all fees and expenses are' assumed by our client companies. 
Please forward your resume in strict confidence, including 
salary and geographic preferen'ce, directly to Mr. R. L. 

Keilholtz or Mr. Donald Wayne. ~tffM 

j?): -c: 
I ~I :t<,? ir /tI'tIIAeJ rvt IJ 

It! t#t~. ;I/tili.y SJd#1 
. i7'tJf'1f 

EVERETT KELLEY 
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ro rilmmoro 
Aoroapoco III Sogundo, Colilornio nooda Progrommora 

Sciuntific Applicaliona 
Programmura 

The full range of research and engineering 
problems in missile and space applica
tions is encoun.tered by Aerospace 
scientific programmers. Opportunities for 

creativity and responsibility are unlimited. The imagination and abilities of 
these programmers continually press forward the state of computing tech
nology. Experienced programmers with B.S. degrees in math or engineering are 
needed now to accept the challenge of maximizing the impact of computation 
on the effectiveness of space science. 

S'yaluma . 
Programmura 

Ma i ntai n i ng su perior computationa I 
resources in this environment is vital. 
Early replacement of Aerospace's 7040/-
7094 directly coupled systems by large 

scale 360 systems opens new positions in development and support of pro
grammingand operating systems, hardware/software planning, training, and 
documentation. Experienced systems programmers with a B.S. in math or 
engineering will find challenge and responsibility in these positions. 

Unuaual 
Opporlunity 

The mission of Aerospace/EI Segundo is work
ing with the Air Force to PLAN the general 
nature of future military space systems, GUIDE 
industry in fulfilling these plans, and PROBE 

experimentally and analytically certain aspects of state-of-the-art problems 
and operations. Support of this mission creates an unusual opportunity for 
members of the Computation Center in the breadth of application of their 
abilities. 

10 Apply Please write to C. D. Crabdree, Box 95081, Los 
Angeles, California, 90045 or phone 648-5803. An 
Equal Opportunity Employer. 

@ AEROSPACE CORPORATION 

CIRCLE 110 ON READER CARD 

computer 
careers 

Should you base your career on 
just one interview? Make your 
choice from among several career 
positions! 

EUROPEAN and 

NATIONWIDE CHOICE 
N.Y., N.J., NEW ENGLAND, WASHING
TON, D.C., PHILA., MINNESOTA, 
TEXAS, HUNTSVILLE, FLORIDA, ARI
ZONA, CALIFORNIA AND OTHERS 

Contact us if you have some experience 
or interest in any of the following: 

o Scientific Computation - Data 
Reduction or Numerical Analysis
Unusual Outerspace/ Lunar and Ad
vanced Programs 

o Software Development - Lan
guages, Compilers, Assemblers, 
Monitors or Sub-Routines 

o Real Time Systems-Message, 
On Line, Process Control 

o Systems-Planning, Design, 
Analysis of State of the Art Massive 
Data Handling of I,R. Systems 

o Technical Representatives
Programming and Systems support 
to Sales 

o Digital or Logical Design 

o Management Sciences 
o Sales and Marketing-
Unique opportunities exist in the 
$9000-25,000 class for Managers & 
Seniors and Men who can accept 
management responsibility and pro
fessional growth 

Special Assignments 

MESSAGE SWITCHING 
REALTIME 

Managers & Seniors 
United States & Overseas 

to $21,000 

Write in confidence, including pres
ent salary, acceptable locations or 
call (Collect) Mr. Nellissen (Area 
Code 212) PLaza 9-1720 

a n 
aLBeRT. neLLIssen. Inc. 

Leading Consultants to Management 
in the Data Processing Field 

510 MADISON AVENUE. N.Y .• N.Y. 10022 
CIRCLE 109 ON READER CARD 
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CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITIES 
Expanding major oil company in Midwest commencing 

intensive Corporate Systems - Operations Research effort. 
Organization reports directly to President providing overall 
guidance and support of top management. Projects planned 
will challenge' the imagination' and abilities of highly qualified 
persons with heavy experience in the following positions: 
SYSTEMS ANALYSTS - Project managers with solid, com

puter-based systems definition, design and implementation 
experience. We seek individuals who can capitalize on 
advanced computer systems concepts as applied to corpo
rate information systems. Background preferred in random 
access, communications and remote inquiry techniques. 

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS - Heavy experience in COBOL re
quired. Familiarity with other compiler languages also 
desirable. Ability to provide guidance to entire commercial 
programming staff in areas of: (1) Conversion to IBM 
System/360, (2) New project development utilizing advanced 
computer techniques. Degree preferred. 

OPERATIONS RESEARCH ANALYSTS - Project managers for 
development of management decision-making tools to assist 
corporate management in strategic and tactical decisions. 
Applications cover the entire range of integrated oil com
pany functions from exploration through marketing. Medium 
to heavy experience nece~sary with educational background 
in applied mathematics, engineering, physical science, or 
business with quantitative options. Advanced degree pre
ferred. 

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMERS - Experience in the applica
tion of large, tape and disc-oriented computer systems to 
technical problems. Requires ability to interpret needs of 
corporate engineering and scientific personnel in utilization 
of IBM System/360. Familiarity with mathematical pro
gramming systems (including LP, decomposition and 
dynamic programming) is desirable. Degree required. 

Reply to: Manager, Employee Relations Dept. 

SUNRAY DX OIL COMPANY 
BOX 2039 TULSA, OKLAHOMA 74102 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Engineers 
Chemists 
Physicists 

CIRCLE 114 ON READER CARD 

Continued expansion in the Applied Mathematics Division of 
the Esso Engineering Center at Florham Park, New Jersey 
has created unusual opportunities for individual growth in a 
dynamic, professional environment in the computer field. 
Opportunities exist in the following areas: 

Engineering Applications 
Define and develop large computer programs for the IBM 360 
in the area of process simulation and design and pricing of 
refinery plant equipment. Programming experience Is desir
able but not essential. BS or MS degree in engineering with 
strong math background required. 

Scientific Systems 
Modify and improve 7094 monitor system and consult with 
open shop users in the use of IBSYS, Fortran, and other sys- . 
tems. Opportunities for assignments also exist in multi-pro
gramming, remote-computing, and other advanced techniques 
on the IBM 360. BS or MS degree in science or engineering 
with at least two years experience with large-scale computers 
required, IBSYS expedence preferred. 

Applicants should h;we graduated with good scholastic rec
ords. Please send resume in confidence to Mr. R. D. Niebler, 
Dept. 304:' . 

9 ESSO RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING COMPANY 
P.o. Box 175, Linden, N.J. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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December 1965 

Let's admit from the start that we're idealistic, opti
mistic, endowed with hope. That's the prevailing 
spirit in this new division of RCA. We think we 
can hire the best in the I industry, a .... 

Chief Programmer 
for the 

RCA Graphic Systems 
Division 

Requirements? They're tough to meet: 

• Ten years' or more experience in data 
processing. 

• Solid programming experience, from .pre
liminary design of systems to final docu
mentation and maintenance. 

• Demonstrated managerial ability. 
• Degree in science, engineering or mathe-

matics. . 

Incentives? They match the requirements: 

• Responsibility for directing. a large pro
gramming staff. 

• Salary commensurate with responsibility 
and experience. 

• Close association with other RCA experts 
in electronics, photography, optics and 
communications. 

• Lead role in developing the graphic sys-· 
terns of tomorrow. 

If you are interested, send a complete resume to: 

Mr. J. F. Biewener, Dept. GS-7 
RCA Graphic Systems Division 
David Sarnoff Research Center 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 

The Most Trusted Name 
in Electronics 

CIRCLE 113 ON READER CARD 
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Only the very finest tape is good 
enough for today's newer, super
speed, tape perforators! 

When you specify PERFECTION '", you know 
you're getting the finest . .. 

holes are clean and sharp, down to the last perforation .. . 
tapes don't tear or break, even at the highest speeds .. . 
slitting is sharp and true, and virtually lint-free ... base 
~tocks are chosen-for-the-job, and quality assured. 

PERFECTIOW) Tapes, either rolls or folded, are available 
for every computer or communication application. Write 
today for a sample brochureand the name of your nearest 
PERFECTION:Rl Distributor. 

PERFECTION 
® 

PAPER 
MANUFACTURERS 

COMPANY 
PHILADELPHIA 15, PENNSYLVANIA 

BRANCH FACTORIES: 
Indianapolis, Ind .• Newark, Calif. 

SALES OFFICES: 
Atlanta. Chicago. Cleveland. Dallas 

Ka nsas City. Los Angeles. New England 
New York. San F~ancisco • Syracuse 
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The popularity of our 
new 600 Series 

• • carries a price ... 

High-level staff additions at 
General Electric's 
Computer Dept. in Phoenix 

Cali it the price of success. Of course, we're happy with the number of orders coming in for our new 
G. E.complex of computers ... and what really pleases us is that orders are coming from some of the 
most knowledgeable, technically sophisticated users in the world. Does anything confirm the superi
ority of the line better than winning out in today's hard, nose-to-nose competition? 
But this means heavy demands are being made on our senior group of computer systems development 
engineers to extend the capability of the 600 series beyond the fringes of present knowledge ... in the 
fields of business, scientific, real-time, and time-sharing applications. 
And in addition, we are right now starting on a whole new "line," and numerous company-funded devel
opment programs are underway. 
All this means that a wide number of openings are now available in many areas. And the men we're 
looking for must be equal in stature to the calibre of the present staff. Preferably they should have 
a strong academic background in Math, ME, EE, or Physics. This group is part of the headquarters 
complex in Phoenix, Arizona. 

Programming (BS or MS degree with 3-5 years' experience preferred) 
Business Systems Applications • Scientific Programming. Software Package Development. Systems Programming • Data 
Center Services 

(Customer-oriented programming in time sharing applications, BS/MS Math is highly desirable) 

Mechanical Engineering BS or MS required with extensive experience in packaging or high speed small 
mechanisms design. 

Systems Engineering BSEE or MSEE required with 5· or more years' experience in large scale digital com
puter or related systems. 

Logic Design & Circuit Design Engineering BSEE or MSEE, with 3-5 years' circuit and/or 
logic design experience with computers or related digital hardware. 

Custom Engineering, Maintainability and Continuation Engineering a number 
of key spots for engineers with interest in these areas and a' background in basic computer.hardware design. Engineering 
degree required. 

If you want a chance to better your own past performance, and have experience in any of the areas 
mentioned above, we invite your further inquiry. There are many openings, too, in the General Electric 
Computer effort in Phoenix and other major cities throughout the U.S. If you have a solid academic 
background and computer-related experience in design, applications, sales, service or administration, 

. you. are invited to explore these opportunities. 

December 1965 

Please write to: Stephen K. Stewart, Administrator 
Professional Placement Room 42·P 

General Electric Co., Computer Dept. 
A·12, P.O. Box 270, Phoenix, Arizona 

COMPUTER DEPARTMENT 

GENERAL. ELECTRIC 
An equal opportunity employer/M&F 

CIRCLE 115 ON READER CARD 
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AUTOMATION, SOCIAL IMPUCATION~ 

AND OUR ECONOMIC SYSTEM 

In discussing the social impact of com
puters and automation, people often 
ask, "How many are out of a job be
cause of automation?il But the inter
play between automatiohl technolog
ical ch~nge, cost and demand very 
crucially affects the answer to the 
question. There can be no controlled 
experiment in which all other factors 
are kept constant while automation is 
introduced. So, we don/t really know, 
and can/t know. 

1 submit that it is not necessary to 
have precise answers to such ques
tions. I suggest that at this point, what 

. is happening in detail is less important 
than why it is happening. I believe 
many people are looking for solutions 
in the wrong place-at least for long
term solutions. Their solutions are like 
giving aspirin for a persistent head
ache without attacking the underlying 
pathology that causes the headache. 
Examples of this aspirin are current 
cries for shorter work weeks, earlier 
retirement, etc. ForI reducing overali 
production will . result in a standard 
of living lower than we would other
wise have. 

Many loud voices, in particular the 
Ad Hoc Committee on the Triple Rev
olution; are saying that we must im
mediately face up to paying men not 
to work-we must have a guaranteed 
annual income. It seems to me that an 
assuinption implicit in the proposals is 
that men can now, or soon will be able 
to, produce more goods and services 
than society can consume. Why else 
do they want to reduce total produc
tion? One might want to do so as a 
temporary measure to relieve the 
present headache, but these solutions 
are advanced as permanent proce:' 
dures rather than temporary symp
tom-relieving prescriptions. . 

Tliere may' be some limit to what 
society can consume but we are ob
viously a long, long way from satura
tion. I don/t know what to do with Ap
palachian coal miners, but I think ifts 
outrageous to propose that carpenters 
be paid not to produce when society 
as a whole needs more private hous-
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ing, schools, hospitais, and other pub
lic buildings. If we look at the' natio'n 
as a whole, 11m sure that the country 
could build up in a short time to con
sumption of 10 times what it is today. 
The problem isn.lt that we can/t con
sume that much; the problem is that 
we won/t be able to produce that 
much for a long time to come. And if 
we look at the world as a whole (and 
11m certain that we must), then the 
factor is at least 100. 

If solutions involving the reduction 
of total production by society are the 
wrong direction, what is a better one? 
Let me approach this by returning to 
my earlier suggestion of a shift in em
phasis from "what" is happening to 
"why." I submit that the answer to 
"why" lies in the notion that there is 
something awry in the public sector 
of our society. 

We face an ever-increasing pace of 
technological change in the private 
sector. One reason for this is that more 
and more of the brightest people in 
society spend their time figuring out 
how to change things. Nine out of 10 
of all scientists are alive today. But 
where are the majority of these bright, 
innovative people? They are in the 
private sector! Very few are in the 
pubiic sector inventing new ways for 
public accommodation to the fantas
tic rate of change going on in the priv
ate sector. Why? 

Let me respond with a simple com
parison between public and private 
sectors. Robert McNamara manages, 
an organization about 10 times the 
size of General Motors. Yet his salary 
is much less than one-tenth that of the 
presid'ent of General Motors. Actually, 
despite this inequity, the nation does 
very well at attracting good men for 
jobs at Mr. McNamara/s level, since a 
good deal of status and prestige is 
attached thereto. But no one accepts 
such positions as a career. If I remem
ber correctly, prior to 1961 the aver
age term in office, for the Secretary 
of Defense tJnd the three service sec
retaries, was less than three years 
each. Most businesses would suffer 

considerably from that kind of con
tinuous top-level turn-over. But what 
about the some'what lower levels of 
management? How many General Mo
tors executives earn more than $40,-
000 per year? Quite a few! None do 
in DOD, including Mr. McNamara. 
Where, in general, do you think you 
will find the better-qualified individ
uals? When I make this point, people 
often wail, IIBut we can/t afford high 
salaries for public servants!" Who but 
the same IIwe ll pays the salaries of 
General Motors executives? 

The prime mover behind our econ
omy is' the profit motive, which is why 
the private sector works so well-it 
provides the necessary IIfeedbackll 

(one of the OK words ()f this age of 
cybernetics). The feedback' mechanism 
in the public sector is often non-exist
ent. The problem is often that of what 
to use as a metric; For General Motors 
management, we look at the profit 
and loss statement. For DOD, we have 
but intuitive feelings as to perform
ance. Need this always be the case? 
Possibly so-but how many of oOr ex
perts on control systems and feedback 
are striving to innovate new systems 
in the public sector? 

Another problem is that we lack 
knowledge of how our economy really 
works. Some economists attribute the 
present sustained period of prosperity 
to the tax cut. Others have different 
explanations-one of which is that the 
science of ihventory control, as imple
mented on computers, has eliminated 
a major source of inherent instability 
in our economic system. With respect 
to the tax cut, some economists felt 
that the 10wer-incC?me group shoul~ 

get most of the cut, others that it 
should be applied at the high-income 
level. Some e~ondmists feel, that we 
could reduce unemployment to 2 or 
3% today by raising the federal 
budget by 10% or by reducing income 
taxes by an additional 10%. Industry 
would then take over retraining and 
relocation-just as it did in World War 
II. Do we know that they are wrong? 
Or right? The problem of being unable 
to run .9 controlied experiment makes 
this all very difficultl but ft seems to 
me that we could be devoting a lot 
more effort to trying to understand 
our economic system. 

-PAUL ARMER 
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THE 
CASE 

OF 
THE 

VANISHING 
ROOM 

Here is a new tape storage case that saves important space, protects important data, 
and can be effectively used by real people working with real computers. Consider this: 

You get 50% more storage because cases are thinner, it's even possible to use existing 
racks and cabinets. Case is always a circle, quick, easy to use. Place the reel against 
the shelf-back of the case, flip the lock. That's all. Reel is self registering -to inner and 
outer rim. A stacking feature permits orderly storage on the desk, whether reel is in or out 
of case. Stacks on the arm, too, for quick computer changes. They're rugged. 
Cases are rigid, unbreakable when dropped, made of polycarbonate, hinged at lock with 
metal pins. Dual rubber seals mean best protection against tape contamination, 
better by far than any other space-saving case. 

This new case is available from most every computer and tape manufacturer with their 
reels of tape. A ring of color around the hub of the reel identifies it as a quality reel 
with an aluminum winding surface from 

DATA PACKAGING CORPORATION 
205 Broadway, Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Case patent number 3209904. 
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You iust may 
lose your head over 

this ad. 

Why? Because Ferroxcube high 
density ferrite (99.95%) 
recording heads are better. 
Gaps and assemblies are 
completely glass bonded. It's a 
patented process. Only we 
can do that 
This permits such a high 
recording density and ultra 
stable mass that our multi-track 
assemblies can· hold a long term 
'flatness of 12-24 microinches. 
The result: A truly low-flying 

head (with extremely short 
gaps of 20-30 microinches). 
Only we can do that. 
Our fine surface finish lets you 
get il1- closer and increase 
packing densities better than 
ever before. Makes life happier 
if you're involved with discs or 
drums. Or cost .. :which is less 
per bit of storage. Only we 
can do that.· .. 
And forlcontact applications, 
glass bonded heads present the 

CIRCLE 3 ON READER CARD 

ideal surface capable of 
thousands of hours of 
continuous use. Since there's no 
epoxy on the head, there's no 
chance of oxid~ gunking. Only 
we can do that. 
Technical bulletins 1004 and 
1006 are available on request. 
We're willing to have our heads 
examined, too. Then we'll see 
how long it takes you to lose 
yours. Only you can do that. 
FERROXCUBE CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
Saugerties, New York ~ 
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